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This thesis has been written in an attempt to answer a question 
whi ch came to mind when I f i rst began reading white English south 
African literature. The question itself was quite simple: why 
is this literature li ke it i s, and, more particularly, why is it 
a body --of work whose quality is generally so mediocre? There is 
a general critica.l consensus that it is mediocre, and al l the mor e 
so whel1. it is judged in the light of standards set by modern 
European and American literature. Kevin Margarey is representative 
of this consensus when he writes that "if one attempted to fit 
south African novels into a hierarchy that contained Henry James, 
Hertry Handel Richardson and J.B. Priestly, one would have, I 
think, to make some remark such as that no South Afri can nove l 
r:i;ses above good third class . 111 And Philip Segal implies a 
siIPi lar l ow es ti ma ti on of the value of English Sou t h African 
literature in his discussion of the place of South Af r ican writing 
in university English literature courses: ~ 
Can we find time t o s tudy book.s whi (::h 
(chosen not mainly because of their 
literary value bu t for some foreground 
interest of loca l subject or setting) 
wi 11 make it necessary to drop out of' our 
course a play of Ben Jonsonf s, a novel of 
Jane Austen's, a major work of modern 
criticism or -poe try? Certainly the local 
flavour may be very exci t i ng, and i t i s 
deli ghtfu l. t o recognize a familiar l a IQ.,d 
s ca;,-' e i n a wor k, o _ to s e 1 ourselv·es ' 
in a well- drawn social s i t uation ; and 
no one can deny that enjoying this flavour 
may encourage wider reading . But what if, 
when its taste fades from our memory, we 
ar e le f t wi t h l i tt l e or nothing comp a.ra 1 e 
t o wha t remains i n our mi~ds after reading 
a great work of literature, no permanent 
disturbance of the spirit, no unforgettable 
intensity of art? 2 
/ 
There would seem to be a · number of immediate and obvious answers 
to my initia l question as to the relative mediocrity of this 
2 
literature. First, it could be said that its lack of distinction 
is simply because no great t alent has emerged, one whose example 
might have set a precedent £or later \l,Ti ters. Secondly, it could 
be pointed out _that the Engl ish sub-group in south Africa has 
a l ways been a small, if conspicuous, minority, and that a scatter ed 
mi llion people or so hardly cons titutes an adequate base for 
cultura l fecundity and for t he emergence of a great body of 
literature. Thirdly, the brief history, the largely colonial 
origins and continuing colonial outlook of the English in s outh 
Africa could also be advanced in an attempt to explain the thinness 
of their culture and the parochial, provincial char acter of thei r 
literature . Henry Jame s ~ much-quoted moral to the effec t that 
"the flower of art blooms only where the soil is deep, that i t 
takes a great deal of history to produce a little literature, that 
it nee ds a complex social machinery to set a writer in moti on 11 , 3 
is certainly applicable to English south Af'rican culture; and 
the lack of these condi tions is sure l y one of the reasons f or the 
mediocrity of its ar t. Four t hly, and finally , attention could be 
0rawr. to a nu"!'.lJer '.)f soc iaJ. conci tions sFch cs th~ st-r1.lcture of 
south Africa according to the dictates of race and class, _to 
Apartheid and its censorship laws ; all t hese can be seen to have 
had a destruc tive a.nd limiting ef f ee t upon the aq1i ev emen t of 
white Engl ish south African literature, as well as on every o ther 
literature in the country . 
r wi ll be discussing the latter three of these four general reasons 
or explanations i n much greater detai l be low since it is these 
whi ch ~ bo th direc tly and indirectly ) have had the most signi fican t 
de termining influence on this literature. The fact that no truly 
great indivi dual talent has appeared in it is an explanation of 
3 
negligible significance. As Nadine Gordimer has v;ri tten: "when 
I began to t hink abcu t vr..ci t er s in my m~m country, r saw that the 
reasons why many of them have 11;ri tten as they have are centred 
more in the social situation they share than in their individual 
differences of talent and temperament. 114 Nor is it a sufficient 
~~ 
exp i"anation to argue that whatever medioc:rity is to be found in 
white English South African literature is due solely to artis tic 
failure. Philip Segal, for i nstance, replying to an article in 
The Classic by Nat Na.Kasa, wr ites: "In our context the failure 
that must be stressed, when t here is one, is the failure in artistic 
,, 
power. r underline this agai n because of the loose talk that 
results when this is for gotten. For instance, a cri tic quo ted in 
the paper we are discussing , says : "Perhaps if the author had 
l i ved among his c haracters and seen t heir conduct with his own eyes 
he would have been able to portray them more powerf ul ly .. , This 
is the cause of t he failing of our white w;ei ters in general". 
Now one obviously canno t have too much of r aw- experience of l ife 
i f one wishes to write, but even if one has ·talent, no amount of 
such experience 'l.Vill automatically lead to the creation of a valid 
wor2< of art." 5 For his assertion that all f ailures in li terature 
are failures of imagination and artistic power - nothing more, 
no t hi!'l.g less - becomes questiona ble and unsatis.factory , and ·- l 
expecially when , as \I.ii 11 be argued in the .following chapters of 
-
t his t hesi s , these various failures are seen in the light of-tire · 
specifi c problems which have confronted the white Engli sh vr..ci ter 
in south Africa. 
Criticism of English south Afr ican Literature 
Until very recently, criticism of English South African literature 
4 
has tended to consist of little more than a condescending tour 
around the territory of the major literary figures and their land-
marks. In a word, it has often amounted to no more than a kind of 
academic journalism. 6 It has usually been thematic in approach. 
Critics have identified and isolated common themes such as that 
of "exile" and have then proceeded to illustrate these in any 
b c .._ t 7 num er O .i. L2X s . Perhaps i nevitably, the most common single 
theme which has been isolated is that of race. for, as 
Ezekiel Mphahlele has complai ned, "English fiction in south Africa 
is obsessed with race relationships. The plot is the thing, and -
as race conflicts provide innumerable facile plots, we are in for 
a gold rush; and so character counts for little or nothing. 118 
As is evident in the above quotation, the obsession with the theme 
of race , and the artistic ina dequacies of the ways in which it 
has been treated, has also been the target for the most frequent 
critical charge directed against it. Mart±·n Tucker, for instance, 
noting ~~th disapproval the obsessive concern with the colour 
question, remarks that "this concern cannot be explained merely 
hy reason of the existing colour problem in the society these 
wTiters describe The answer appears to lie in the mor~l, 
puritanical attitude of south African writers to their work~ These 
writers have not yet bro~<:en from a propagandistic orientation and 
a moral fervour ... 1,he south African novel invatiably has been 
a t~act, and instruction - rather than esthetic appreciation -
is it s excu s e for being n 9 And Lewis Nko s i , in hi s critici s m of 
fiction by blac~< south Africans, dra\vs a similar connection 
between the race theme and artistic failure ~ "what we do get from 
sou t h Af rica ( theref ore) an d wha t 'Vre do ge t most frequen t ly -
is the journalistic ·fact parading outrageously as imaginative 
literature. we find here a type of fiction which exploits the 
-
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ready-made plots of racial vi olence , social apartheid, interracial 
love affairs which are doomed from the beginning , wi d1out any 
attempt to transcend or transmute these given 'social facts' into 
artistically persuasive works of fiction." 10 
This type of t hematic criti c ism never fails to i gnor e the impor t ant 
re l ation between form and content i n a . literary work . More 
importantly, it never fails to ignore those supposedly "extra-
literary " factors whi ch always have such a decisive de t ermining 
effect on the nature of any literature . In few work.s of south 
Af rican literary criticism is there any evidence of a thorough 
examination of the relationshio between hi s torical circums tances 
and the distinctive character of the literature which has been 
produced within them. I n none of the wor ks cited above is there 
any attempt to develop a theoretical framework which might make 
possible a s ystematic and l ess narrow reading of white English 
sout h African li terature ; a ll of them contain no more tha n a 
number of isolated , purely t extual criticisms which are strung 
-
togetheT, at best , by t:he b:roil-::1.est a'.!.d most vc?.gue :>.+: .soc:i_ologicaJ .. 
generalizations. 1 1 And it is t he precise intention of this thesis 
to examine a section of this literature not in order to confirm 
its inferiority , and nor t o es tablish a canon of val uabl e books 
according to a hierarchy of literary values, but to s ee how vari ous 
"extra-literary " factors have played the decisive part in 
determini ng i ts char ac t er. 
The Li beral Tradition 
Consi dering the low level and general incompetence of English south 
African literary criticism, it is not surprising that those 
) 
6 
a ttempts to discern th~ line aments of a tradition running ~hro 1 .__ v.gn 
white English South African literature have been unhelpful. An 
observation li ke Arthur Ravenscroft's when he writes that 
11 0li ve Schreiner established wha t I see as the central tradi'tion 
of South African writing in English: realism unquestionably rooted 
in the local scene, which, t hanks to an open vigorous compassion , 
results in t he numi nous vision that i nvests local concerns with 
insights that speak to people every\Vhere 11 , 12 is so vague and 
! 
generally applicable to a literature from any country as to be 
quite useless. Nor is J.P.L. Snyman•s conclusion to his superficial 
study of the English south African novel of any greater assistance ; 
he writes t ha t "the t wo features .of the South African novel are 
the prominence of Nature and the fact that most of the outstanding 
. 1 3 
1.1.rr i ters are women". 
White English south African literature pre$:ents a face which is as 
vari,ega ted , amorohous and con tradictory as tha t of any other 
literature . At first si ght i t would seem a·s i f the only common 
factor among the majority of its works is a commitment to the 
racial problem. Uhat would appear to have been c arried over f r om 
one book to another seems to be no more than a common theme; however 
differently it might be approached by different authors. Never-
theless, i t is one of t he int en t ions of this s tudy t o show that 
there is a comrnon factor running through the most .. significan 
s ec tion of white Eng l ish Sout h Af r ican f icti on , and tha t t his 
common factor operates on a f ar deeper level than that of subject 
matter or a commitment to rea lism. This level is an ideolo~rical. 
one ; and t he ideology itself i s liberali sm. It is this i d~o logy 
which, whatever the variations and different elements stressed 
in it by different authors , f orms and defines the major tradition 
in English literature in sou t h Africa. 
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To study a literature irt ter ms of the ideology which informs it 
has a number of advantages over purely textual, practical criticism. 
For it is through ideology t hat literature manifests its particular 
relationship to history. Moreover, an ideological study is 
particularly useful in the case of white English south African 
fiction, for the liberal ideology itself has a particularly close 
re lationship to the form which thi s fiction takes . As Stephen Gray 
has said: "The liberal tradition and realism goi hand in hand 
here .&n south Africa] , for realism implies a ce~tain capaciousness 
that can admit a variety of styles, from symbolical and allegorical 
to the naturalist, which are felt to be necessary to dea l with the 
stresses of the liberal debate ... The a nimat ory word her e i s 
'liberal'. In criticism of the English realist nove l the word is 
. . . .'h d . . ' 14 implicit i n t_e very e scriptive term 'novel' . 11 And thus a study 
of this fiction in terms of the liberal ideology is able to 
encompass both its form and its content. , . 
With a few possible additions and . omissions, the liberal t r adition 
in Er.glish south African literature is constituted by the novels 
.of Olive schreirl:.ei:_ , William Plomer, Alan Paton, Dan Jacobson, and 
Nadine Gordimer. As Stephen Gray has said: "the logical and 
coherent tradition of the realist novel in South Africa is a very 
narrow, bu t highly organized one. What begins wi t h S hr eine 1 s 
novel as the liberal tradition in Southern African fiction deres 
con tinue i n TUrbo_!! .. WC? l..f.§2., i s end _mic to c ry, __ '£h.S,,1?.£19Y~£-.Count:r:4 
~, 5 
... and meets its culmination in later novels." In this study 
I will be discus sing the work of the a bove fi ve writer s and I vr.i. 11 
a lso be making some r efer ence to the two novels of J uM. Coetzee; 
not because these are informed by the liberal ideology but because, 
like the later novels of Nadine Gordimer, they reflect its break-
down. 
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since it deals on l y \lri t h these six writers, and then only wi th a 
very s mal l selection of t heir ·1,1,Ti ti ngs I t his study c annot pretend 
to be inclusive . However, many of my arguments apply equa lly to 
nove lis ts li ke Jack Cope who are not discussed here at all. Also, 
I s hou l d add t hat I am discussing white English south African 
writers a lone; this is becau se I have been concerne d to examine 
t he connections betv:een a literature and t he 1.vay of li f e of whi te 
English Sou th Africa and the changing cultural and historical 
situation of this group of people. I have not dealt with any 
fiction by black South Africans; it is neither useful nor possib .e 
to group the i magi native products of both black and white \1-Ti ters 
under any single heading. For it i s a commonplace t hat t hose who 
live· differently wi 11 write different l y, and for different purpo s e s . 
Whils t tlle whites are still l arge l y concerned with preserving and 
dissemi nating the va lues of t heir Western heritage and civi l izat i on , 
the writings of the blac ks are today largefy geared towards the 
i mperatives of revolutionary action. 
The s ter~_lity and e:<haustion of white culture in S01 .. i_-i:h Africa vets 
been r evealed i ncreasingl y \!Tith time. Its general degeneration is 
reflected i n many book s rec ently published in · this country. Whilst 
there is no need to i nvoke a di a lectical conception of hi t ory in 
order to exp lain the sense of dea th-in-life whi c h pervades and 
possesses t he \lrhi te cu lture , whether English or Afri kaans (and 
pervade s , too, t he ficti on of those members of it who have t he 
clearest sense of its current state and direction), and t he con~ 
trasting vitality which is present against all t he odds in black 
cul ture, it r emain true at t h . time of writing that Sou th Africa..'1 
culture, i n the broadest sense of tha t word, is marked by a 
r esurgence of t he new over against the old. This study concerns 
9 
the old; t ha t which is, in fact , already dead. 
Its focus will be on t hat ideology of liberalism which has been 
t he main intellectual inheritance of V/hi te English south African 
1.1.Ti ters, and on the exact way in which it has informed their novels. 
It will be my main intention to show that, more than any other 
si ng l e fac t or, it is this i deology which has been r e sponsible for · 
many of the failures and limitations of these books. I have dealt 
with a selection of novels which span almost exactly a century in 
order to reveal t he increasing poverty of the liberal ideology in 
sou th Africa and the ways in which it has proved itself to be less 
and les s ade quate to t he his tori cal reali t ies of thi s countr y. 
Finally , i t mi ght be added t hat i f this t hesis is a study of the 
inadequacies of a liter a ture, t hen it also i mplies the i nadequacy 
or f ailure of t he English in South Af rica ; ,:: .. for a literature 
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Part Qne 
Chapter 1 
Problems of .the white English writer in South Africa: Colonialism . . . • ' -
1 1 
The precise nature of the historical forces which have shaped a 
country almost always presen ts a number of problems for the writer; 
this is particularly the cas e in a country like south -Africa which 
is so much the product of European colonialism. And the degree to 
which the writer is both able to perceive the nature of the problems 
caused by this history, and to respond to them, is often a measure 
of his or aer artistic ac hievement. In t his chap ter , therefore, I 
will be discussing those difficulties which the white English 
~Titer in south Africa has met with as a result of be ing in a 
colonial situation. 
~ General Cultural Imeo~rishmen! 
The general conditions of life prevailing in a. colony, or in a __ . 
country which has had a long colonial history, have often been 
described as scarcely providing a sui table,._ .. climate for the writer. 
Perhap s t he most signifi cant indicati on of .the enormi ty of the 
problems with which the white English South African \I.Titer has 
been .2ac:ed in t his ccun t:r y i s tu be f ound in hi s mo st charac t er·istic 
response to them; - in his retreat to another country, into exile. 
In the society of a country whose history has followe d the 
conventional coloni a li st pattern of t aming ~he land a.n d .onqueri.ng 
G its indigenous peoples in order that the weal th of the one an_d the 
labour of the other might be exploited, material values and 
merc ant i l e concerns tend to pre dominate and mental l ife becomes 
decisively shaped by the colonial system with its conservatism 
anc traditionalism, with its emphasis on action and its contempt 
f or intelle c t u a l values. William Plamer has \lrri tten : "The 
colonial attitude to culture might be compared, not unjustly, 
with that of a dog to a lamp - post ..• that artists cannot live in 
1 2 
Sou th Africa is a fact that has been fully demonstrated by the 
lives of Thomas Pringle, Olive Schreiner and others. 111 
The degraded, debased nature of south African colonial society, 
its tawdry quality, lack of an intelligentsia and general 
intellectual stagnation, is indicated by the incessant exodus of 
si g::iificant white Eng lish Sou th African writers from it. Amongs t 
many distinguished others, Olive Schreiner spent
1 
long periods 
away from south Africa and s he seems to have remained eternally 
ambivalent in her attitude towards it; William Plomer himself, 
Roy Campbell and Laurens van der Post all left South Africa for 
good in t he nineteen- twenties , whilst Dan J ac obson wa s in a f orm 
of self-imposed exile even before his first novel appeared. The 
ef fects of this i ncessant drain of writers cannot be overestimated 
in any evaluation of t he stat e of English south African culture 
ar..d writing; for not only ha s it helped to. keep the country in 
a condition of nearly permanent inte llectual infancy as the bes t 
and brightest of each successive generation have departed for 
more hospitable intellectual climates. but it has long hindered 
the growth and consolidation of any significant local tradition 
of culture and literature. Each generation has had to go through 
the arduous process of re-di s covering its past, if :i. t has no t 
been saddled with the v i rtually i mpos sible t a sk of r -cr e a t i n g a · 
past from scratch. Nevertheless, this phenomenon of exile among 
•J.:hi te Engl ish S u t h Afr i can wri t erc , a phenomenon which wou l d l oo 
large in any social history of English south African literature, 
is only the most conspicuous expression of the problematic 
re la tionsh-. p between t he writer and his or her colonial socie t y . 
The actual problems themselves are far more specific. 
1 3 
Lack of a Past, a Tradition, a Cu l ture 
In his "Introduction 11 to the Penguin edition of Olive schr e i ner ' s 
The Story of An African Farm , Dan Jacobson has written: 
A colonial count r y is one which has no 
memory . The di scontinuities of colonial 
experience make it almost inevitable 
t hat t his shou l d be so. A political 
entity which has been brought into 
exi stenc e by the actions of a.~ external 
power; a popula tion consisting of the 
descendants of c onquerors, of slaves and 
of inden tured l abourers, and of dispos- · 
sessed aborigina ls; a language in the 
courts and schoo ls which has been 
imported li ke an item of heavy machinery; 
a prolonged economic and psychological 
subservience to a metropolitan centre a 
great distance away •.. One hardly needs 
t o J ab~J r t he point that such ~onditio~s 
make it extremely difficult for any 
section of the population to develop a 
vital, effective belief in the past as a 
present concern, and in the present as a 
consequence of the past 's concern. 2 
>As opposed to a countr y whi c h has had a long and relatively 
homogeneous civilization , the white Engli sh writer :L n south Africa 
ha s been faced vnth the difficulty of dwelling in a land which, 
to him at least , is •JJi t hcut a p :i.st, wi t:~nu t c:· tisto:r·y, :.md 1.vi t ho·xt 
a general tradition of culture whose established societal .forms 
he could use as a gui ding foundation for his own writing . The 
social defici encies of hi s co lonial society ha ve been si.rni ar 
those which confronted the writer .in early nineteenth century 
America , deficiencies which Henry James enumerated in his study 
of Nathanie l Hawthorne by compari ng Ameri can s ociety with tha.t 
which existed in wes t ern Europe in the same historical period: 
One might enumer ate the items of high 
c ivilization as it exists in other 
countries, which are absent from the 
texture of American life, until it should 




No State, in t he European sense of that 
word, and indee d barely a specific 
national name. No sovereign, no co~rt, 
no personal loya lty , no aristocracy, no 
church, no clergy , no army, no diplomatic 
service, no country gentlemen, no palaces, 
no castles, nor manors, nor old country-
houses, nor parsonages, nor thatched 
cottages nor i vied ruins; no cathedrals, 
nor abbeys, nor little Norman churches; 
no great Univer sities nor public schools -
no Oxford, Eton, nor Harrow; no 
l iterature, no novels, no museums, no 
pictures, no political society, no 
sporting class - no Epsom nor Ascot, ~ 3 
He further observes that "in the United States, in those days, 
there were no great things t o look out at (save forests and 
rivers); life was not in t he least spectacular; society was not 
ori lli.J.:nt; 'd 1e couY .. t ry was J i 1 2r_ \;cp t u g1e.:.t natiofl...:.;.l T\Jsper:..t.1, 
a homely bourgeois activity , a diffu sion of prinary educat ion and 
the common luxuries . 114 I n essenc e , this wou ld have appli ed also 
to white colonial society in nineteenth century south Afr ica. 
And this absence of "items of high civilization" and an over-
whelmi ng devotion to mercanti l e int erests, ;quite apart from 
contributing to that thin, tawdry texture which is characteristic 
of colonial life everywhere, rnade , in J ames' estimati on , t he t a s k 
of the writer so difficult in the United States in that it 
provided the la tter with no suitable subject- matter f or serious 
fict ion . The colonial writer in sout h . Africa was faced wi t h a 
similar difficulty. 
Yet a country tJ.ii.thout a pa s t i nhibits the writer in even more 
significant ways. For it is primarily a profound sense of the 
past, of felt history, ~hich is to be found in all great national ~ 
literatures; this very greatness itself might be said t o have 
been partly inspired by a sense of continuity with previous his tor· 
and the earlier literature which came out of it. Also, it is a 
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sense of shared history which, perhaps more than any other single 
f actor, serves to bind together a people into that distinctive, 
recognizable community whose traditions and cultural life provide 
the writer with the material for his work, and particularly so 
if he is a novelist since the novel by its nature commits him to 
the ·depiction of a form of life which is specifically societal .. 
Without a past, a people becomes weightless, deracinated and 
fragmented; and the literature of this people becomes correspon-
dingly weightless and thin a s well. 
In the case of the white English writer in South Africa, the 
j_ni ti a 1 loss of t he past which wa,s one of the des t r u. tive 
consequences of colonialism has only grown more profound in time 
because of t he :b.i st ori.c.al -.pos ition 0£ his _people in this . country. 
Initially , being colonizers and possessing a strong I mperial 
connection , it was inevitable that these people should have 
regarded t heir history as British history. Yet with the consoli-~ 
dation of an absolute Afrikaner power after 1948, the sundering 
of the ,3ri ti sh connection in 1 961. and the subsequent creation 
of a republic by_ Afrikaners and largely for Afri kaners alone; 
~~th the English being a minority among the white racial group, 
and with thei r having been permanently displaced from any role 
a s a major uolitical f orce in this country , i t wa s a l mo t inevita ble 
that their ovm local south African history should have come fo 
seem more and more of an irrelevancy - and this quj Le apart from 
its frequent ignominy and the consequent wish to forget it. 
Their past became irrelevant b~cause it could no longer serve them 
in the present; no longer bei n g relevant t o presen~ concerns it 
became forgotten and ceased to exert whatever authority it might 




Christopher Hope has maintained t hat "one of the reasons why the 
English-speaker in t his countr y has never vaunted past [militar~ 
victori es has a lo t to do with the fact that ultimate l y he tends 
to have los t in the power struggle with the Afri kaner . 11 5 And 
most commentators today , both insi de and outside the country, now 
regard t he English as totally irrelevant to the future of south 
Afri ca; a s Peter Temple says, referring to t he Oxford History of · 
South Af rica as an example of the cursory treatm:=nt in historiography 
that the English may expect in the future: "its lack of interest 
in English-speaking South Africans probably reflects the now-
ruling liberal consensus that the English have a minimal part to 
play in t he future of south Africa , and t heref ore t heir past is 
f 
. t) 
not o great importance . " 
That loss of a past, of a def ined cultura l identity and a sens e of 
history among t he English in South Africa which has only grown 
: . · 
more profound with the passage of time since the ear ly colonial 
oer iod in the nineteen t h cent tn'y and with t he Afrikaner ri se t o 
oower in t his one, has meant t hat it has been virtually impossible · 
for t he white English south African wri t er t o uti li ze Engli s h 
south African history in his own work . Although it cannot be 
denied t hat there is a large body of "popular", commercial English 
s outh Af rican f i ction (by writers like Francis Bret··- Young, 
stuar·t Cloete and Wilbur Smi t h) which has exploited the locaL----
colour offered by local English history , this body r epresents both 
a travesty of fiction and of history and does no t demand serious 
attention . . 1 The irrelevancy of this his tory both to the c olonial 
' 
pas t and the present has meant that it ha s been impo r.s ib1e, f or 
instance, for the settlement of the 1820 British immigrants in 
the Eastern Cape to be . an event of great mythic and historic 
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significance either for the English writer or for the English 
people in Sou th Africa as a whole. As a result of the loss of a 
sense of history both through colonialism and through the 
po litical-historical failure of the English in south Africa, their 
literature is characterized, on one level, by a lack of a sense of 
the past and also by the absence of a vision of the future. 
More importantly, for the ser ious white English South African 
wr iter, the lack of a past ha s entailed, quite apart from personal 
problems of deracination, an excessive equivocation over the 
question of identity . When Christopher Heywood remarks that "the 
obsessive pursuit of identi t y bv Sou th Af r i c an w:r.iters t'e f lec t s 
their insecurity in a maze of contradictory loyalti es 11 , 7 he is 
also forgetting t ha t, to a ver y great degree, history is i dent~_ty ; 
and that t he absence of one a s an ongoing c oncern, as a felt 
presence in the present, ~~11 entail the a D-sence of t he other and 
its attendan t insecuriti es amongst which a sense of unbe longing 
is the obvious one . 
I n southern African Literature (1 979 ), Stephen Gray has written 
of t he t heme of t he harshness of the sou th African landscape which 
is t o be .found so frequently in English outh Af.ric n fi c tion and 
the sense of unbelonging which it fosters among its human 
inhabitants: 
the overwhelming intransigence of the 
l andscape in Schr einer , \vhich is one of 
her major themes, is a reality, and it 
finds its echo i n several major southern 
African works tha t follow Schreiner 
without any si gni f icant alteration in 
attitude: it is virtually a cliche of 
southern African fiction that it depicts 
vast natural forces at work on puny beings 








to human ambition. Landscape, in sou t h 
African realist f iction, never merely 
sus tains and magnifies man; it dwarfs 
and overwhe lms, it remains unyielding 
and destructive. Out of Schreiner's 
single vision of that l andscape comes 
this enduring vision of it, common to 
many white novelists: one follows it 
through TUrbott Wo lfe, The Beadle, Cry, 
the Beloved Coun try, The GrasS""T'S Singing 
and A Dance in the sun to Gordimer's The 
Conserva tio.ri..ist, unchanged, as a basi_c_ 
g1Ven of tne - ~enre ... The evidence of 
these work s is that all t hese au thors 
concur "Vli th Schr einer that t he land, itself 
dries the vital juices out of its inhabi-
tants , stunts t hem and - worst of all -
disallows them f rom achieving man 1 s most 
sacred desire, t he desire to take root in 
the land and be l ong . Thus . . . the Ii' x - <-'; -1 c 
literature of this kind has a basic tenet 
1 the t heme that i ts characters do not - ~ 
c annot ·- belong . We are confron ted 'IJri t h 
1 
a cc 'c'lert:ilt a..:i.d cont::..nuo1.1s s tre e:..rn of fic ti ·~'f, 
that i s about per manently alienated beings, 
white bei ngs who are not part of, and c an 
never be part of , a land which offers 
them no harmonious, sympathetic growth . 8 
Ye t he, too, fails to mention or add that this abiding vision of 
the harshnes s of t he south African landscape and t he unbelonging 
of its inhabitants is a direct consequence of -the f act that histor y 
has not domesticated the former whilst, at the same time, it has 
no t produced those societal f orms , that cul t ural texture , which 
would afford t he latter a nourishing human environment which would 
overcome their sense of alienation. Thi s alienation to be found 
so frequently in English South African literat ure is jus t one 
reflection of an absence of a past and of a shared communal nistory. 
And thi s painful phenomenon is , in t urn, one reflection of an / 
i nfinitely more serious problem for the writer in this country,J 
t he problem of that cultural schizophrenia which colonialism -




The lack of a firmly established and creatively sustaining 
indigenous culture in his c o lonia l situation has only served to 
increase t he dependency of the white English South African \l/riter 
on the culture of his mother country . This dependency was 
~ reinforced by the fact that t hroughout the nineteenth century 
L do\vTI to t !1e middle of t he t wentieth , Sri t i sh power sus tai ned the 
general Bnglish populace in south Africa in theiT belief in the 
i mmutability of the British Empire and the righteousness of its 
Imperial cause. For many t his meant an inevitably divided 
loyalty and a diminished ability to regard South Africa as some-
thi nq other t han a par t of a wider enti ty. Br itain was poli t i. callv , 
economically, and culturally the metropolis whi lst south Africa 
was, for t hem, on a provincial periphery. Not on l y did this 
breed an arrogance among the English towards t he Af r i kaner and 
the black, a sense of Anglo-Saxon superiori t y and exclusiveness 
whi ch has been one of the maj or reasons f or t heir con tinued 
cultural isolation, but it gave rise to a kind of cultural 
s ~h~ zophreriia. 'J.rh i ::h has b~c:n ei:ne of t h'2 mo~t :'r arlG:! 1 ~. fea tt'.re s c .f 
English South African culture to this very day. 
3rief l y pu t , t hi s divide d , schizophre~~c mentality is t he di re 
result of a con tinuing dependency . and reliance upon Western 
European culture whi lst living in an African context in which 
tha t i mported culture will not be ppropriate with ut considerable 
modification. The anomalies inherent in this phenomenon have 
often been noted. Dan Jacobson , listing some bf the general 
i ntellec t u a l c ondi t ions which govern l iterary ac i vi ty wi hin the 
Commonwealth countries, has remarked upon the "fact that an 





for the most part are from and about England; or from and about 
other countries; but hardly ever about Sou th Africa ... anybody 
\lri th a literary bent who grows up under the circumstances I have 
mentioned, the consciousness of a gap or gulf between his reading 
and the wo:rld around him comes very early. 119 Significantly , 
Nadine Gordimer also describes a similar rift (and the sense of 
) es trangement from Africa which it produces) bet'JJeen an unvarnished, , 
harsh African reality and the world of European myth in the 
opening pages of her first , largely autobiographical novel The 
Lying Daxs (1953). 10 And thi s rift between a European education 
) 
I 
and upbringing and an African reality remote from i t in almost 7 every way is a recurring t heme in the vr.C' i t tngs o.f white English 
south Af ricans. It is a direct consequence of coloniali sm and t he 
divided mi nd whi ch it creates . 
Colonization entailed for t he colonizer wr:f'ter an abrupt precipi-
tation into a milieu which had not yet undergone a proc e ss of 
literary domestication. As a result , it was as if he was faced 
wi.t'h a complet<2 v::i.c:umr. whe:n ,he first b~gan W'.1'.'iting . He w.:is 
f aced with t he particular difficulty of having to learn, in 
Olive Schreiner's well-known words , that "those brilliant phases 
and shapes which the imagination sees in far -off lands (were) not 
for him to portray"; he had to learn to "squeeze the colour from 
-
his brush , and dip it into the grey pigments around him ... (to) 
paint what lies before him 11 11 
Particularly if he was a member of the colonizer group, rather 
than that of th colonized, this was ma de that much more difficult 
for him since , given the absence of a sustaining local culture in 
t he colony, his whole outlook was invariably and inescapably 
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dominated by the c u ltural preconceptions which were both imposed 
by and inherited from t h e mother country . Being products of 
Sritish coloni a lism and i moeri a lism, t he earliest Ena lish ~Titers . . ~ 
in south Africa cou l d har d l y have been expected to escape from 
seeing Africa through European rather than African eyes. Without 
their European vision , clouded as it often was by the various 
my ths of colonialism , t h e se 'WTiters wou ld have h ad no visi on at al l. 
Ho wever, it \Va s precisely the dependency on this vision which 
~ 
produced a curious disjunction in their ~Titing, something which, 
in turn, contributed to its failure as literature. 
\ 
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Writing in 1 930 on English South African culture, RF .. Currey n o t d : 
Now it is 2lear that the cu l ture of England 
c a nnot be transported six t housand miles 
acros s the sea and be established under new 
s kies without some curi ous c hanges taking 
place and some interesti ng problems ari sing . 
For culture, li k e other things.-, unless it 
adapts itself to its environment, will 
sicken and die. A purely exotic culture is 
an a bominat ion : i t loses i ts creative power, 
which in the main i s t h e j u sti f icati on f or ~ 
its existence, and can only be maintained LJ 
at an altogether excessive cost, both moral [ 
and mdteri a~ ... altho~g~ we here in south 
Africa may speak t he language of England , 
and - may , perhaps, continue to speak it as it 
is spoken in England, yet almost the greater 
part of English literature finds its 
inspiration in t h ings that do not exist in 
South Africa ..• Eng l and i s the reposi·ory o f 
so much that is excel len t i n human li f e, and 
almost all its s piritual riches can be freely 
dra~n upon by us. And yet, as experience 
shows, we have to be careful in doing so. 
On the one hand t here is the danger tha t we 
may cent re our c are and efforts on acquiri n g 
these t hings and forget that they have to be 
adopted in form, if not in spirit, to meet 
changed conditions; and, if we fail to 
remember this, we shall inevitably become 
aliens in ou r own land . 12 
The colonizer writer inherited the cultural preconceptions, the 
aesthetic norms and literary fashions of his or her mother countr 
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a ll of which had developed ou t of a rich cultural tex ture and 
hi gh l y deve loped societal fo r ms; yet none of t hese were suitable 
reality was alien to the aes t hetics and literary styles prescribed 
by Europe . And the failure t o adapt an i mported literary culture 
to the nature of Africa meant that the earliest English colonial 
\'vTi ting in south Afri ca was marked by the attempt to superimpose 
art i ficial and obfuscatory literary survivals upon it. · These were 
predominantly Romantic survivals from the literary vogue that 
dominated so mu ch of nine t e en th centurv Europe o And t hus , Engl' sh 
literature i n south Africa, from its beginnings, was marked by the 
incongruous trappings of a deri vative Romantic primi t ivism and 
sentimentality 'J.rhich was divorced from anything except its tenuous 
literary lineage and had only the most tri{ia l connection v..~th t he 
actual south African terrai n . 
Tho~ a s PTingle , who is of ten re garded as the foun di ns fat~e~ of 
English literature in Sou th Africa, provides a graphic example of 
t his failure to a dapt an i mported language and culture to another 
countr y, and t hereby of t he effect of cultural schizophrenia on 
the literary quality of a piece of ').,Ti ting, in his poem "Afar in 
t he Desert": 
Afar in t he De s er t I love to ri de , 
With the silent Bush- boy alone by my side: 
Away - away from the dwellings of men, 
By the 1JJi ld deer ' s haunt, and the buffalo's glen; 
By valleys remote where the oribi plays , 
Where the gnu, the gaze lle, and the hartebeest graze, 
And t he kudu and eland unhunted recline 
By t he s kirts of grey forests 0 1 erhung ~th v..~ld-vine; 
Where the elephant browses at peace in his wood, 
And the river-horse gambols unscared in the flood, 
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And t he mi ghty rhinoc eros wallows at will 
I n t he fen where t he wi l d a s s i s dr i nking his f i 11. 1 3 
The f i na l effect of this poem is t hat "exo t ic" abomination of which 
R.F . Cur r ey speak s . And, inde ed, most of Engli sh south African 
l i ter a tur e of the ni ne teenth c en tur y is c haracter ized above all by 
a rugge d and de termined opti mism, by a celebration in the high 
Ro manti c manner of t he na tura l wonder s of a sparse l y popu l ate d land 
which ha d not yet u ndergone t he ravages of industrialization. The 
most salien t f ea tur e of t he whi te colonizer's image of Afr ica was 
that of an exoti c Eden in whi c h Western man cou l d r e lieve himself 
of the bur dens of hi s flaiJ.re d , i ndustrialized civili zation and 
regain a l i fe-r estoring sense of pr elaps ari an innocence and oneness 
wi th nature. As i n t he early United States, t his hi ghl y romanticized 
image acted as a kind of obj ecti ve cor relative whi ch , i n the words 
of Henry J ames a gain, "wou l d he l p one to t ake a picturesque vi ew 
of one' s i riternal po s s ibiliti es, and to f i rtd i n the l andsc ape of 
the soul a ll sorts of f ine sunri s e and moon li gh t effects."14 
Ne edles s t o s ay, it had very lit t le to do with t he ac tual nature 
of Afric a i.tself . 
Even if t his romanti cized i mage of Africa, so prevalent in early 
co lonial Eng l i s h wri ting , wa s l a ter supplan ted in t he work of 
Olive Schr e i ner ( and i n tha t of ma ny other authors who fo 11o~J1ed 
her ) by t he image of Africa a s a savage and barbarous land ; a 
"hear t of darkness", then this later perception, too, has also 
arisen ou t of t he cu ltural s c hizophrenia created by colonialism, 
by t he i mpos ition of an alien , white European vision on a land in 
whi c h it has no natural place. I t is bec aus e of this divided 
\ . mentality t ha t white English South African literature has taken so 
L l ong in becoming a s pecifically "South African", indigenous 
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literature. And it is also because of this split mind t hat so 
much of t his literature seems to be nothing more t h an an infinitely ) ~ 
inferior copy of European originals. 
Cultural schizophrenia has confronted t he colonizer writer with 
yet another problem which has had severely destructive consequences . 
As has been mentio~ed , the English in South Africa are part of a 
wider English-speaking world a cultural whole of which south Africa 
is only a small part (some would say a backwater); and this 
membership of a wi der whole has created a measure of divided 
loyalty especially among writers and intellectuals. Typically, 
the y h ave looked to London, Oxbridge and New Yor k and o the r 
cultural centres of the Engli sh-speak ing world. They have been 
anxious to meet t he standards set t here , and t hey have been pre-
occupied with not becoming i s olated and fossilized. Writing in 
1 9 59 , Guy Butler could ask : " what marke t , .::wha t audience , can a 
scattered million of English South Africans be e xp e cted to provide 
f or their 'J.Ti ters? Our cultu ral capital is still London, "Vri t h 
. 1 5 
Ne w York as alternative." 
•. 
This lack of a sustaining local 
audience has meant that many English south African nov els have 
been addre ssed to readers in one or other of these metropolitan 
centres rather than to south Africans. And the very fact that 
_so many of these novels have been and continue to be published 
overseas, particularly in Lon don, raises serious doubts as - to 
whe ther on e c an p r op e r l y s pea k of an Engl ish sout h African litera tur e 
~ 
at all. With the widespread practi ' e of publication overseas, ~ 
it could be argued that it would be far more accurate to call this 
body of ~~i ting the Coloni a l English Literature of south Africa . 
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The Movement a way from Colonialism 
If a colonial literature at t he earliest stage tends to be marked 
and marred by fairly facile copies of metropolitan ori gi nals , to 
be mar ked by that provincialism which is invariably to be found in 
a people who are geographically displaced from a parent culture or 
civilization whose superiority they nevertheless continue to 
a c kno wl e dge and ape, t hen, at a l ater sta ge it usually gi ves 
evideflce of a certain home-spun originality and a significant 
eclecticism as t he more creat ive spirits look round for adequate 
instruments for portraying t heir own reality. Finally , it tends 
to be marked by the emergence of new forms and contents which are 
no t on l y uni que t o t hat soci ety, bu t which compare in depth and 
wholeness to the literature of the parent society. 
Once t he colonial writer has taken it upon himself to s ee his 
situation with an e ye not distorted by the ,:-imperative norms of his 
inherited , transplanted culture, to adapt his imported language t o 
t he inevitably different forms of life in the colony, and t o 
u ti l :i. ze ev~n his e>wn lack of a past in his w:ri ting, then t he 
progres s ion of it towards an independence from t he mo t her culture 
ha s begun. The grea t ness, uniqueness and independence of Classic 
American litera ture , for ins t ance, was an immediate resul t 0 £ the 
fact t hat novelists li ke Hawthorne and Melville had the courage 
(and also t he arrogance of t hat courage) to perceive their ·-
re l a t ively primitive American envi r onment in literary terms that 
had, of necessity , to be largely of their O\Vn making and invention. 
They were able to use the very rawness and elemental nature of 
t hei r si tua t i on to thei r ovm advantage , i n t he creation of a 
literature whose power often made the literature of t he mother 




were also able to find a fruitful creative tension in the very 
di f ference between the Old arid New worlds and put t his to use in 
t heir novels. 
However, the position of the white English "Writer in south Africa 
has been somewhat different . As Dan Jacobson has 
The white ~Titer is a member of a 
society which has no roots in the past, 
or no past at a ll; his present is 
altogether tawdry and vulgar and thin , 
and morally and culturally debased; he , 
too, does not and cannot ~Tite for an 
audience of hi s o~~ people (there are 
simply not enough people to support him); 
he, too, is ~~ thout distinctive ideas to 
energize his wor k, as the Classic 
Ame.i: ic.: c,n nov2~_i s ts i::ere E.nergi zed ·- e. 1en 
by way of oppo sition - by the ideas 
involved ~ n the very establisbrnent o f 
t heir country . 16 · 
Un like the great nineteenth century American novelists ,, the white 
: '~ -· 
Snglish south African writer does not seem to have been able to 
I 
I 
use t he inevitable conflict . be t ween Engl an.q. . _and s ou th Afri c a in ) 
such a way that it might have become a truly __ creative element in 
his work. Rather, it wou Ld s eem as if ne has teen far more 
concerned to salvage as muc h of British culture as was available 
to him, and this often without really questioning its appropriate -
ness to his coloni a l situation . Whil s t a t ension or conf l i c 
between Europe and Africa is a defining feature of English south 
African literature , it is one which has never been used consciously 
enough for it to contribute to an .manc i pation from li t er ar y 
colonialism. 
This may have been because there was never any broad nationalistic 
nolitical and cultural movement among the English in South Africa 
such as there was in the early United States and which led in the 
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latter country to a hostility to all that 9ritain represented and 
a determination on the part of the Americans to strike out on their 
own. But the English in South Africa have never constituted a 
defined group or community; their predominantly urban and diverse 
backgrounds and their lack of politicization has meant that they 
have been, and are, not so much a group or corrurru.nity as a conglom-
erate of loosely structured sub-groups. They have never been 
unified by a distinctive nationalism. As N.G. Garson has maintained: 
"there is no geographical basis for it and, besides, the prior 
claims and superior numbers of Afrikaners have establi.shed pre-
emptive rights. 1117 In spite of the fact that a number of critics, 
particularly over the last decade, have claimed that ~1ite English 
south African literature has given evidence of a progressive move-
ment towards independence, that it has sundered its old colonial 
\ 
dependencies and that it reveals an increasingly indigenous "South 
African" quality, it will be seen that thi£'.. is largely superficial 
and that the dependency has remained virtually unaltered since, 
on the ideological level particularly, the English in south Africa 1 
and their culture in general have undergone so few significant 
changes over the last one hundred years. 
Furthermore, if the writing of the colonizer English writer in this 
country has been marred by the cultural schizophrenia already 
described and if he himself has been faced with the acute pr6151em 
of cultural schizophrenia, his actu.al position and role as a writer 
has only growD more problematic, if not tortuous, with time. For, 
according to Mike Kirkwood, a certain historical progression is to 
be observed un.f'olding in the history of a colonial country. In 
the first stage of this progression, the white colonizer 0 fails to 
assert a critical awareness of his own ethnocentric assumptions 
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and projections, and uses the colonized as exotic models for rudi-
mentary raids into the fascinating history of his own psyche. 1118 
This stage or period is followed by a da"Vming awareness on the part 
of the colonizer of the real nature of his colonial society; and, 
lastly, this is followed by the historical initiative passing into 
the hands of the colonized who then assert their will to independence 
and freedoJ:'l from the ,exploitation and oppression imposed upon them 
by the colonizer. 
Although it has not yet reached any conclusion, this historical 
progression has clearly occurred in south Africa. And as a result 
of it, the position of the white writer has become increasingly 
problematic. More and more he has become oppressed by a sense of 
having been pushed.to the side of an inevitable historical process 
in which he, as a member of the white colonizer group, has no part 
to play. Like "all whites on the cor..tinent;· his .future is i.lfi thout 
any certainty at all - without even the minimal certainty thci.t 
Dan Jacobson has also commented: "he is cnt off from the ~urge to 
nolitical power that is animating the African consciousness in its 
---- J.· - - --- ... 
19 . every aspect. ii As the colonized (the blacks) in south ·Africa 
have had to withdraw into their own kind and to refuse relationships 
with the colonizers (the whites) in order to gather strength .for 
: their own political struggle and to acquire a sense of themselves 
which is not that which has been prescribed by the whites~ deni-
grating images of them, so the colonizer writer has been faced 
increasingly ·with the problem of finding or creating an effective 
historical role for himself and his writingr and of transcending 
the cultural schizophrenia caused by his colonial background in 
order to contribute effectively to the making of a corr~on culture 
in south Africa. It is a problem which remains to be solved. 
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19. Dan Jacobson, "Out of Africa", Time of Arrival and other essays 
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1953)~ p. 175. 
Ezekiel Mphahlele agrees with Jacobson's opinion: "I should 
be inclined to feel sorry for the white writer in Africa, 
whose problem, as M..r. Jacobson rightly says, is not made 
bearable by the same consolation and nourishment the blacks 
derive from their struggle. He is many generations removed 
from European culture, and is too scared to come to terms 
v~th the indigenous peoples and the human reality they have 
to offer. His fear has driven him into a civilized posture, 
in which he fancies that he is custodian of the very civili-
zation his actions are discrediting • 11 The African Image 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1 962), p. 92. · · "" 
~',. ... 
Chapter 2 
Problems of the white English \l/riter in.Sout~ Africa: Apartheid 
:'...··-
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Those cultural fragmentations and various sorts of impoverishment 
caused by colonialism have only been aggravated by the policy of 
Apartheid which, despite the common popular- belief, was not an 
invention of Dr. Malan's Afrikaner Nationalist Party about 1948, 
but has been a fundamental tenet, in one form or another, since 
the very beginning of European settlement in south Africa. The 
racism which Apartheid enshrines and institutionalizes is itself 
a product of the early colonial situation in this country as well 
as racial and class divisions .1 That cultur.al schizophrenia which \ ')( 
was an unavoidable consequence of colonialism has only·been com-
.. 
pounded by that form of practical, societal schizophrenia, that 
sP.paY'ation between races which Apartheid has both promoted and 
enforced. 
so far-reaching have the effects of Apartheid been on all $pheres 
and aspects of South African life that thei;·poet Christopher Hope 
is quite correct wnen he writes (echoing O~ive Schreiner) that 
11 what is important in south Africa is not art.but apartheid. That 
is ·::h~ s~~ng·1e issue to-u.ching us 3.lL It 1 ~ in the a.:i_r ·ve breathe, 
bred in the marrow and along the intestines ••• The thing_ that 
separates us, paradoxically, is our only common ground." 2 Almost 
all analyses of art in south Africa stress the profoundly 
inhibiting, if not the absolutely __ destructive, determining effect 
which the Apartheid state, both before and after·1948, has had 
and continues to have upon art and literature in this country: 
Man has no control over the measure in 
which talent is given to this one and 
withheld from that; but man, through the 
state, controls the circumstances in which 
the artist develops. Innate creativity 
can be falsified, trivialized, deflected, 
conditioned, stifled, deformed and even 
destroyed by the state, and the state of 
• . ' 
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society it decrees ••. there can have been 
few if any examples in human history of 
the degree, variety and intensity of 
conflicts that exist between the south 
African artist and the external newer of 
society. That external power is.:. at ·its 
most obvious in the censorship laws, 
running amuck through literature and 
lunging out at the other arts. Bv.t it is 
at the widest level of the formation of 
our [south Africanl society itself, and 
not at any specific professional level, 
that the external power of society enters 
the breast and brain of the artist and 
determines the nature and state of art. 
It is from the daily life of south Africa 
that there have come the conditions of 
profound alienation which prevail among 
south African artists. 3 
And the enduring structure of divisions and separations between 
races and classes, wh::i..ch defines the Apa.r thci<l stc.i.1..:e:, .:.10.s conr:...'c.,..r. ted 
the .artist, and more particularly the writer, with a number of acute 
problems amongst which the general one of isolation between races 
is most readily apparent. 
~-:::: .. 
Isolation Between Races 
. '-
!he doctrine an~_p_racti~e of Apartheid has had the direct e.ffect of 
isolating almost all Tacial groups in south Africa from one· another. 
At the broadest level it has sought to divide the blacks from the 
whites and to ensure a condition of permanent estrangement between 
these two races. The limiting· of experience and perception wk-i-G-Hh--
has been forcibly imposed on both black and white writers as a 
result of this anc their consequent inability to transcend, if only 
imaginatively, the sterilizing confines of their nru.tual isolations 
has often been commented upon. Nadine Gordimer offers the best 
description of the consequences for the writer of this syndrome 
of ubiquitous isolation: 
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I now believe [she vJri tes] that 
George Lucxacs is right when he says that 
a \\Titer, in ir.iaginati ve creation and the 
intuition that comes ~~th it, cannot go 
beyond the potential of his own experience. 
That potential is very ·wide; but living 
in a society that has been as deeply and 
calculatedly compartmentalized as South 
Africa's has been under the colour bar, 
the ~Titer's potential has unsealable 
limitations. There are some aspects of 
a black man's life that have been put 
impossibly beyond the white man's 
potential experience, and the same applies 
to the black man and some aspects of a 
white man's experience. Both can write 
of the considerable fringe society in 
which black and white are •known', in a 
meaningful sense, to one another; but 
there are areas from which, by iron 
circumstance, each in turn finds himself 
shut out, even intuitively, to their 
mutual loss as \i,Ti ters
0
• · 4 
Inflexible social divisions based on class and r:olour have resulted 
in a lack of communication between white and black racial groups 
in South Africa; and this lack has only grown more profound with 
.<.-·-
time. Each of these groups has either rigidly excluded itself or 
has been rigidly excluded from any real, au.then tic participation 
in the life of each other. Consequently, just as south Africa is 
a multi--racial society, it is also a multi-cultural one; it ·consists 
of a number of cultures all of which flow in separated, isolated 
channels and which, having no real contact with each other, have 
had a correspondingly slight influence upon_each other as well. 
In his "Introduction" to A Book of south African Verse (1959), 
Guy BUtler. "\/Jri tes that "differences of belief and aspiration, _as 
well as speech, have encouraged an intellectual apartheid bet'~:·een 
these groups [English, Afrikaans, Coloureds, Africans and Asiatics]. 
Each has developed along its owfl. lines, suspicious and often 
tragically ignorant of the others. 115 And commenting upon the above 
observation, Ezekiel Mphahlele has added: "Professor Butler has 
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got his finger on the real malady of south African cultural life, 
which makes it difficult to talk about a South African literature 
irrespective of colour or race, the irony of it being that black 
and white should have lived all these years together, become so 
deeply involved in each other's lives and influenced each other's 
way of life so markedly, and yet have continued to move in three 
separate cultural streams. 116 
c eu--y---~ ' 
Apartheid has made impossible the growth of a single, unified 
unifying indigenous culture in south Africa. Notwithstanding 
.--
fact that a unified culture is by no means a prerequisite for a 
flourishing literature, it remains a general rule that a cult-ure 
I 
or a society which is not a whole cannot express itself as a whole .. \ ' 
And if it is remembered that one of the major impulses of the 
creative imagination lies in its ceaseless endeavour to forge an 
organic whole out of many disparate parts, ;::the difficulties of 
the writer in the fragmented Apartheid society become even more 
clear; because of the societal divisions which have been entrenched 
by tr.e Apa:r.theid sta.te it is well-nigh impossible fo~ him to gain 
and to present a_ whole view of his society. However great his 
imaginative capacities might be, his real intimate knowledge and 
understanding is forcibly confined to just one fragment or segment 
of his society. 
\ 
This limitation imposed upon ~he writer 1 s vision by the fractured 
Apartheid society is reflected in a general limitation or inadequacyi 
in almost all South African literature. T.'r·. Mayana summarizes 
this inadequacy when he writes: "Above all, both black and white 
literature in south Africa, is one-eyed literature; concentrating 
on one section of the racial spectrum. The artist has no choice. 
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He knows his clan o:r tribe more than he will ever know the others. 
The state presents him with a racial referent with which to 
interpret what he sees, hears, and thinks. 11 7 And Ezekiel Mphahlele 
goes still further in attributing the general poverty of all 
literature in south Africa to the impoverishing social conditions 
created by Apartheid: "as long as the white man's politics 
continue to impose on us a ghetto existence, so long shall the 
culture and therefore literature of south Africa continue to shrivel 
up, to sink lower and lower; and for so long shall we in our 
writing continue to reflect only a minute fraction of life. ,,s 
Some Psychological Effects of Aparthe~d 
. .4 . . . - . 
Another destructive consequence of Apartheid, both for the writer 
and for all south Africans as well, is to be observed in some of 
its psychological effects. Although it might be imagined that 
Apartheid has benefited the \vriter in that its very evils, 
absurdities and anomalies have provided him with so much material 
.f0r his writing, with so many in-::i den ~s ·}/hi ch have in.s:rired hi .s 
--··protest, it is all. too apparent that its interminable oppI".essions 
have often had an imprisoning rather than a liberating effect upon 
him, that the monolithic reality of Apartheid has resulted in a 
withering instead of a blossoming of the v;ri ter' s imaginative 
capacities and abilities. Nadine Gordimer's remark about south 
Africans in general can be applied to white English South African 
\IT.Ci ters as well: 
While the problems of Africa, in abstract, 
have had the effect, on people outside the 
physical sphere of Africa's influence, of 
expanding them, making them re-examine 




find them too narrow, those same problems 
have had another response from th~se of us 
who actually live on the earth of Africa 
ourselves. Under the terrors of these 
problems, we have shrunk rather than 
expanded: instead of seeking new freedom 
for man's spirit, we have felt the accepted 
moral values of the civilized world too 
large and have changed them to contain us 
more rigidly and narrowly. A sense of space 
seems to have oppressed us in our souls as 
well as in our bodies; we have shut 
ourselves in. 9 
For the very weight of the Apartheid system, its; dire distresses 
and the moral imperatives which it ceaselessly urges upon the 
wTiter as a result, can be seen to have led to a dryness and 
coldness, a i.i..rithering of the imagination, to an absence of play 
(in ~h2 Niet~chean sanse 0£ tha~ ~ord), and to a lac~ ol ircny 
(that hall~ark of an amused, sceptical, detached, and mainly 
benevolent nature) in south African literature in general. Even 
if satire and comedy are cow~on in this body of work, the 
restrictions and constrictions of Apartheid, the sense of urgency 
and lack of time which its problems inspire, have given a sombre 
and choked character to much of this literature. T.T. Mayana, 
referring to Solzhenitsyn and the Soviet labour camps, remarks 
--··-·that "the human spirit quite often blossoms in such desolation 
and repression defeats its own purpose. But where the oppressor 
has not taken away everything; in a situation where a Gordimer is 
permitted to operate in the half-light of a spurious freedom,_or 
---
in a situation where the black writer is permitted to operate _ 
piecemeal in occasional moments of.repose from the grinding tortures 
of the law, the human spirit does indeed wither, the creative 
imagination dying with it. That is the lesson oF the South African 
. . . f t ,,10 situation or ar . 
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In addition to this, the writer's enforced lack of knowledge of the 
other races in the country of ten enough results in a series of 
fantasies which arise out Of his need to bridge the gap of unknowing 
between the races. In a psychological sense it may be said that 
south Africa is held together by a nexus of peoples "dreaming" each 
other in terms of the myths that the distance between them creates. 
And w~th the imperative necessity of achieving a knowledge of races 
·other than his own, a necessity which imposes itself upon him both 
because it is politically essential and because the imagination 
desires to know and make whole, and yet with his inability to get 
to know other races because of Apartheid, it would seem as if the 
'lrriter cannot escape from mere fantasies of knowledr:ye which 
operate as consolations on his psyche which is imbalanced by the 
fears, hatreds, and anguishes sparked off by living alongside races 
of people who are often no more than a play of shadows on the edge 
of his consciousness. The inhibiting psychological effects of 
this syndrome, peculiar to the Apartheid system, scarcely need 
mentioning or elaboration. Nor does the fact that it is precisely 
th<~ estrangement between peoples in south Africa, that ::.licn2.tio~ 
__ .and distance 1 which forms the breeding-ground of those myths about -1 
each other 1.vhich serve only to increase, and often to justify, that. 
very estrangement itself. 
Although the Apartheid system is notorious for its brutalizing 
effects upon almost all the human beings whose lives it controls, 
in the specific case of the white ~~iter its dehumanizing effects 
operate in a more subtle manner. Of the latter, Breyten Breytenbach 
has written: 
He [the white writer] cannot identi.fy with 





but his ovm white, well-to-do one. His 
cultu~e is used to shield him from any 
experience, or even an approximation of 
the reality of injustices ... The artist 
who ~loses ~is eyes to everyday injustice 
and inhumanity \Vlll without fail see less 
~th his w:iting or painting eyes too. 
His work will become barren. When one 
prefers not to see certain things; when 
one chooses not to hear certain voices· 
wh~n one's tongue is used only to justify 
this choice - then the things one turned 
.away from do not cease to exist, the voices 
do not stop shouting - but one's eyes 
become walled, one's ears less sensitive, 
therefore deaf. One's tongue ·wi 11 make 
some decadent clacking noises, and one's 
hands ·v,.i 11 be groping over oneself.· · 11 
Even if the white English writer, unlike his black counterpart, 
automatically inherits a number of privileges such as leisure in 
which to write and a relative freedom from official harassment 
because of his class position and skin colour, he frequently pays 
for this through a fear, guilt and shame which blunt his spirit 
and take the edge off his perceptions. In;::. the case of many of 
these writers it is possible to assert that the power of their 
writing is weakened by their relatively comfortable, privileged 
position. Despite the nausea which is a frequ~ent reaction in white 
south African w:r:iting to the south African landscape (both literal 
and figurative), it is yet another indication of the manifold 
schizophrenias of this country's life that one seldom receives the 
sense that this literature is terribly afflicted by the sufferings 
caused by Apartheid. The evasion of these sufferings is made easy \\ _ 
through the white writer's class position. In the ab?ence of a \ 
common cultural inheritance (say, a common language) uniting all 
the social strata in South African society it is of course 
especially difficult for the writer of one class to identify with 
the problems of another class, for the bourgeois writer to identify 
with the lot of the oppressed proletariat. Nevertheless, it might 
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not be mere conjecture to say that it is because of this that so 
seldom has a truly powerful voice emerged from white English south 
African literature. Jack Cope has written: 
If one can accept (this) idea of a certain 
energy and vitality deriving from the 
sufferings of an oppressed condition - an 
energy that tends to get lost up among 
the privileged and powerful - then it is 
easier to see a connection between the 
rhetorical weakness of much writing by the 
best-intentioned liberal whites and the 
social group from which they find it so 
difficult to wrench themselves •60 such 
writing, poetry or fiction, rails (then) 
on the test of subjectivity, of experience 
and identity. It is a literature about 
things, v/ell observed and descriptive, 
perhaps, but inevitably external, surface 
work. 12 
The white English \vri ter is largely a voyeur of the sufferings 
caused by Apartheid, and his exclusion from these, from that radical 
drive created by the experience of pain itself, is another reason 
which might account for the lack of energy evident in his writing. 
He has remained an observer rather than a participant . . . . 
Censorshiu 
censorship is essential to the functioning of the Apartheid state, 
.and the abolition of the former cannot nope-to be achieved without 
the abolition of the latter. Of the writers dealt ~~th in.thi.s'--~~ 
study, both Nadine Gordimer and J.M. Coetzee have had novels banned 
or embargoed and, with the exception of Dan Jacobson, the others 
have all suffered some form of official state harassment; 
Olive Schreiner was virtually under house-arrest in Hanover for 
part of the Boer war and Alan Paton's passport was w~thdrawn in 1960. 
-Far more importantly, however, the wide-ranging censorship laws have 
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contributed to the almost complete eradication of writings by blacks 
such as Mphahlele, Modi sane and Bru t 1J.s; they have erased significant 
areas of history and have served to reinforce the tragic barriers 
of non-communication between races.. Also, they have played an 
important part in establishing that sullen atmosphere of oppression, 
that ''climate of fear" which has so often been noticed in south 
Africa and which has scarcely proved congenial to the creative writer~ 1 3 
I 
Once again, Nadine Gordimer provides the best de~cription of the 
crippling effects of censorship: 
Writers whose works are banned may hope to 
be read another day, or elsewhere; but a 
whole generation of south Africans is 
growing up with areas of the world of ideas 
clos,~d to thur, and wi t110'J .. t any ir_sig·.'.:."'.: into 
the lives and aspirations of their fellow 
countryrner, black or white as the case may 
be, living on the other side of that net 
of legislation through which we may all only 
peer at each other dumbly. A book may be 
banned under any of the PUblication and 
Entertainments Act's ninety-seven definitions 
of what is •undesirable'. The success of 
censorship must be seen in the completeness 
with which we are cut off not just from the 
few books dealing with our o'Jm ingrown 
society, but also from the books. which 
formulate the thinking that is going on all 
around us, in particular on this continent 
to which we stake our lives on belonging ..• 
As south Africans we do not know what the 
rest of Africa is thinking, just as, as 
whites, we do not know what the black and 
coloured population is thinking .•. All 
this - intellectual isolation, isolation 
of ignorance among white people about the 
inner life of their countrymen of another 
colour - this is the blunting of human 
faculties that control of communication is 
steadily achieving. 14 
Although it is not possible to assess the extent to which the 
existence of censorship has actually altered, either consciously 
or subconsciously, the manner in which writers have treated certain 
controversial topics and, furthermore, whether it has led to a 
process of self-censorship in the mind of the \vriter himself, the 
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censorship laws of the Apartheid state and its banning of books 
have only increased the number of writers who have left south 
I 
Africa and gone into exile. Censorship itself is yet another 
specific expression and instance of the enormous control which 
politics has had and continues to have over literature in south 
Africa. 
The Apartheid State.and Ideology 
Nevertheless, such factors as isolation, censorship, and the 
psychological effects of Apartheid which have imposed such 
. destructi 1 re Jimitati0ns on th.8 writer ?.Y1d hiE' crc~ativi.t·r l'ecoJIJe 
relatively minor problems when set against the overwhelming 
destructive influence which the very social formation of south __ 
Africa has had on all South African literature. The savage, 
inhuman ramifications of Apartheid have nof only provided an 
uncountable number of racial situations which, in turn, .have given 
the writer his distinctively south African subject matter; nor 
can the effects of -:he Apartheid st2.t:2 be limitE:d to its effL::ient 
and diligent obl-i teration of much of the valuable writing -in 
south Africa along ~~th the lives, mainly black, of those who have 
written it. The provision by the state of a national and, indeed-, 
inescapable topic for all writers, as well as a bureau of "gr~y 
ones" to ensure that it is treated only within certain of.ficial 
bounds, is only the most conspicuous cro'Sming feature of its 
\ 
determining and constraining influences. Infinitely more importantly, 
_it is the social formation of south Africa itself, _consolidated 
and reinforced by the Apartheid state, which is the most significa.nt 
determinant of all south African literature, even down to the 
manner in which the latter has treated its abiding topic of racism. 
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For just as in a racist society ideologies of cultural difference 
are an invariable phenomenon which serve either to legitimize or 
to challenge the dorrJnation of one class by another through 
emphasizing the dehumanization of the one or the genetic superiori·ty 
of the other, 15 so too in a class society there will exist a number 
of different ideologies among the various class strata and even 
1;,ri thin a single class itself .16 Not only do these class divisions 
reinforced by the state give rise to those differing ideologies 
. ' 
which serve to increase the isolation and estrangement of one class 
from another, but these class ideologies themselves often serve 
to reinforce a blinkered, transfixed perception of a certain 
historical situation. The Apartheid state, by entrenching a cJass 
system in South Africa through a monolithic system of controls, 
"has made all too easy the.perpetuation of an untenable ideology 
amongst a significant sector of the English south African sub-group. 
And it is this ideology of liberalism ~whiBh will be discussed in 
much greater detail below) \vhich has been responsible, more than 
any single factor or determinant, for the very nature of white 
English south African literature and also for its failures and 
limitations. Its hegemony over a small but significant sector of ~ 
the white ruling class, and particularly white English south African/ 
writers, has frequently blinded them as to the real historical 
nature of their situation; and their class position has often 
- -
prevented them from transcending the inadequacies implici t·in·-t 
ideology. As Memmi has remarked: "it is not easy to escape 
mentally from a concrete situation, to refuse its ideology, while 
continuing to live \vi thin its actual relationships. 111 7 
The most important function of ideology is to make a set o.f beliefs, 
I 




It serves to create the illusion that the world view which it 
constitutes is 11universal 11 and, moreover, is totally applicable 
to and capable of comprehending the entire reality of a class-
divided society when, in fact, it is frequently nothing more than 
mystifying when brought to bear on anything outside the class of 
people whose lives it informs. Time and again in white English 
south African literature one witnesses the attempts of v.Ti ters to 
interpret a situation in the light of an ideology and its 
appropriate literary forms which, though these might have a great 
value and reality for them because of their privileged class 
position and their european background, have little reality and 
c.li.ow few possibilities for illuminating interpretation and under-· 
standing when they have to deal vii th those aspects of south African 
life which lie outside the pr·otecti ve fence surrounding their own 
class. 
- Terry Eagleton has correctly said: "Literary works are not 
mysteriously inspired, or explicable in terms of their author's 
p::.ychol'Jgy. They are forms oF perce?tion, pa:rticula.r ways of seein~ 
_-the world; and _as such they have a relation to that dominant way 
of seeing the world which is the-'social mentality' or ideology of 
an age. That ideology, in turn, is the product of the concrete 
-social relations in 'IJ.'hich men enter at a particular time_ and place; 
it is- the way these class-relations are experienced, legitimized ___ -
- 18 
and perpetuated." And it is precisely because the class di.visions 
of the Apartheid society, both before and after 1948, have given 
rise to a number of different ideologies, and a.lso because the 
latter have had the crucial deterwining effect on its various 
' 
literatures, that any understanding of white English south African 






out of which it comes and the ideology which informs it; any 
understanding necessitates a discussion of the nature of white 
English south African culture and society. For it is the very 
ideology of this culture, an ideology which has formed the world 
view of the \Vri ters discussed here and which finds expression in 
their writing, which has been and is at once the most immediate 
and far-reaching of the problems with which they have been faced -
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It is often mentioned that the ideology of the English in south 
Africa has always been that of liberalism. Yet. ironically, 
although this has always been the major political philosophy and 
ideology associated with them as a group .. few English south 
Africans have been drawfl to liberalism. English ideas about the 
Rule of Law and civil liberty took root at the Cape and, to a 
lesser extent, in Natal in the nineteenth century, and 
Thomas Pringle championed the freedom of the press in the early 
part of it. These habits are among the defining features of 
liberalism, and yet th~. number of English south Africans who have 
campaigned for their universal application (for all south Africans) 
has heen r.ompa.ra ti vely small at all timr~s SignLfi_c;,:::1.ntly, 
probably the most prominent liberal in south African history has 
been an Afrikaner, J.H. Hofmeyr. 
The fact that liberalism has been traditiorfally the ideology of a 
small minority within a minority white group in south Africa has 
not only been one of the main reasons for its lack of political 
efficacy; it has also ~Jeen th12 cause of a na.~,)r di vision within 
those people who- constitute white English south Africa, a .division 
which makes it difficult to view them as a homogeneous group. 
F'or the views of English writers and intellectuals have often 
been at considerable variance with those. of the rest.of the 
members of white English south Africa; characteristically, they 
have held views which have often been in absolute contradiction 
to those held by the majority of their mvn kind. 
commenting on the frequently observed anomaly evident in the fact 
that the English churches, universities, press and intelligentsia 





they represent, David Welsh has suggested that this "apparent · 
anomaly or discrepancy should be viewed in terms of a differing 
regard for tradition."1 He mentions the nineteenth century 
English heritage of liberalism and· radicalism, the reluctance of 
most English-speaking whites to see the rights embodied in this 
heritage extended to all inhabitants in South Africa, and concludes 
that "there are, however, certain roles, such as clergyman,· . \_, 
university teacher, writer, or journalist, which are inherently 
and particularly concerned with the artj_culation of cultural 
tradition and with protecting or promoting the values which are 
\ 
part of it. Heightened awareness of, or proximity to, a heritage 
may explain why it is that outspoken opponents 0£ official 
policies are more common in these areas than elsewhere in 
speaking south Africa." 2 
This hypothesis seems to me to be fundamenfally correct. For, on 
one level at least, white English south A£r:ica gives evidence 
........ 
right throughout its history of a division rurining between a 
relatively small group of liberal writers, teache:".'s and inte~.1ect1c.ls 
who have taken i.t _upon themse.l ves to uphold and defend the various 
ideals deriving from British liberal and radical thought, and the. 
vast majority of their kind who have persisted in thei"r colonial 
role as a visionless, sectarian b~urgeoisie overwhelmingly devoted 
-- ··-----
-to material comforts an~ mercantile concerns. Despite the common 
bourgeois status of both groups, it is for this reaso:n that it is 
---
difficult to identify the English in south Africa as a unified 
community with a_ specific communal role to play by virtue of their 
Englishness~ Rather, they have been, and still are, in the well-
known words of Anthony Delius, no more than a "vague communion"; '?;{ 
and this communion has only grown more vague with time as the 
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practical possibility of a unifying nationalism amongst them has 
grown more remote. 
Nevertheless, however much white English South Africa cannot be 
regarded, either in the past or present, as being collectively and 
authentically liberal in its ideology, both its intellectual
1
~lite 
and its much greater number of conservative members have been 
united at least in their common possession of a common inheritance 
which can be called the English ideology~ Rooted in certain 
liberal tenets, this ideology is also constituted by a common 
pattern or structure of feeling, by a characteristically pragmatic 
type of sensibility which drastically delimits the ra.nge of 
experiences and the nature of political beliefs and actions open 
to it. Guy Butler implies this when he describes the Er1glish in 
south Africa as having na practical instinct for making things 
work. They are suspicious of magnificent.political ideas or 
ideals, which make absolute demands upon men, and usually spell 
personal, social and natural disaster (Jingoism, Nazism, Fascism, 
Corrurro.ni sm). They have an ancient belief in the primacy of the 
individual, in the value and wisdom of discussion, i.n the 
necessity .for social adjustment etco" 3 
At the basis of what I have called the English ideology is to be 
found the specifically liberal belief in the primacy of the · 
. _._ 
individual and the .fundamental importance of human relationships .. 
One of the classic statements of this belief has been formulated 
by E.M. Forster in his essay "What I Believe": "I live in an age 
of Faith - the sort of epoch I used to hear praised when I was a 
boy. It is extremely unple.asant really. It is bloody in every 






I start? ••• With personal relationships. Here is something 
comparatively solid in a world full of violence and cruelty."4 
It is above all from this sort of credo that there follows the 
type of sensibility which characterizes the English ideology. For 
with the primary emphasis being placed upon. personal relationships 
it- is inevitable that those virtues which will enhance these will 
be emphasized and valued.above all others, that forster•s 
"tolerance, good temper, and sympathy" 5 (or kindliness, courtesy·, 
and charity), a reverence for good manners and reasonableness, and 
a heavy stress on "certain private virtues, such as inner strength 
and integrity" will be seen as cardinal, and an individual 
consciousness of "marked moral intensity" will be considered the 
highest achievement. 6 Following from this conception of funda~ 
mentals is a seemingly innate (because part of an engrained 
sensibility) suspicion of and scepticism towards any political 
ideas which demand an absolute commitment from men and women, a 
preference for •common sense' as opposed to reason, for dialogue, 
discu<;sion and mediation, for re..Pormism rather than :rev'Olution, 
and for the pres~~vation of cultural continuities as opposed to 
the fomenting of discontinuities. In addition to these features,\ 
and also as a result of its primary stress on the individual, the ·1 
English ideology is marked by "a general avoidance of both the 
•abstract-analytical' and the •visionary-daemonic' as modes o:f 
thought -· say, Hegel at one extreme, Dostoyevsky at the o~her.~r 7 
In literature this is expressed in a preference for "sensuous 
empiricism" rather than for the above modes which Dostoyevsky and 
Hegel respectively epitomize~ 
The specific limitations of this ideology and the sensibility which 
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it informs, as well as many other features of it, will be enlarged 
8 upon below. At this point it is sufficient to say that this 
ideology which is common to white English south Africa dictates 
the latter's easy-going .tolerance, the laissez-faire attitude it 
displays to the society·around it and its distrust for ideology. 
Jo,,J,._,,~ ~ 4"W· ~f.c../< -~ · , 
Its hegemony is often the reason for the absence of historical 
vision among .these people and, in some cases, among its writers 
as well. -And in its implication that the fulfil;tment and realization 
of human beings depends on personal relations and on acts of 
individual choice, it tends to ignore the power of the environment, 
of political and social institutions which determine men and thus ' 
circumscribe the possibilities of indivi.dual autonomy. In the case 
of white English south African writers it is this ideology which 
is responsible for a number of radical deficiencies in their work; 
it is also the direct cause of the most crucial contradiction-in 
their c~lture as a whole, a contradiction which has had a decisive 
influence on the literature which they have producede 
··-·-.. 
The Contradiction of the Eng;lish ,ideolos:x 
The English ideology and its perpetuation is the result of several 
factors.. Amongst these the most significant is the Fact that the 
Engli_sh in south Africa, almost from their very first settlement in 
t.he country, have been members of a colonizer bourgeoisie and have 
been, until relatively recently, deeply dependent upon their close 
historical connection with Britain for their values, their sense 
of identity, and their culture in the widest sense of that word. 
This, in turn, has meant that a moat of intellectual and spiritual 
isolation has never ceased to surround their cultural lifeo 
Eric Harber suggests three inter-related causes for this cultural 
isolation: 
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The first cause was the continued rejection 
of the challenge of Africa. On arrival in 
South Africa, the English~speaking European 
has generally found his tools for measuring, 
defining, and penetrating his new country 
unsuitable, and he has not bothered to 
devise the right ones. secondly, he has 
made do with the curious combination of 
positivism and subjective romanticism which 
was available for so long at British edu-
cational institutions, and, though now 
devoid of any intelligible content, was 
still able to hold most south African minds 
in its clutches. The third.cause, related 
to the others and aggravated by their 
bigotry and pusillanimity was racialism. 
It was based on the fear of extinction that 
a civilization which.considers itself sup-
erior feels for one that it believes to be 
inferior • ~ ~ The combined ef feet of these 
attitudes made Bn~:(.dsh-speakirLH South 
Africans reluctant to assimilate what was 
there around them, and it made theu sparing 
in their absorption of their own acknow-
ledged European heritage •O• It qaused them 
to be concerned with 'states of mind' and 
•moral consciousness' rather than achieve-
ments or events, with 9 values"·rather than 
virtues.· It created, to borrow a phrase 
used with approval in a slightly different, 
but not u11related, context by Professol" 
Anthony Woodward, a •state o~ suspended 
animation' in the minds of those who were 
aware of the multiple choices before +.:hem, 
but availed themselves of none~ 9 
The isolation of the English has been aggravated by the fact that,' 
they have never really been forced by historical events to aban.don 
their class position and their ideology; they have been able to 
continue living almost undisturbed within the stockade of a genteel t 
impoverished colonial culture.. E:ve.n if today their 'cultural' 
position is commonly perceived as an embattled one, the English, 
in the words.of Lawrence Schlemmer, "have not had their material 
privilege and relatively.affluent life~style threatened in the 
least. Theirs has been a comfortable political suffocation. 1110 
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Above all, it is precisely the fact that white English south Afric.a 
has neither of its own volition nor through external force had to 
abandon its class position as a colonizer bourgeoisie and all the 
values which are consequent upon it which is the source of the 
most crucial contradiction in their culture. For being insulated 
from South Africa by their British heritage, enjoying all the 
freedoms consequent upon their long-standing class position, the 
ideology of this group, and especially of its intellectuals, stands 
in total contradiction to the semi-totalitarian complexion of 
south Africa as a whole. And this has always been the case. 
As has already been briefly mentioned, 11 the essence of th:i.s cont:r'a-. 
diction is that whilst this liberal English ideology is a direct 
'/ 
expression of the cl<i:lss position of the English and is adequate to 
the lived reality of their position and the number of relative 
freedoms they automatically inherit by virtue of inhabiting it, 
that whilst it is an ideology which is quite viable within the 
·enislanded, bourgeois realm of white English south Africa, and is 
.. 
also quite appropriate to the int~rnal structure and nature of the·r 
culture, it is in fact an ideology which is totally inappropriate 
and mystifying when it is brought to bear on anything outside their 
o~m insulated and isolated enclave in south Africa~ By being part 
of the white ruling kingdom and yet remaining hemmed in by their 
British cultural heritage, white English south Africa has been able -
to preserve the illusion of the efficacy of an ideology which has 
no viability in this country and which, moreover, has never 
afforded many possibilities at any time for a true understanding of 
it. 
The illusion 0£ free choice, of that possibility of choice and 
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refusal which is the essence of freedom, and the myth of individual-
. 
ity which has been perpetuated so successfully and for so long by 
the illusory freedoms offered by the bourgeois nature of white 
English South Africa and enshrined in its liberal ideology, has 
given rise to the most acute form of schizophrenia which is to be 
observed in white English South African literature: the disjunction 
between an ideology and an historical reality. The conflict which 
this disjunction generates is to be seen particu~arly clearly in 
a general thematic pattern which frequently appears in this 
literature; a character imbued with the liberal ideals of the 
novelist himself (or herself) attempts in some way to realize these 
in the south African context, yet j_s invaria.bly forced to realize 
that the liberal ideology with all its assumptions as to the 




i mpo tent in this con text. An irreconcilable conflict is thus -;4.> 
established between the dreams of an individual character and the 
many forms of determinism iJ1hich circumscribe the individual life 
in south Africa. This conflict is then artistically "dissolvedrt 
by death (tragedy), by renu...Ylciation (escapism), or culminates in 
a sterile impass~ , __ in an inability to act which in the end is 
rooted in individualism. 
It may be argued that a conflict of this sort is one of the defining 
features of the novel throughout its history, whether in Europe; __ _ 
America, or Africa and the fact that much English south African 
fiction is structured around a conflict between a liberal 
individual and an illiberal society says nothing £or or against itc 
It may also be contended that the impotence of the liberal ideology· 
i.n the historical circumstances of south Africa, both past and 
present, does not necessarily imply that something is inherently 
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wrong with this ideology, which might justify its being morally 
condemned. However, that there are intrinsic limitations to this 
ideology is something which ~~11 be argued in the following 
chapter. At the moment it is sufficient to add that, considering 
the failure of the liberal impulse which Olive Schreiner's The 
Story.of An ~frican F,?r.J!! records, it is surprising that the basic 
elements of the liberal ideology and the literary forms (particularly 
the traditional realist novel) which are the main vehicles for its 
.expression should have remained.the prevailing ones in white 
English South African fiction to almost this very day. It is 
surprising that so many novelists who have followed Schreiner in 
time, having also don·e little more than record the failure of the 
liberal ideology in different contexts, .have made no attempt to 
utilize a different ideology and to develop other literary forms 
which might be more appropriate. 
Historical Developments 
•. /. 




It wou.ld. be wrong to assume that various historical de-i.rel::>pments: 
have not had a significant effect upon white English south African 
culture and ideology. For the purposes of this thesis, the most 
important.of these occurred after 1948 with _the Afrikaner Nationalist 
vict~ry at the polls and the subsequent entrenchment of racis~ in 
the policy of Apartheid. For with this event and-the later 
sundering of ;the British connection in 1 961 , the assassination of 
liberalism as a political programme, and with the individual 
becoming increasingly constrained by the controls o.f the south 
African state, the position of the English was perceived as 
increasingly threatened. In his opening address to "The Conference 
of writers, Publishers, Editors and University Teachers of English" 
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held at the University of the Witwatersrand in 1956, Professor 
I.D. Maccrone remarked of English south Africans: 
Up to the quite· recent past many of us had 
been able to live a sheltered kind 0£ 
existence, culturally and psychologically 
speaking. As a result we have hitherto 
been able to avoid facing up to the 
realities of south African life ••• 
we have felt, and been encouraged to feel, 
that somehow or other our privileged status 
could continue to be enjoyed, and that we 
should never be called upon to change our 
ways and attitudes ••o All that has changed 
·· now and, as a minority group , we are 
wandering around in a political wilderness 
largely of our own making ••• Our privi-
leged status, as a minority group, has gone 
with the wind, for we are now a minority 
group under pressure. 12 
As a result of this sudden sense of being threatened, a host of 
doubts began to be expressed by liberal English intellectuais like 
Guy Butler concerning the r6le, the identity, and the future of 
English-speaking South Africao The following statement by the 
latter is representative of this new sense of uncertainty and 
insecurity: "the predicament of many English..;;speaking south 
-. 
Africans is acute. They feel a lack of purpose o.f direction; 
want to feel they pelong; and they are afraid of .belongi~g: 







This is a new development~ F'or, however great the cultural isolation 
of the English has been, Denis Worrall is correct when he asserts:--
From shortly after their arrival in sou th 
Africa until the early fifties, English 
south Africans implicitly identified them-
selves with the South African totalitye 
Culturally, constitutionally, socially, 
economically, it was their kind of society 
and their social and political values were 
•givens• in the situation. It is this 
which explains the extraordinary absence 
of self-consciousness which was such a 
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marked characteristic of English south 
Africa until relatively recently. Questions 
about the contribution or role of English 
South Africa are post 1953 questions; 
Guy Butler's remark in a widely-quoted 
article he contributed to New Nation in 
March 1968 about the need 'to consciously 
locate ourselves and strike root' would not 
have made sense in 1 938. 14 . 
Butler's comment itself not only registers the recent and burgeonl:ng 
sense of obsolescence that the English began to experience in a 
' Republic which was largely a creation by Afrikaners for Afrikaners 
alone, nor simply the generalized projection of an uprooted 
intellectual perceiving his own dilemma as the experience of his· 
own people (though this is certainly part of it), but also the end 
c,.f the e:i.·-..:1 of liber·alisn1 in Sm,.:~h A.fricao r:ir irnpl::cit iu bot! ... 
Butler's and MacCrone•s numerous doubts and exhortations in the 
post-1948 period is the recognition that the era of the individual 
is over, that the English will only have a role, Will only possess 
an identity more substantial than that which is based on a number 
of personal relationships, if there is a g~~µine comnru.nity among 
them, a common centre and a common purpose. __ 
That this is simply impossible with their present class pos~tion 
and social organization in South Africa is something which Butler 
consistently ignores? and hence the complete inadequacy of the 
solutions he propos.es for the disintegration he so rightly perceives 
and accurately describes. For the white English-speaking community 
to become the concerned custodians of the English language in 
south Africa (one of :sutler's repeated suggestions) cannot possibly 
be a solution to their pervasive anomie since this is the result 
of historical factors which :sutler never analyzes, but simply 
describes. 15 Nor can any attempt to resuscitate their past 
compensate for their present deficit, for their sense of displace-
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ment which has come about through their being pushed to the side-
lines of history. 16 For a past history cannot be artificially 
resurrected; it can only have a meaning if it is the living 
possession of a cohesive community of people who possess a definite 
conception of their historical role. Otherwise, it is little more 
than sentimental folkloreo 
In essence, the uncertainties which have come to1 pervade the English 
culture and its ideology are the result of the relegation of the \><-
. J; 
English as a group to a politically powerless minority in south \ 
Africa. With this relegation and the blow it has dealt to those : 
settled c;:onvictions of power, security and self-importance which 
are such a feature of a liberal bourgeoisie, there is some evidence 
(particularly among intellectuals and writers) that the English 
~Gkl(Jyf~.<6'~\J.ct...~ 
liberal ideology has become more and more g_xistential in character .. 
For Existentialism, as has so often been noted, is the ideology of 
the breakdown of liberal bourgeois society and all its securitiese17 
And although it is impossible to establish whether there has been 
an ideological cbc.?'.lge i:n English Soutl>. Africa as -3. whol<::?, over the 
last three decades an increasingly existential element has emerged 
and become apparent in white English south African literature~ 
More and more this literature, whether poetry, fiction, or drama.r-
has bec.orne one of anomie, alienation, angst, and 0£ bewilderments 
about identity. When an ideology starts disintegrating because 
it is no longer adequate to an historical reality, then that 
stability of the self which it produces usually starts breaking down 
as well; and this process precipitates what is commonly called an 
.d . . . , 18 
"1 entity cr1s1s 1 • Recent white English south African fiction 
gives much evidence of "identity crises" and often records the 






choice and action in·a world in which former values provide no 
guidelines. Given the uncertain position of the English and the 
fact that their liberal ideology has become increasingly inadequate, 
it is perhaps not surprising that these quandaries and areas of 
human experience which Existentialism has described so well should 
have become such conspicuous features in their writing. 
However; a good many white English South African authors have 
t 
continued writing as if the breakdown of liberalism has never taken 
place. Again, this illusion might still be possible.for those 
living within the insulated i$land of white English South Africa. 
A number of others, on the other hand, having perceived this break-
down and yet not being able to adopt an ideology or identify fully 
Vii. th an alternative ideological tradition, have been reduced to 
an ineffectual gesturing in the dark or. to a hollow rhetoric 
directed either towards their own kind or to the blacks in whose 
; ~ '.. . 
hands they perceive the future to lieo 
That ideology of liberalism which has been the source of the crucial 
contradiction in white English south African writing is also 
defined by a number of other problematic features. And so, ·before 
examining a number of novels, a more specific discussion of the 
limitations of liberalism as an ideology and of the relation between 
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The Concept of Ideology 
The word "ideology" has .frequently been used in the preceding 
chapters but its precise sense has not yet been de.fined. At the 
broadest level, "ideology" refers to those ideas, values, feelings 
and beliefs which contribute to a specific world view in terms of 
which men perceive their particular historical reality. There is 
invariably a profound connection between a set 0£ ideas, values, 
feelings and beliefs; for, as Lionel Trilling has noted, 11 just 
as sentiments become ideas, ideas eventually establish themselves 
as sentiments. 111 Thus, when one speaks, for instance, of the 
liberal ideology, one is not simply referring to a political and 
e~onomic doctrinA. R:nd pract:iGe, but also. to a. whole climate 0£ 
feeling and opinion as well. And it is this inextricable mingling 
of ideas 'fl th feelingst and vice versa, characteristic 0£ all 
ideologies, that gives to them their great influence and effects 
their tenacious hold over the minds of peoj:'F1e. For whilst it· may 
be relatively easy to renounce the specific ideas which an 
ideology contains, quite the reverse is true when the effort is 
I 
0 f' d c p .• made to abc.ndon t 1'3 sp,=c·.t. 1.c str.ucture3 an patterns o ..... eeling 
(the characteristic forms of emotional expression, a certain usage 
of language) which are an indivisible part of it. It is this very 
meshing of ideas with feelings which gives to an ideology an 
appearance of inner coherence. 
In Ideology and_UJopi~ Karl Mannheim defines ideology as .follows~ 
The concept "ideology" reflects the one 
discovery which emerged from political 
-conflict 9 namely, that ruling groups can 
in their thinking become so intensively 
interest-bound to a situation that they 
are simply no longer able to see certain 
facts which would undermine their sense 
of domination. There is implicit in the 
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word "ideology" the _insight that in certain 
situations the collective unconscious of 
certain groups obscures· the real condition 
of society both to itself and to others 
and thereby stabilizes it. 2 
Terry Eagleton, a more recent theorist, in a sense echoes Mannheim's 
central perception when he writes of ideology that it is 
a relativeJ.y coherent set of 'discourses• 
of values, representations and beliefs 
which, realized in certain material 
1 
apparatuses and related to the structures 
of material production, so reflect the 
experiential relation of individual sub-
jects to their social conditions as to 
guarantee-those misrepresentations of the 
•real' which contribute to the reproduction 
of the dominant social relations. 3 
Implicit in the above quotation is the specifically Marxist 
distinction between the actual 'lived' relation between men and 
their world and a theoretical knowledge of it. As Althusser has 
said: "Ideology is the 'lived' relation between men and their 
world, or a reflected form of this unconscious relation • • a. It is 
distinguished from a science not by its fals:l.ty, for it can be 
·coherent 'and logical (for instance, theology"), but by the fact 
that the practice-social predominates in it over the theoretical .. "4 
It is from this distinction between theoretical understanding and 
•lived' practical experience of historical circumstances, and the 
frequent ~ride discrepancy between the twop that the notion of 
ideology as 'false consciousness' has arisen. In-- his study 
-
Marxism and Literature (1977), Raymond Williams distinguishes 
-------~ 
between three common versions of the concept of ideology: firstly, 
"a system of beliefs characteristic of a particular class or 
group"; secondly, 11 a system of illusory beliefs ·~ false ideas or 
false consciousness - which can be contrasted with true or 
scientific knowledgett; and, th~rdly, "the general process o.f the 
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production of meanings and ideas. u 5 And in this study I will be 
using the word "ideology" in the first two of these three senses; 
I will be describing a system of beliefs (in the next section of 
this chapter) peculiar to a particular class or group, namely 
bourgeois liberalism, and will be pointing out the inadequacies 
of various of these beliefs and ~ome of their practical consequences 
both in the South African literature which it in.forms and in 
south African politics. 
However, it is important to note that an ideology is not usually 
totally false; it has to be grounded in some way in a real under-
standing of the world for it to exist at all!' although it usually 
only provides a reflection of partial aspects of this world and 
thus only allows a partial understanding of it~ In this respect 
it will be more appropriate to my purposes to speak of an 'inadequateP 
or 'deficient' consciousness - and particularly because all the 
v.Titers under discussion here are opposed to that supremely false 
consciousness which is reflected in Apartheid. and the racist 
mentality. 
The particular falsity or inadequacy of an ideology is revealed 
through its relationship to history and the contradictions which 
. 
exist between the two. As Terry Eagleton has said: nstrictly 
speaking there can be no contradiction within ideology, since-its 
function is precisely to eradicate it [contradictio~ • There can 
be contradiction only between ideology and what it occludes -
hi.story itself. 116 Whilst the contradictions between the liberal 
ideology and South African history have been acute,. it must be 
remembered that they have not been as severe as those created by 
the ideology of Apartheid. As K .. Danziger has said: 
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The extent to which an intellectual model 
of society is able to generate truthful 
propositions depends upon the relationships 
between the interests expressed in this 
model and the actual trend of historical 
development. Where these two factors are 
as sharply opposed as in the case of the 
ideology of anartheid there arises the 
spectre of a totally 9 false consciousness' 
whose every cognition must necessarily be 
wrong. 7 
The Ideology of L,iberalism 
The difficulties encou~tered in attempts at defining liberalism 
have often been noted. The main reason for this difficulty is, 
2..: James Burn1'.l.am has fl.otec::\, that 11 lil)era1is"l1 is not a r.ompl;e;te 
system of thought comparable to, sayp dialectical materialismr 
spinozism, or Christian philosophy as taught by the Thomist wi.:f!g' 
of the Roman Catholic Church. Liberalism has no single, accepted 
and authoritative book or person or committee that is recognized 
as giving the final word~ no Biblep Popep .nor Presiduum .. 
Liberalism is lesser, vaguer, harder to pi~ down". 8 Moreover, 
. .. . . lf .. '.1 • • ,,,. c . . lineralism 1 tse nas u110.er,gone a s:.gm.ricant trans.:.crmat1on £J.n~e 
its Classical period in the nineteenth century; what began as a 
doctrine which stressed the rights and freedom of the individual 
from State interference has increasingly come to recognize and 
emphasize the necessa;y-role of the state in the cr~ation and: 
protection of the freedom of the individual. Nevertheless, its 
· character can be specified in a number of different ways o Fir.sty 
as regards its historical origins: 
Liberalism was closely allied with the rise 
and later with the defence of the middle··· 
classes, in a period of growing industrial-
ization ••• By and large liberalism, an 
approach in existence well before the term 
was conceived early in the nineteenth 
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century in Spain, emphasized reason instead 
of tradition, contract rather than status 
the prese.nt and the future instead of the' 
past, the value and rights of the individual 
i~stead o~ that of existing power-holders, 
wnose claims based on the superiority of 
cast or creed it challenged. Basically 
liberalism has been an attitude in defiance 
of the arbitrary acts of government. It 
has been anti-authoritarian in its desire 
to cha11enge and limit the strength and 
scope of the powers that be~ 9 
And as the above commentators, Melhuish and Bramsted, go on to 
t 
say, "The basis of the liberal ideology is a high premium on 
individual liberty. It served as a weapon in the rise of the 
middle classes, of its struggle over the claims 0£ feudal 
·aristocracy and of absolutism0 • 10 
They discern three strands running through the complex fabric of 
this ideology. One of these, the primary one in classic liberalism~· 
had a basically political content; it und~~took to protect the 
individual from arbitrary actions of the government and its agencies 
and .hence.is defined by its emphasis upon ci'vil equality of all 
before the law, freedom of expression, freedom of assembly and 
.association, habeas corpus, trial by jury~ strict enforcement of 
legal procedure~ security of property, democracy~ and so on• It 
is specific features like these which form the .£...O~i tical meaning 
and content of liberalism. 
However, the above writers point out that later liberalism developed 
a broader concept of the individual and began to attach much more 
significance to the individual per se: 
In line with a trend of thought going back 
to the days 0£ the Renaissance it viewed 
the individual as potentially unique and 
spontaneous. The individual had to be 
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rescued not only from the arbitrariness of 
power-holders but also from the tyranny of· 
the majority, which in the modern demo-
cracy claimed increasingly that its 
standards and mores were binding for every-
one. I ndi vi dual1 sm as a ' habit of mind' 9 
as the right of the individual to follow 
his own preferences and tastes within the 
li~~ts imposed by the law instead of having 
them dictated by the conventions of society, 
became an additional strand in the liberal 
attitude. 11 
In essence, it can be seen that the political doctrines and 
practise$ (some of which have been noted above) which liberalism 
considers valuable and desirable, are an extension of the 
historically unprecedented value which it places on the individual;. 
the political content of liberalism is a logical consequence of 
what it regards as desirable for the individualo And it is the 
emphasis on the latter which is? perhaps, the most remarkable 
feature of liberalism as a whole. 
'I'his emphasis is also of great significance for this study, and 
particularly as it appears in the third strand which Melhuish and 
sramsted discern in liberalism. Because of its importance, it 
requires extensiy~.quotationo They write: 
If it r1iberalisrfil also claimed freedom of 
the in3ividual from the tutelage of the 
state o.nd from the pressure cf ,public 
opinion, it wanted to make use of this 
freedom for advancing towards an ideal 1 
for a norm-of individualism. Though it 
is true, the cult of the many-sided 
personality, of the appreciation of the 
individuality as a work of art did not 
begin with Wilhelm von Hwnboldt and the 
younger Mill, only they gave it that 
modern note and consideration which one 
can describe as •qualitative liberalismv 
or aesthetic indiVidualism 0•9 When 
Hwnboldt gave his reasons for confining 
the activities of the state to a minimum, 
he was under the spell of the idea of 
Bildung:, of the perfectibility of man. It 
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was an image of man far removed from that 
of Bentham•s felicific calculus The 
great object of human endeavour was •the 
in~ividuality of power and development' 
which could only be .achieved with the heln 
of t~o pr~requisites, •freedom and variety 
of situation'. Together they can bring 
about •individual vigour and manifold 
diversity•, in other words •originality•. 
In the perspective of this civilized 
individualism making for harmony and sense. 
of proportion the danger signals were one-
sidedness, disproportion, unthinking con-
formity and lack of originality. What 
mattered was self-realization.. This kind 
of liberalism was not functional but 
normative. If Humboldt had a social 
concept it was that of .an ensemble of 
highly individualistic beings, each of 
them eager to develop his potential to a 
maximum degree. 12 
"liberal" novel in gem•ral concerned above all with the development 
of "aesthetic individualism" (originality~ spontaneity, integrity) 
in its particular characters, but also the endeavour to achieve 
"self-realization" (along with the ~li tism and other contradictions 
that go with it) is absolutely central to~~ p.ovel like 
Olive schreiner•s The story of An African Fa:rm as well as to many 
others which follow it in time; and this centrality of a primary 
·focus on 11 self-r-ealization11 is a major index to the fact th?-t the 
liberal ideology is the informing one in.a particular work. 
Moreover, in literature, it is this third strand of "aesthetic 
individualism" which is often far·more prominent than the bald ----
'doctrines of political liberalism - though elements of the latter 
are clearly to be ·seen in Alan Paton's Cry, the Bel.~ved. Co,!filtrY 
as well. 
If liberalism, then, ascribes an historically unprecedented value . 
to the individual and to tpose political doctrines and practises 
which will ensure his or her freedom, this is merely its surface 
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content, as it were. Its actual ideological aspects, its "latent" 
contents, are most clearly revealed in its various beliefs, faiths, 
and in i t-s image. of man. There are a number of these which, when 
unearthed and laid bare, are open to serious question. 
Melhuish and Bramsted write that "in spite of the variations in the 
three main strands of liberalism, the features which classic 
liberals from Locke to John Stuart Mi 11 had in common should not 
:~ 
be overlookedo Rooted largely in the outlook of the Enlightenment 
there was a constant emphasis of man's fundamental rationality and 
·reasonableness". 13 Liberalism, having its origins in a so-called 
age of reason, is a rationalist ideolog-y~ .. It isio as James Burnham 
~
maintains, "confident that reason and rational science, without 
appeal to revelation, faith, custom or intuition, can both compre""l 
1 Li hend the world and solve its problemsH.. " And from this belief in 
reason, along· with the advance of science ?,nd the new self-con.fidence 
of the diligent bourgeoisie in nineteenth century western Europe~ 
stemmed a belief in progress, in an advanc{~g-civil:i.zation. ---------- -
"Liberalism believes man's nature to be not 'fixed but changing, 
with an unlimited or at any rate indefinitely large potential for 
positive (good, favourable, progressive) development. This·may 
be contrasted with the traditional belief, expressed in the 
theological doctrines 0£ Original Sin and the real existence of the 
-
Devil, that human nature had a permanent 1 unchartging essence;-anU----
that man is partly corrupt as well as limited in his potential'' q 15 
Following from this, liberalism believes that the main obstacles 
to human advancement and betterment are extrinsic or external -
such as ignorance, or bad social c011di tions - rather than bein.g 
intrinsic to man's nature. 
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In sum, it views man as a creature defined and motivated by an 
inherent rationality and by those social characteristics of 
scepticism, toleration and reasonableness which stem from it.16 
But liberal humanists (and liberalism itself) can be criticized 
for entertaining an over-optimistic estimate of the power of human 
reason in its struggle with unreason. For,, as Burnham goes on to 
maintain: 
It is not merely the record of history that 
speaks in unmistakable refutation of the 
liberal doctrine of mane Ironically enough -
ironically, because it is liberalism that 
has maintained so exaggerated a faith in 
science - almost all modern scientific 
studies of man's nature unite in giving 
evidence against the liberal view of man as 
\...1 ~:.r-2a·::ure rnoti.vated, 011ce ~ .. gn,J~c.nce i!·~ 
dispelled, by the rational search for peace, 
freedom and plenty. Every modern school of 
biology and psychology and most schools· of 
sociology and anthropology conclude that 
men are driven chiefly by profound anti-
rational sentiments and impulses, whose 
character and very existence.qpe not 
ordinarily understood by conscious reason. 
Many of these desires are aggressive, dis-
ruptive, and injurious to others and to 
society ••• And these negative.impulses 
(if they are to be designated so) are no 
less integral to the human psyche than those 
positive impulses point:ing towards the 
liberal ideas. 17 
Furthermore, as a consequence of its rationalism, liberalism cannot ~ 
come to terms w:i. th force or power~ The very foundation of this 
ideology, its rationalism, demands that the liberal _utilize peace-
.. . 
ful methods of rational discussion, education, example and compro-· 
rnise to resolve any conflicts; and because of it, too, he cannot 
become reconciled, either morally or intellectually, to force. 
The secular Nature of Liberalism 
The ideology of liberalism, like the bourgeois class whose creation 
v 
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and possession it largely is, is undoubtedly the most radically 
secularist ideology that has ever· appeared: 
Bourgeois society is without doubt the most 
prosaic of all possible societies. It is 
prosaic in the literal sense. The novel 
written in prose, dealing with the (only 
somewhat) extraordinary adventures of 
ordinary·people, is its original and 
characteristic art form, replacing the 
epic poem, the lyric poem, the poetic drama, 
the religious hymn. These latter were 
appropriate to societies formally and 
officially committed to transcendent ideals 
of excellence - ideals that could be 
realized only by those few of exceptional 
nobility of character - or to transcendent 
visions of. the universe wherein human exis-
tence on earth is accorded only a provisional 
significance. But bourgeois society is 
uninterested in such transcendence, which at 
:::est it tolerates Zls a p!":i.va-te ?.ffair, r. 
matter for individual taste and individual 
consumption as it were. It is prosaic, 
not only in'form, but in essence. It is 
a society organized for the convenience 
and comfort of common men and common women, 
not for the production of heroic, memorable 
figures. It is a society int~]'."ested in 
making the best of this world, not in any 
kind of transfiguration, whether through 
tragedy or piety. 18 
It follows from this, from its "domestic conception of the universe 
and of man's place therein", that the liberal ideology is not 
concerned \lfi th heights and depths, with the so-called dark side of 
iife, with tragedy or transcendence. It has in its blood little 
of that dark infusion that flows from the ni.neteenth centu.ryr s 
-· -· 
irrational springs; from Kierkegaard to Dostoyevsky and 
Friedrich Nietzche. The moderateg secular nature of its idea-0£ 
the good life is epitomized in a passage by John Stuart Mill: 
The happiness which they meant was not a 
life of rapture, but moments of such, in 
an existence made up of few and transitory 
pains, many and various pleasures, with a 
decided predominance of the active over 
the passive, and having as the foundation 
1 
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of the whole, not to expect more from life 
than it is capable of bestowing. A life 
thus composed, to those who have been 
fortunate enough to obtain it, has always 
appeared "J.rorthy of the name of happiness. 
And such an existence is even now the lot 
of many, during some considerable portion 
of their lives. The present wretched · 
education, the wretched social arrangements, 
.are the only real hindrance to its being 
attainable by almost a11. 19 
Liberalism represents a kind of "middle path" between all extremes,· 
I 
and the major area of its conflicts is.not between forces o.f "good" 
and "evil", "darkness" and 11 light 11 , but is most often to b~ found 
in the area of social morality. Because of its radically secular 
.nature, and its avoida·nce of the "irrational", the liberal ideology 
is larg~ly impe1··viuus to psychology and parti<..!ularl.y to ·che d<:}'th 
psychologies of thin;t<ers like Freud with their explorations of the 
unconscious and the irrational. Because its province is largely 
that of society and its concerns that of the improvement of social 
. '::"f:. •• 
relationships, its primary focus is on "manners" and social· 
morality rather than on psychology~ •, ·~· ·· .. 
It is this focus, and, indeed, its inability (by its very nature) 
to focus on the tid-ark", irrational aspects of life, that gi yes the 
liberal ideology its facile appearance.. In The Mass Psychol?SY . .0.f. 
Fascism, Wilhelm Reich. after arguing that there exist in man 
.three different layers of biophysical structure - a superfic~~_l._one~ 
in which the average individual is "restrained, polite, compassion-
ate an¢1 conscientious", an.intermediate consisting o-F 0 cruelp 
sadistic, lascivious, predatory and envious impulses" and a "deepest 
·biological core" in which man is "an honest, industrious, co-
operative animal capable of love and also of rational hatred" 
draws the following political conclusions: 
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In contradistinction VJi. th liberalism, 
which represents the superficial 
character layer, and to genuine revolution, 
whic~ represents the deepest layer, 
fascism represents the second character 
~ayer, that of the secondary impulses ••o 
in the ethical and social ideals of 
liberalism we recognize the advocacy of 
the characteristics of the surface layer 
of character, which is intent upon self-
control and tolerance. This liberalism 
lays stress upon its ethics for the 
purpose of holding in suppression the 
"monster in man", our layer of "secondary 
drives", the Freudian "unconscious". 
The natural sociability of the deepest 
third layer, the core layer is foreign 
to the liberal. He deplores the perversion 
of the human character and seeks to over-
come it by.means of ethical norms, but the 
social catastrophes of the twentieth 
century show that he did not get very far 
with this approach. 20 
The liberal ideology i: shallow in the sense that it is the ideology 
of a class of people who haves at least apparently, exempted them-
selves from such notions as Fate and Tragedy - notions which reflec, 
:-·,: .... 
both the experienced male~olence of the universe and the upheavals 
of history. It is the ideology of those wh9_0.re materially secure 
and who are optimistic because of that secur~ty. It is because of 
this that there is neither a pressing nor ostensible need fo"L· tnis 
class to be concerned with the "dark" side of life until, of 
course, it breaks through their shallow securities and beliefs 
whether in the form of the irruptio:n of the ;r·epressed unconscious 
in an individual's psychology or in the form of an historical. 
eruption. 
I 
It will be seen that much English south African literature by mernber.s . . ~ 
of the middle-class is continually being faced with this dilemma: 
the dark side of things is for ever breaking through the thin, 
fragile veneer of the liberal ideology of both author and his or 
her characters, and the rationalism and optimism which is so central 
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to this ideology is for ever being called into question and made 
to seem pitifully inadequate by various irrational forces. This 
is especially apparent in schreiner's The story of An African Farm, -
Plomer•s·Turbott Wolfe (as well as in several of his short stories 
such as "A Child of Queen Victorian), and in the work of other 
writers who will be dealt with in this study. The very fact that 
these forces are continually subverting the beliefs of the liberal 
ideology is a very real indication of its poverty, of its inadeqilate 
view of man. As Burnham says of liberalism, in a scathing passage: 
There is no tragic dimension in its picture 
of the good life. Men become willing to 
endure,·sacrifice and die for God, family, 
king, honor, country, from a sense of 
absolute duty o:.c an exalted vision of the 
meaning of history . • • And it is precisely 
these ideals (and institutions) that 
liberalism has criticized, attacked and in 
part overthrown as superstitious, archaic, 
reactionary and irrational. In their place 
liberalism proposes a set of pale and 
bloodless abstractions - pale .:and bloodless 
for the very reason that they have no roots 
in the past, in deep feeling and in 
suffering. Excep·t for mercenaries, saints 
and neurotics, no one is willing·to 
sacrifice and die for progressive education, 
medica:re, hnma.ni. ty .i.n the abstract, the 
United Nations and a ten per cent rise in 
social security payments. 21 
And although Burnham slightly misses the point in not recognizing. 
clearly enough that liberalism is the ideology of a class which ~ 
(again, at least apparently) escaped from. history and its de~~da~_ 
tions, and therefore has no need of a "tragic dimension" since· it 
would seem to be just this from which it has finally escaped and 
from whichp moreover, it has always been attempting to escape, a 
very great contradiction occurs when the liberal is confronted by 
the "tragic" in whatever form. There being no tragic element in 
his ideology, he cannot come to terms with this inescapable aspect 
of life when it appears, as it must, time and again. This 
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contradiction becomes particularly glaring·in a country like 
South Africa whose tragic history reflects anything but the 
liberal world-view and its image of man. In Alan Paton's cry, 
the Beloved Countrv, for instance, the dilemma caused by this 
contradiction is all too evident. On the one hand, the nove.l is 
informed, if not "animated", by the classic and traditional 
liberal vision, and yet, on the other, the suffering and qesolation 
which brims over within its narrative makes the liberal ideology 
. I 
' 
per se untenable; and, hence, the novel becomes a kind of latter-
day religious tragedy replete with transcendence in order to cope 
with that irreducible suffering which so radically subverts 
(though Paton does not realize this) his liberal vision. And a 
similar contradiction is at work in The s.to:r.x of An A.£tisan Fa~e 
LiberCil Guilt 
Another manifestation of this contradiction which results from the 
inadequate view of man contained in the liberal ideology, is the 
rr:uch-mention<~d guilt of the liberal. TJs·.ialJ.y this gu.:.i.lt is 
explained by the_ fact that the liberal feels conscience-·stricken 
by the discrepancy between his middle-class prosperity and security 
and the poverty and suffering of others who do not enjoy the 
comforts which are consequent upon his class positio~o Yet at the 
same time it is also arguable that this guilt is a product of the 
contradiction between the optimisticr rationalistic world-view of 
the liberal ideology and those ideologies (whether articulated or 
not) which are implicit in the condition of the oppressed. The 
liberal vaguely feels that there is something inauthentic about 
his ideology as a result; hence his guilt. 
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There is an additional reason for this gu.i 1 t. It has already been 
mentioned that liberalism equals a faith in "intelligence", or 
reason. For the liberal, freedom is synonymous with the ability 
to choose, and to act on the basis of a freely and consciously-
made choice. And yet the dilemma of the liberal humanist is to 
understand too much to be able to act. He realizes that good and 
. evil mix in the consequences of alma.st all action; he also 
realizes that a good deal of his actions have thr:ir genesis in a 
desire to relieve himself from the burden of his guilt. As 
Burnham says: "The real and motivating problem for the liberals. 
is not to cure the poverty or injustice or what not in the 
.+-
objective world but 
J ) 
J 
to appease the guilt in their ovm breastsn., 22 
Because of this, of his sensitive perception of the impure motives 
for most of his actions, and (from his usually "unengaged" . 
vantage-point) his ability to see all sides of the problem, he 
often enough ends up by not acting at alle;;: .. And it is this failure 
to act, to participate, that is the main cause for his corrosive 
·.,· .... 
sense of guilt. It is the liberal, in fact·, ·who is characteristic•._._ 
a'lly in the classic existentialist position of having the freedom 
.to choose among JIIany possibilities and who, confounded by the very 
multiplicity of possibilities (all of which have some drawback), 
avails himself of nonee The liberal is often representative of 
someone in whom there exists a very wide gap between thought and 
action. In the existentialist sense, this is inauthenticitr or 
bad faith. 
The significance of the phenomenon of guilt cannot be over-estimated 
in any discussion of liberal literaturep and particularly in the 
liberal literature of white English south Africa. As will be seen, I 
the inability to act because of an awareness of many sides to a ' 
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specific issue, and the guilt which is the ultimate consequence of 
this failure, is absolutely central to works like Dan Jacobson's 
A Dance I:r+. the sun and Nadine Gordimer• s The Late Bourseoj.s_worl..,<;lo 
Jack Cope has suggested that 
Guilt felt by the English-speaking liberal 
writer in terms of the south African scene 
arises from intense and probably unrealized 
anxieties. We 'Wronged the Boer-Afrikaner 
and therefore we deserve to be punished. 
At the same time we affront his language 
and denigrate his cultural status and 
justify our own loss of dignity as a nerve-
less minority. Towards the black man the 
liberal guilt is an expression of a deeper 
complex of anxieties - fear of darkness 
equated with sin; fear of the qefeat of our 
sexual potency implied in our surrender as 
a politically impotent group; fear of death 
and destruction a.s the p-u.rdshment earned by 
our own injustices and those of our forbears 
towards the black and :::oloured races. More 
particularly, the continued enjoyment of 
ease. and privilege based on a moral injustice 
throw burning coals on the conscience. 
Dissociation is impossible except in momentary 
acts of expiation or in physiE1al flight. 
•crossing the colour line' socially, sexually, 
in sport, in art; acts of po1i tical defiance r~ 
courageous because they may earn punishment 
and suffering - these are parts of the con-
fused pattern. 23 
Furthermore, the_liberal individual striving valiantly in~the harsh 
south African climate can be seen as a kind of scapegoat, or at 
least a way of projecting the author's guilt at being white and 
informing the black that 'all whites are not necessarily so evil. 
In general, the comment by an anonymous reviewer in TEe .... r~me~ 
Literarv SUPElement that "the mixture of paternalism, guilt, 
sentimentality and evasiveness that has until recently characterized 
much liberal thinking, and in particular the fundamental' desire to 
work for rather than to work with Africans, ·is evident in many - -
novels and short stories; and the ~ssential aloofness from the 
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actual political struggle, particularly the African struggle, 
prevents liberal literature from being genuinely committed" is an 
apt description of this literature and of some of its shortcomings. 24 
·Tolerance 
As a result of the radically secular nature o.f the liberal ideology 
. . 
. and its relativist theory of truth (i.e. its belie£· that there is 
no absolute truth, or that, if there is~ it cannot be known -
liberalism, from one point of view, can be seen as a critique of 
all absolute values), and also as a result of its faith in reason, 
an impc.r·:=ant par'L'. c.: the li b2ral ideol'.)SY is i '.:s er.1phasis on 
toleration. If nothinc absolute can be known - whether God, or 
History - nothing can be absolutely denied or absolutely affirmed. 
Toleration itself can be seen as a reflection of this belief 
;:::. 
(stemming from "reason") and transposed onto a social level where 
it becomes the specifically social virtue o.f "reasonableness" or 
"tolerance". 
The concept and practise of toleration is a two-bladed swo:r,d. On 
the one hand its importance is well recognized in a statement such 
as the following by the liberal theologian~ _Reinhold Niebuhr: 
-
Toleration of persons who are.different in 
kind requires an awareness of the simi-
larities and identities above and beneath 
the differences; it requires an awareness 
of a common humanity, for instance, under-
neath ethnic distinction. It is therefore 
a spiritual achievement o.f great moment .. 
Toleration of people who differ in convic-
tions and habits requires a residual awa.re-
ness of the complexity of truth and the 
possibility of 9pposing views having some 
light on one or the other side of a many-
sided truth. 25 
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This is an eminently liberal statement in its implicit assumption. 
of the relativity of truth, of its "many-sidedness", and its 
belief in a kind of universal ''common humanity" underlying all the 
manifest and latent differences between people and peoplesp races 
and classes. And it ought to be mentioned that toleration, whatever 
its importance in human relationships, is an indispensable feature 
of all the great liberal novels, and, indeed, unavoidably so, 
since the novel form itself is a reflection or mutation of liberal 
1 
ideology. Not only is toleration an essential part of the 
imaginative process (it is largely through the empathy which 
toleration presupposes that the author is able to create characters 
and fictional worlds independent of his own personal reality), but 
it is also indispensable to the novel itself since it is a form 
which does not recognize any absolutes which assert a dogmatic 
truth over-riding all others. At the very basis of the liberal 
ideology is a concern for the freedom of the individual. But for 
liberalism to attempt to give an absolute and dogmatic meaning to 
this "freedom" would be to subvert the vei:y ·freedom which it 
.advocates. That which it demands must remain relative and existen-
tial if it is to survive as a meaningful concept at all. 
However, it is this very toleration that is the cause of much of 
the weakness of the liberal ideology. Liberalism has never 
adhered to one definite creed and thereby become a dogma; · i l:"-15 
best understood as an 11attitude 11 , a kind of framework which in 
itself contains little which can be an object of absolute belief 
and passionate devotion or conviction. Moreover, this framework 
has resulted in an attitude of mind, a focusp which has been 
definitely pragmatic, secular and empirical. Unlike Christianity 
or Marxism,' for instance, it harbours no transcendental, meta-
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physical faith or historical certainties - beliefs without which 
it would seem that any 'long-range• programme is condemned to 
retain little hold over the imaginations of men. Lacking this, it 
is also inevitable that liberalism should lack or forfeit the 
compelling power and conviction that comes from a single, monist 
vision of the world and history, and which, however destructively 
in the last instance, gives an attractive strength and power to 
an ideology. Libera:J.ism•s necessary rejection of any of the 
straight and narrow ways of Marxist or Christian thinking (to use 
the same examples) has, on .the one hand,been one of its self-
proclaimed virtues. 
On the other, against the essentially liberal notion of tolerance, 
it is sufficient to place this statement made by Thomas Mann: 
Humanity will no longer mean a tolerance 
that endures everything - eve{1.the 
determination to destroy humanity. Face 
to face \Id. th fanaticism incarnate, a 
freedom which through sheer goodness an.d 
human scepticism no longer believes in 
itself will be irrevocably lost~ It is 
not the sort of humanity which is weak and 
patient to the point of self-O:oubt that 
freedom needs today. Such an attitude 
makes freedom look pathetic and contemp-
tible in the face of a power-concept 
which is not in the least sicklied o•er 
with the pale cast of thought. 26 
For the fact remains that liberalism frequently cannot embrace 
·~--
power or force without subverting that freedom and toleration . 
which is its doctrinal essence. It frequently has to cease being 
liberalism in order to protect freedom. And it has never been 
able either· to resolve or to reconcile itself to this paradox. 
Instead, it has been stalemated, and those individuals who have 
remained its adherents have become more and more isolated - whic~ 
is the same as saying, less and less powerful. Thus, just as it 
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is characteristic of the liberal ideology that it can face neither 
evil nor violence ~~thout responding in such a way as to make 
manifest its inadequacy in dealing with them, so it has to back 
down and admit defeat when it is faced by extremism of any sort. 
It only retains any strength in a contest \l!hich is kept on the same 
level as its own superficial rationality. Given the above weaknesses 
in its position, weaknesses which only become more glaring in a 
situation like· South.Africa, the practical outco~e of the liberal 
. ' 
ideology for those who continue to subscribe to it would seem to 
be anomie. In this context the liberal becomes the itinerant 
voyeur, a passing spectator rather than a participant. He becomes 
an eavesdropper, an artist. And if at the beginning of this 
section it was maintained that liberalism equalled a "faith in 
reason", it has.in practise come to equal something very different. 
For as this century has advanced, humanitarian liberalism 
:!'.J·· 
has seemed pale and ineffective to many 
people. Groups who regarded themselves 
as underprivileged expected little .from 
the mild zeal of liberal reformers and 
much more from radical socialist and 
communist methods. After 1918 it was not 
liberal individualism but the belief in 
a collective - whether class or nation -
which seemed to carry the day • • • The 
emphasis was now on integration, not on 
freedom, on the collective not on human 
rights, on the claims of nation and class 
and not on those of the individual. Many 
young· people regarded liberalism as a 
thing of the past. By the middle of the 
century Gilbert Murray admitted resignedly 
that liberalism had "become largely a 
fruitless longing in the hearts of specially 
conscientious or thoughtful people for 
something lost or unattainable." 27 
In practise it has come to equal isolation and loneliness. 
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Philosophical Problems. 
There are very definite philosophical reasons in liberalism itself 
for this "loneliness"; it is not merely the result of the 
insufficient view of human nature which is contained in the liberal 
ideology and the fact "that "the doctrines of liberalism, formed in . 
. an age of reason, were [in- the twentieth centur~ received in an 
f . . . 28 f .b age o 1rra tionali sm". · . I 11 erali sm equals loneliness, or 
contributes to it because of its insufficient view of man, and if· 
it is.a source and cause of loneliness because with the advance of 
this century more and more ~~phasis has come to be placed upon 
_,, 
the collective rather than the individuai, 29 and the latter has 
consequently been isolated by his values which no longer enjoy the 
favour of many people and are no longer appropriate to many of the 
social and historical conditions of the twentieth century, then: 
there is a further specifically philosophical reason for the 
"loneliness" of liberalism and the isolatioh of the liberal. 
~~~ ...... 
A common image of the liberal bourgeoisie is that of a man alone 
.. , __ 
with his "nuclear" fa.mily in his own priva.te castle '~rhich is his 
home and separate<Lby this from other members of his class_ who are 
in a precisely similar position. This image of mutual isolations 
is only a practical social instance of individualism. De Tocqueville 
in his Democracy in America described· individualism as "a mature 
and calm feeling, which disposes each member of the community to 
sever himself from the mass of his fellow-creatures; and to draw 
apart with his family and his friends; so that, after he has thus 
formed a little circle of his own, he willingly leaves society at 
. large to itself". 30 And.he went on to say that 11 not only does 
democracy make every man forget his ancestors, but it hides his 
descendants and separates his contemporaries from him; it throws 
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him back forever upon himself alone and threatens in the end to 
confine him entirely within the solitude of his own heart".31 
·rndividualism, which he. deplored as an aspect of the individual's 
will to isolation and selfishness, and which he so accurately 
describes, is merely a practical consequence of the philosophy of 
liberalism itself, which, based on the motive-of self-interest 
alone, forfeits the possibility of realizing trans-individual values. 
As Robert Paul Wolff argues: 
liberalism views man as a rationally cal-
culating maximizer of pleasure and 
minimizer-of pain. The term •good•, says 
Bentham, means 'pleasant', and the· term 
'bad' means •painful'. In all our actions, 
we seek the first and avoid the second. 
r ... a tior.1.ali ty t:ms reduces to a c.a1.:·1..11a cing 
prudence; its highest point is reached 
when we d?liberately shun the present 
pleasure for fear of future pain. It is of 
course a commonplace that this bookkeeping 
attitude towards sensation is the direct 
reflection of the bourgeois merchant's 
attitude towards profit and lq-s5. Equally 
important, however, is the implication of 
the theory for the relations between one 
man and another. If the simple psycho-
logical. egoism of liberal theory is correct, 
then each individual mu.st view others as 
mere instruments in the pursuit ··of his 
private ends. As I formulate my desire and 
weigh the most prudent means for satisfying 
them,- I discover that the actions of other . 
persons, bent upon similar lonely quests, 
may affect the outcome of my enterprise. In 
some cases, they threaten me; in others, 
the possibility exists of a mutually bene-
ficial cooperation. I adjust my plans 
accordingly, perhaps-even entering into 
quite intricate and enduring alliances with 
other individuals. But always I seek my 
own pleasure (or happiness - the shift from 
one to the other is not of very great 
significance in liberal theory, although 
Mill makes much of it). For me, other 
persons are obstacles to be overcome or 
resources to be exploited - always means, 
that is to say, and never ends in themselves. 
To speak fancifully, it is as though society 
were an enclosed space in which float a · 
number of spherical balloons filled with an 
expanding gas. Each balloon increases in 
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size until its surface meets the surface 
of the other balloons; then it stops 
growing and adjusts to its surroundings. 
Justice in such :i, society could only mean 
the protection of each balloon's interior 
(Mill's private sphere) and the equal 
apportionment of space to all. What took 
place within an individual would be no 
business of the others. · 
In the more sophisticated versions of 
liberal philosophy, the crude picture of 
man as a pleasure maximizer is softened 
somewhat • • • Nevertheless, society contin-
ues to be viewed as a system of independent 
centers of consciousness, each pursuing its 
own gratification and confronting the others 
as beings standing-over-against the self, 
which is to say. as objects. The condition 
of the individual in such a state of affairs 
is what a different tradition of social 
philosophy would call "alienation". 32 
If the basis of society is seen to rest on free-floating individuals 
motivated by a high degree of psychological hedonism, then the 
basis of society's values rests on individual ones to the neglect 
of the vii der cornmuni ty. In terms of its sy.s tern of morality 1 
liberalism relies on a general public good accruing from the actions 
of individuals: by some mysterious hidden hand, "public good" is 
assumed t:o emerge from "private vices". As Wolff has argued, 
_ .liberalism is unable to make the jump, short of radical revision, 
from the notion of private value to one of community. Utilitarian-
ism, he argues, in its concern for the greatest happiness for the· 
greatest number, rests only on private values and a development of 
liberalism towards the direction of interpersonal values is t'lie 
ohly way of resolving this problem and developing a liberal 
morality that recognizes the existence of a wider comnru.nity. 33 
By treating the individual as the "axiom" and society as the 
11 derivative1134 rather than.(as was formerly the custom) vice versa, 
liberalism is tempted either to ignore or to under-value the 
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inherently social nature of human activity. And whilst it did 
initially serve the valuable function of liberating the individual 
from many forms of governmental oppression, its undue emphasis on 
the freedom of the individual led it to both postulate an absolute 
division.between so-called "private" and "public" spheres of life 
and to a failure to recognize the enormous importance of the value 
of community: 
! 
Insofar as our enterprises are inherently 
social, the public-private, interference-
non-interference model of human relation-
ships breaks doWri. The central problem 
ceases to be the regulation of each person's 
infringement on the sphere of other· person's 
actions, and becomes instead ·the coordination 
of the several actions and the choice of 
collective goals. 35 
And if, from a Marxist point of view, the liberalism that describes 
itself as a pure respect for persons, untainted by ideology, is 
in fact very much an ideology, a mystification or form of words, 
which conceals the crude social realities of exploitation and ., 
i.·,....._~ 
economic oppression which underlie it, then, perhaps even more 
··--. 
importantly: 
The severest criticisms of liberal society, 
both from the left and the right, focus on 
the absence of community in even the most 
efficient and affluent liberal capitalist 
state. Conservative critics bemoan the loss 
of tradition and look back longingly to an 
earlier age when men-were bound to one· 
another·by feelingful ties of loyalty and 
trust; radical critics decry the reduction 
of all human interactions to the exploitative 
rationality of the cash nexus, and look 
forward hopefully to a time when work will 
· unite: men in coop era ti ve production • ~ ~ TO 
Burke, Durkheim, to Tennies, the instrumental 
conception of society was impoverisheds 
diminished, a revelation of what had already 
been lost rather than of what remained to be 
won. The free man of liberal society was to 
them a pitiful creature, alone in a hostile 
world, alienated, unchecked in his ceaseless 
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acquisitiveness by the conventions o.f 
society, prone - as Durkheim warned - to 
be driven by egoism and anomie to the 
final despair of suicide. 36 
As Wolff goes on to say: 
The liberal assurance that the burdens of 
freedom can easily be borne is contradicted 
by the facts of contemporary life, as the 
conservative sociologists so clearly per-
ceived. The elimination of superstition, 
on which the eighteenth century philoso~hes 
counted so heavily, and the liberation rom 
social constraints for which Mill had such 
hopes are at best ambiguous accomplishments. 
The problem which forces itself upon the 
unillusioned supporter of liberal-principles 
is to .formulate a social philosophy which 
achieves some consistency between the ideals 
of justice and freedom on the one hand and 
the facts of social ur::..giu anJ. .i:'lature uf 
personality on the other. 37 
In fact, liberalism has never managed to reconcile the claims 0£ 
individualism on the one hand and the claims of collectivism on 
the other. At its extreme, its romantic ideal o.f freedom is a 
form of dis-relationship of the self from other selves.. All along 
it has been faced \Vi th the di lemma of reconciling the ideal of the 
free self with the need to bring this free self into relations with 
society. 
The recognition of the necessity of the latter ho.s ·led to an 
increased emphasis on State controls, on socialism; - and yet a ·----
similar.recognition of the conformism and oppression which has. 
seemed to characterize the latter, has led to an ever-growing 
individualism. This finds its theoretical expression in the 
writings of Existentialism, a broad philosophical movement which 
arose directly out of the breakdown of genuine community among 
people and classes. And hence its obsessive concern over the 
solitary human being, on Kierkegaard•s Single one, bounded by 
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everything and nothing. But the dangers of this extreme individual-
ism are only too evident (as have been pointed out), as are the 
historical causes for its dramatic appearance. If liberalism has 
come to equal loneliness because of its inadequate philosophical 
base and ignorance of the necessary values of community among men 
and women, then the liberal is isolated as well be~ause, with his 
emphasis on individualism, ·he has no power to combat the fo.rces 
of collective masses (in whatever form) which are ranged against 
him and are set on undermining his supreme value. His loneliness 
·- -· --
is also his impotence, the impotence of the Single One when faced 
by the power o.f the Many. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in south Africa. The particular 
loneliness which is liberalism finds an almost ubiquitous 
expression in the liberal literature of white English south Africa 
with which this study is concerned. In thi::s geographical context, 
·the liberal novel is a novel of isolation, anomie, and loneliness, 
of solitary heroes and heroines (or anti-heroes) alienated .from 
any authentic community and engaged in a hopeless endeavour to 
realize themselves in situations in which their very isolation 
renders them impotent in the struggle to do that. This can·be seen J 
in.the struggles of Lyndall, one of the central characters in~ 
story of An African Farm, in Plomeras TUrbott Wolfe1 and in the 
novels of Alan Paton, Dan Jacobson, and· Nadine Gordimer.. Wher-ev~- ~­
there is a liberal impulse there is loneliness; every English 
south African novel that is informed by the liberal ideology gives 
ample evidence of this:· the pursuits of their characters 
invariably terminate in an extreme isolation and in the death 
which is so often the result of it. 
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some of the inherent inadequacies of the liberal ideology (outlined 
in the previous chapter) find a_definite expression in the fate of 
political liberalism in south Africa. In turn, the ultimate 
inability of political liberalism to solve or resolve the very 
great difficulties it has met with in the South African context 
provides something of an image of the fictional difficulties and 
conundrums found in the liberal novels themselves. 1 In 1939 
R.F. Alfred Hoernle was forced to admit that "a multi-racial· 
society offers the greatest obstacles to the liberal spirit, when 
in such a society one race is dominant over the others and 
·determined to maintain ::that dominance at all costs". 2 And as if 
to underline his pessimism about the possibilities open to the 
liberal spirit in south Africa, the conclusion to his series of 
lectures was that 
Like post-war England, in Mr. George Bernard 
Shaw's famous play,' South Afri~a, too, is 
an example of 'heartbreak hous'e•. It cannot 
be otherwise for men of liberal spirit, if 
our preceding analysis is correct that the 
multi-racial society of the Union is steadily 
developing towards an intensification of 
· White domination in a racial caste-structure; 
and tlio.t of the t1:..re.e theo:."eticJ.lly possible 
escapes into a social, economic, and political· 
order-more conformable to liberal ideals none 
is really practicable - certainly not in the 
present temper of dominant White public 
opinion, which is hardening under the 
influence of doctrines of race and volk 
imported from Europe to provide a pm lo so-. 
phical rationalization for our traditional· 
practise of racial discriminationo 3 
,··-
However, if this was his conclusion, then some of the actual 
problems which contributed to the failure of political liberalism 
(with its commitment to multi-racialism) in south Africa, and the 




As Hoernle himself was concerned to point out. "The greatest moral 
.danger in the very heart of the liberal spirit itself is that, in 
the relation of the well-meaning superior to stricken inferior, it 
is so apt to become paternalism and condescension".4 And 
.Martin Legassick, having outlined the changing emphasis and 
direction irt the philosophy of the missions and in Cane liberalism ... 
in the latter part of the nineteenth century ("in a direction 
compatible with seeing Africans as a conquered people who must be 
.fairly administered ancJ._ governed, treated in accordance with their 
· different roles in society indeed, but with their development 
co:ntrcJ.l8d to ?·r-i=~serve ov*'=:rall white rule - ra:t:her than as potential 
participants in the common society14 ) asks rhetorically: "the 
question is perhaps whether in the context of south Africa there 
exists a liberalism which is not mere benevolent paternalism"~S. 
And it is incontestable that a "benevolent '7oaternalism" in uoli tica~ Z 
liberalism has been one of the major reason~ for its failur~ as a I ' 
political force in south Africa. 6 
For just as it has served to alienate blacks from white liberals ~ 
and progressively so in time - it is shown to alienate black 
person from white person in a good many novels~ On the one hand, 
the p_aternalism of certain v.rriters is largely uncon~cious, is_ an 
implicit, unquestioned feature of their authorial' consciousness. __ 
This is particularly true of schreiner 9 s and Paton's attitude to 
blacks in The story of An African Farm and Cry,·the Beloved Country 
respectively. On the other hand, paternalism is often part·of the 
very subject matter of many of the writings of Dan Jacobson and 
Nadine Gordimer. Nevertheless, if their work at the same time 
contains a criticism of :i.. t, they can point no way out of ·the 
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, ' . humiliating dilemmas which paternalism entails £or the "helper" 
and the 11 helped11 • For between the powerful (the whites as a rule) 
and the powerless (usually the blacks) and in a situation in which 
the £ormer has to act proxy for the needs and claims of the latter 9 
the outcome can only be mutual degradation £or all the parties 
involved. The white is shamed by his position, the black receives 
a shaming handout. In general terms, no one has described 'the 
·dilemmas of paternalism (as well as provided the. obvious solution 
; 
: 
to it) in a better way than Lewis Nkosi in his essay "Black Power 
or souls Of Black Writers": 
Against the vastly aggressive thrust 0£ 
White Power, which presently menaces black 
pJpulat:"_ons c~rmnd t~'!e \l!O~ld, there is no 
antidote - no simple vision of workers 0£ 
the world uni,ting or democracy £ul£i lling 
its promises." The only remedy is a con-
scious acquisition of power by the non-
white world, and the readiness to wield 
this power as ruthlessly as the white world 
has done in the past • • • It \~()uld seem to 
me that only when the black world is power-
ful enough to neutralize the camouflaged 
but hideously menacing power of the white 
nations of the west will it be possible 
·for black and white men with a 'humanistic, 
conciliatory vision to share an.identity 
of' interests across the colour-line. No 
such community of interests is possible 
between the free and the enslaved. such 
relationships are dogged.by guilt, by 
equivocation, and major problems o.f communi-
cation in a world deeply divided by colour. 
Until such a time as the black world achieves 
this cou.ntervailing powerp any -friendship 
between black and white, any compromise or 
cooperation, can only be based on the power-
fulness of one and the powerlessness of the 
other. 7 
Against the guilt, equivocation, and humiliation which paternalism 
both presupposes and creates, the liberal can advance no solution -
except the mutual rejection or al:i,.enation between "freen and 
"enslaved", which is, in fact, precipitated by the discrepancy 
between them. A handout given by the powerful to the powerless is 
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only yet another instance of that tinkering with symptoms instead 
of causes for which liberals have been so frequently condemned. 
And because of a concentration on this patchwork (or ambulance 
work) rather than working hand in hand with the powerless in order 
to gain power and that equality which would render paternalism no 
longer necessary, it lays them open to the charge of being agents 
of social control rather than genuine activists. 
Minority_'l:'radition_and_Isolation 
If one traces the history of -the liberals in south Africa, -it is-
at once apparent that from the days of the London Missionary 
society and John Phil;ip, of Fairbairn, the Cape Parliamentarians 
and the entrenchment of British humanitarianism as Cape liberalism 
to its attempted extension to the rest of South Africa after Union 
through various persons (Ballinger, Brooke} and institutions 
(churches, universities, the Joint Councils, the Institute of Race 
Relations), liberalism has always been a minority tradition in 
tr.is ccuntry. It has always heen the creed o.f a very .few l_)eople 
and, moreover, has never possessed an effective power base. 
Moral responsibility without power has been .the prerogative o.f the 
liberal-minded. That this should be one of the reasons for its 
demise is obvious. What Hoernle wrote in 1939 was as true before 
that date as it is today: 
The old Cape Liberalism survives only in a 
few grand representatives of its departed 
gloryo The younger generation, as a wholev 
tends to regard the term with loathing and 
contempt. Some - a minority - do so because 
they stand _further to the 'left': Liberalism, 
to them, is too half-hearted, too cowardly, 
too ready to compromise; tinkering with 
symptoms instead of advocating revolutionary 
cures. The majority interprets Liberalism 
/ 
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solely as that attitude towards race 
relations which is most opposed to the 
traditional outlook and policy o.f south 
Africa as formulated and practised by 
the voortrekkers. 8 
And there is no doubt that this minority had little chance in the 
somewhat arid conditions of south Africa, that, in the words of 
Denis Worrall, "liberalism ••• really had no more than a passi.ng 
chance between the more powerful and dynamic forces of Afrikaner 
and African nationalism119 , two mutually hostile nationalisms, both 
an.tagonistic towards liberal principles and liberal methods. 
summing up the failure of liberalism, Nadine Gordimer wrote in 1971: 
Concurrent with the disappearance of a black 
political identity came the disperr,ion and 
ultimate failure of the liberal ideal in 
south Africa. That centuries-long creation 
of a tiny minority of whites is today reviled 
by Africans in harsher terms than they use 
for Nationalists • • • The sin,,for vrhich 
retribution is now falling on their heads 
from all sides was the sin of failureo 
The upholders of white supremacy, whether 
they called it baaskap or white~leadership­
with-justice, never really offered the black 
man anything more than a handout. The 
radical liberals offered everything, aud 
were powerless to give anything. Even the 
worth of personal friendships that were 
formed between black and white, out of 
affinity, not patronage, became soured by 
this circumstance. Against the cold measure 
of the needs of our historical_situation, 
the liberals with small or large 1 1• failed 
twice over; first, to gain a following 
where political power existed, among.whites; 
second, by inevitably falling into the role 
of acting proxy for black aspirationso 10 
In almost direct proportion to the extent that liberalism was the 
political tradition of a tiny, powerless minority, so the 
individual who adhered to the values of liberalism was profoundly 
isolated in the south African context - if he or she were not 
regarded as complete outcasts by both left and right. This 
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isolation, if not utter alienation, finds a direct reflection in 
liberal novels. From Schreiner's Lyndall and Plomer•s 
Turbett Wolfe, down to the characters attemotina to realize ... ._, 
liberal ideals and values in the novels of Paton, Gordimer, and 
Jacobson, a common factor is their distance and estrangement from 
their society. P...nd if their great isolation is not the reason for 
their ultimate downfall, then the absolute opposition between 
their aims and that of the society in which they live, and their 
inability.to reconcile them, only serves to increase their isolation 
and position as impotent "anti-heroes". 
The historian Janet Robertson quotes Junod on the hardships which--. 
faced any white man (or woman) who deli bera.tely chose to belong· 
to an ostracized political group: 
••• The fact that his action may be 
acclaimed by many non"'.".whites cmd the 
. 'greater section of. the outside world · 
~-~- · - . .:.:.:-::~ · :.~o':-- ,:-:- ·:,.c~·-·caii.fie-~~~-I4y-=~c6~np·eiisa..t-e~-~fi)r· :hi';30:·sense or=.-~= .... -. _,. .... -
loss, his immediate unhappiness, his 
--· - - -- - -~ -- . . -.. ··- -·1oneli:hess~ ,~ Non-whi:.te-s '"who---oocome :.~so -- ____________ _ 
poli.tic;:ally inyolve.d ·stand ·to lose as much · 
in the material sense - jobg~ income, and 
so on. But rather than becoming outcasts 
-in their owncom11ilinity,'they became 
acclaimed leaders 9 the heroes, and the 
martyrs. 11 
The appropriateness of this comment to a novel like Gordirner~s: 
The Late Bouraeois world (1966) is obvious: the white liberal 
' 
activist is reviled rather than welcomed_ by his own community as 
well as by others. And the singular isolation of the liberal on 
a practical political level (because of the minority powerlessness 
of the liberal political group and the uselessness of their 
values in a South African context) is doubtless the reason why, on 
another level, the debate over either remaining in South Africa or 
leaving it (the "exile" debate) appears in so many liberal novels 
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so frequently. If liberal values are inappropriate, then the 
liberal has either to abandon these values and exchange them for 
others; if he cannot, leave the country; or try to affirm the 
value of the individual in the face of the spiri tles·s conformity 
around him. Since the last way out is largely a futile gesture 
(it does not solve the isolation but only increases it; nor does 
it solve any political problems), and since the fir.st course is 
·.very difficult, it is no wonder that the debate ~bout exile should 
·be a feature of novels like Dan Jacobson's.The B~Q"inn.£~ (1966) 
and of many of Gordimer's. The liberal must be for ever moving 
on in an attempt to find a- country .~rhere. his values still have 
some meaning and where they do not condemn him to an impotent -
isolatione 
__ i, Evolution and Revolution 
·perhaps the'inost ·common' way of (fe.fining a' i~berat;• and:·one of 'the -1\'. 
-- . . , . _.·. r . 
~-vafues ... mbit o_:oft~n~ stressed in :that definiti6n, is. his belie-f:d:ri 
,. -· -
gradualism, in evolutionary rat11er 'dian revolu.tiona..ry chansfe. 
-- · Prominent liberals in Sou th Africa have never ceased emphasizing 
. . .. . . . ··.. - . . . . . . 12 
··the- commitment of the- liberal .to non..-.violence. · However,. the~ . 
latter's firm .fai.th, in the words of Leo Marquard, Hthat nothing 
worth while is achieved by violent means", and his b_~lief in 11 the . 
·--
continuing dialogue, however tedious, and not in resort to 
.... violence", 1 3 has.· met with crippling difficulties in South Africa .. 
In a situation in which the Nationalist.Government over the last 
three decades has made' the parliamentary game unwinnable for its 
opponents (whilst it insists that the latter go on playing it), 
the very principles which liberals advocate commit them to political 
means which are futile. And even earlier on in this century, 
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liberals met with the same difficulties. 14 Ezekiel Mphahlele is 
surely right when he maintains that , 
It's an awkward thing to be called a 
moderate in south Africa, or in any 
situation that requires nothing less than 
militancy to redress wrongs done to any 
section of a people ••• A liberal in an 
African context is a white man who believes 
in redressing political wrongs by consti-
tutional means. More often than not he 
accommodates himself in [sic) the legis-
lative machinery in the hope that he can 
use the concessions.by which.he has come 
to·occupy a certain position inside the 
machinery to persuade the oppressor to 
change heart. A liberal will thus fight 
parliamentary elections so that he can 
·advocate- reforms· from a constitutional 
platform. For several years now we have 
been told continually by liberals to make 
use of statutory bodies like urban 
advisory boards, so.;..called Bantu 
authorities, where black people can serve 
in an advisory capacity. 15 
There is no doubt that an awkward commitment to non-violence is an 
informing feature of a novel like Paton's .cry_, t.he Belovect.~o 
. . 
In liberal li teranrre. this repugnar:t~e f9:r violenc~ tends to be 
- . . . . 
. ~xpre_ss_ed in a s-eneral. recoil from al]; violent: manifestations of 
life as well as in Paton-like sermons for political and constitu• 
tional reform as opposed to revolution. Not only does the liberal 
.· . 
. advocate ·evolution rather than revolution; ·but his very sensibility 
shies away from the fact of violence itself;: he. believes that 
violence or force is irrational arid therefore _reprehensible • .--=~---\ 
Moreover, the security and protected nature of his_ class position 
has the invariable result of making him unfamiliar with violence 
and ways of coping ·with it. - This can be seen particularly in 
TU.rbott Wolfe, in A Dance In Th~hQ_~, and in many of the novels of 
Nadine Gordimer. The characters are incapable o.f coping with the 
institutionalized violence which is so much the essence of the 




the result o-f this is something similar to that which Leo Kuper 
describes so accurately in his comment on the position of the 
political liberal in a situation of extreme racial conflict: 
There can be little doubt that liberals are 
not viable in extreme racial conflict~. 
They have no mass following, they have no 
power, they have no skill in, nor inclination 
for, violence. In consequence they are 
easily emasculated by governmental repression, 
or liquidated by extremists on both sides. 
The mediating position becomes q. no-man's 
land. When combat is once engaged, 1and ·the 
groups begin to polarizef the appeals for 
conciliation, moderation and humanity become 
strangely insipid and meaningless. 16 
In a country like South Africa, rigidly polarized· along racial , 
&nd class liL~s and d~min~ted by a single racist vision 2nd its 
semi-totalitarian manifestations, i ~; is again inevitable that the 
··· ·1±beral mind with i-ts scepticism and optimism, its 11reasonablenessu?. 
"normalcy", and "tolerance", will fall helplessly and hopelessly 
between the two stools of white nationalis~--and black nationalism. 
·Denis Worrall in-his essay "English South Africa and the Political 
system" is referring i.mpl,i¢i:tly to th_is quandary of the :liberal 
individual when he writes that "English South African intellectuals 
are deluding themselves if they think they p.ave some sort -of 
mediating role to play; apart from the fact that people, however 
well-intentioned they may be, are, if they have no_power base, 
general-ly thrust aside in a pinch -situation, .Afrikaner nationalism_. 
--
has shown that.it -does not require mediators in its relations .with 
Black A.fricans 11 • 1 7 Without a power base and committed by his very 
principles to the methods of constitutional r.e.£.orm_ and. a r~j_~qtiqn 
of the revolutionary•s appeal to force, and confronted by an 
extremism and gross immoderation in almost every aspect oF south 
African life, the liberal stance becomes essentially that of the 
uncommitted individual. In a situation so polarized, and therefore 
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demanding a specific choice in one dir~ction or the other (a 
definite practical identification either ~nth the white ruling-
class or with the black proletariat they oppress) if power, or 
a possibility of power, is to be won, the liberal is prevented 
from responding to this demand by the very nature of the principles 
in which he places his faith. 
In South Africa, the liberal is again faced v.ri th an irreconcilable 
. ! 
conflict: if he is to act effectively on a political level he has 
to cease being a liberal. The·~ other ways open to him, such as 
verbal protest (of the kind to be found in so many liberal novels) 
are ineffective •. For, as Hoernl~ writes: "To protest in words 
aga,inst dominance is ineffective: domination is too firmly 
entrenched to be shaken by merely verbal assaults. There is some 
' . 
relief for one's feelings in vigorous denunciation: but any 
liberal who thinks that by doing this, and;::nothing but this, he is 
strikin.g a valiant blow for liberty is fooling hirnself 11 0 18 And 
if a reali zat.ion ~f. the helplessness of their .position drove a 
small wing of the Liberal Party, the African. Resistance Movement,. 
into acts of sabotage, in 1 964 (this being the historical backgroun.d 
to Nad,ine Gordim_er' s The La~e Bour_geoi? wo:s~d),. then these · 
desperate acts merely had the.effect of fin~lly isolating whites 
in general from Liberal Party policy and driving them into the 
- 1 9 white laager. 
- ·~--
Again, whether on the practical poli tica.l level-,. -
in history, or in literature, the liberal becomes.an isolate, 
condemned by his obsolescence and by opponents on. all sides of the 
political spectrum. 
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Indi vi dualism 
As has been pointed out, another fundamentally important element 
in the liberal faith is individualism, a stress on the primary 
importance of the individual and a belief that he or she, having 
been given sufficient education, and with a change of heart and 
sufficient good1.vili, might have profound repercussions on a. 
po_li tical situation; in a .worc1, that chan.ge on a national scale . 
might come about through change on an individua1
1
scale. And yet 
Leo Kuper, paraphrasing Franz Fanon, \1.rri tes that "in a world 0£ 
radically opposed and irreconcilable interests there can be no 
evolutionary change towards a shared society. Individualism 
cannot bridge the collective destiny of the parties in the struggle 
for freedom; and concessions may merely be the cloak for a less 
blatant but more complete servitude". 20 And he quotes 
Ezekiel Mphahlele who, in criticizing the Church of south Africa, 
maintains that :::..··· 
with its emphasis on the value: of the 
i ndi vi dua 1 per son a li ty, (it ) has continued 
stubbornly to bring outmoded standards to 
the situation;. a situation where a powerful 
herren vqlk has for 3 centuries done every-
tning in t1ie interests of the volk. Where 
persons have been oppressed as--a-race group, -
the. Church has sought safeguards- and con-
cessions for the individual, evading the 
necessi-ty and responsibility .for group 
action. 21 
And indeed the major criticism of political liberalism has beerf;;-----x:. 
. . ( 
precisely 1 its failure to take account of ~rouR interests: to see 
the necessity for group action i.f change in sou th Africa was to be 
effected; and to recognize the powerlessness of the individual act 
(or the individual "friend of the native") in the face of competing 
nationalisms. This serious ideological.deficiency in liberalism, 
its exclusive emphasis on the individual, led to its lack of 
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understanding of nationalism and group identities within south 
African society and its failure to meet the challenge which 
. . d 22 nationalism presente • 
If this was one of the main contributory factors to the demise of 
liberalism in South Africa~ then it is'also one o.f the reasons for 
the demise of the various characters in the liberal novels. The 
individual, ori the basis of his own initiative a11d friendly 
feelings (for example) towards the blacks, can nevertheless not 
achieve the change which he desires. The very structure of 
controls in the country renders the problems which he is attempting 
to solve or mitigate totally unamenable to an individual solution. 
This is par·ticularly conspicuous in Dan Jacobson's A Dance In The 
sun in which two white hitch~hikers, caught willy-nilly in a racial ----
imbroglio in a small Karroo town, attempt to solve the predicament 
of a black servant; yet since the latterv s:. predicament is merely 
a local instance of a national predicament all they can do is to 
resort to some paternalistic offers of ambulance work - which, 
moreover, are rejected. This is true, too, of TUrbottWolfe. 
-·•··•··~•"''""''":ll:'~·s.:1-~·.-.......,... 
The answer to th_i~ predicament is not to be found in a gr·eq.ter 
'.1emphasis being placed on-the value of the individual in proportion 
as his individuality is threatened by all sorts of constraints and 
conformities, but in group actiono But the liberal novel tends 
never to perceive this. .The more the individual is threaten~tr""th~e--­
more individualistic he becomes in reply; he never perceives the 
necessity of organizing with others to get rid of the threat to 
his and everyone's individualityo 
' 
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Lack of Analysis 
There have been numerous analyses by now of the failure of liberalism 
and liberals to read the South African historical and political 
situation with sufficient insight. 23 In particular, the predis-
position of liberals to an analysis in terms of race rather than 
class has led to endless confusion, has led them to advocate a 
policy of social reforms without any clear guiding principles. . As 
· Hoernle remarked,- it was· 
precisely because the system of White 
domination limits liberals to this short-
range programme and compels them to fight, 
as it were, piecemeal rearguard actions 
against the tactical .initiatives which 
lies 'J..rith the advccate.s of domination., 
the weakness of the liberal position - the 
weakn_.;:s.:e, of liberal _:thou[h! in sou th 
Africa, and perhaps elsewhere, too - is, 
and has been, that it has not related its 
make-shift efforts to any "long-range" 
programme, 24 
The liberals in south Africa did not develop much in the way of 
political theory. They were "non~programmatic or non-ideological 
in that the stress was on values and not on any specific course 
or solutionn. 25 They tended to adopt a policy of "muddling-through"' 
rather than follo\lring anything more specific and directed. ·This 
lackadaisical approach is to a great extent a reflection of the 
liberal ideology itself with its avoidance 0£ any absolutese 
~-~~~---
Liberals are concerned with 'Life' and values, not with -programmes·· 
and ac.tion. And yet it ;is just . this concern which, on a practic_al 
political level, has rendered them impotent and limited in the·· 
ability to analyze deeply the south African social formation. And 
this has its analogue in the general inability of the liberal novel 
to get to the heart of the south African matter. 
i04 
It has already been mentioned that a novel informed by the liberal 
ideology cannot, as a rule, penetrate very deeply into aspects of 
psyc-hology, libido, or 11 evi1 11 • More importantly, this lack of 
depth is reflected frequently in the belief in south African 
liberal novels that a little "goodwill" and a "change of heart" l '?t 
'J.i.11 be sufficient to solve the country's racial problems. This 
betrays the poverty of the liber,al critique. It is nowhere more 
obvious than in Paton's G:ry, tp~. Betov.~d Co1;:1-ntr:;(. U:r_nvi tting_ly, 
. . . . ! 
and more often than not, it is just these features of liberal 
morality which are so often advanced as "solutions" in liberal 
novels. That they are not solutions at all should be self-evident~ 
Though literature cannot give, for instance, the economic causes 
behind a particular historical period which it describes since 
? 
1 
this is simply not the pro"vince of literature, it can be more 
a\l.rare of the reasons behind the di lemmas which it portrays in 
fictional terms. The liberal novels discussed in this thesis only 
~°,,(.··· 
betray this awareness indirectly, if at all: the failure of the 
liberal ideology which all of them announce is not only an implicit 
criticism of the illiberal nature of south African society and its 
conditions, but it is also a reflection of the inadequacy of the 
liberal ideology itself. 
The particular problems which political liberalism has failed to 
solve and the appearance of corresponding problem~ which the___:__·· -·---
-
liberal novel has also foundered upon is one way in which these 
t'uo. separate streams of activity reflect each other. 
reflection is.to be found in the fact that the demise 
liberalism in south Africa is re.fleeted in the demise 
But a further 
of political I-{.. 
of the 
liberal novel here. This is a large claim to make. Nevertheless, 
the historical period from the days of what has come to be called 
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11 the Cape Liberal tradition" during the last quarter of the nine-
teenth century down to 1968 when the liberal ideal of equal 
political rights in a common legislature received its death-blow 
with the Prohibition of Improper Interference Actr 26 is definitely 
reflected in a change in the liberal novel. As will be seen in 
the following chapter, just as political liberalism becomes less ' r.~· 
and less viable through this ~eriod, so the tradition of the 
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As many studies such as ran Watt's 'rhe Rise_ of The Novel (1957) 
have shown, and as is well known by now, the relationship between 
the novel form, the rise of a European bourgeoisie and their 
liberal, humanistic values (the chief among them.being individualism) 
is a very direct one. WoJ. Harvey loosely summarizes this 
connection as follows: 
One of the few Marxist generalizations 
about literature to hold up reasonably well 
when put to the test of detailed historical 
examination is the thesis that the develon-
ment of the novel i.s intimately connected~ 
with the growth of the bourgeoisie in a 
modern capitalist system. From this social 
process derive the assumptions and values 
we may conveniently if crudely lump together 
as liberalism. we may fairly say that the 
novel i.= the <list'.iri.ct art form oF lib~r<?.li.sJ11.t 
by which I mean not a political view or even 
a mode of social and ei::onomic organization 
but rather a state of mindo This state of 
mind has as its controlling centre an 
acknowledgement of the plenitude, diversity 
and individuality of human beings in society, 
together ,wi_ th the belief that '<.such 
characteristics are good as erids in them-
selves. It delights in the multiplicity of 
existence and allows for a plurality of 
beliefs and values .•• Tolerance, 
scepticism, respect for the. autonomy of 
others are its watchwords; fanaticism and 
the mor .. oli thic creeC: its abhorr('.!nce. Kant~ s 
second general principle of morality is its 
first commandment. 1 
The most characteristic of the structure of oppositions in the 
novel, that of the indivi.dual versus society? is itself a 
reflection of the liberal ideology's characterist_~c-·way of pel?cei-vi-ng 
the relationship between men and society; and it is one index oi 
the close relation between liberalism and the novel. 2 But Harvey's 
summarizing statement is inadequate; he is guilty either of 
naivete or a rather prudent hypocrisy in not recognizing the extent 
to which the liberal state of mind is very de.finitely bound up with 
11 a political view or even a mode of social and economic organization". 
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Por it is precisely a specific mode of economic organization 
(namely nineteenth century "free enterprise" capitalism) which made 
possible and provided a basis for that aesthetic of delight "in 
the multiplicity of existence" and in a "plurality of beliefs and 
values" whilst, at the same time, lessening the possibilities of 
actually achieving that delight through the restrictions imposed 
by capitalism itself. 3 Lucien Goldmann, a far more rigorous and 
suggestive theorist than Harvey (the latter~s comrents on the novel 
are themselves a perfect example of the liberal tone of mind and 
general temper), has written: 
The novel form seems to me, in effect, to 
b<; . the transp9~i ti on ... OE, ~he, lt ter~r)L_ .P}2'~~ 
o.t eve:r de.· l.i ... ·e in die ir"cli·vid1.Aa.ust1c 
society c~a~e y mar et. Pro uc,~~,· 
There is a ri~or<?2s ~omolo~l between the 
literary form oF the novel ••• and the 
everyday relation between man and 
commodities in general, and by extension 
between men and other men, in a market 
society. 4 ,,... 
Goldmann goes much further than Harvey (a quo:tation from the latte:i:._as 
work was necessary merely to indicate the general connection between 
a class, a literary genre and an ideology) and is considerably less 
. 
idealist in his analysis of the sociology of the novel forrno In 
his Towards A sociology 0£ .TQ.~. Novel, he argues that the hero, the 
central figure of bourgeois realismp gradually disappears from the 
novel -under the impact of capitalist economics: "with (the) 
transformation of economic life and the replacement of the economy·· 
of free competition by an economy of cartels and monopolies 
(between 1900 and 1910), we witness a parallel transformation of the 
novel form that culminates in the gradual dissolution and disap-
pearance of the individual. character of the hero 11 ; and he speaks 
of a period following upon this development in European capitalism 
"which begins more or less with Kafka and continues to the 
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contemporary nouveaµ roman, and which has not yet come to an end, 
and which is characterized by an abandonment of any attempt to 
replace the problematic hero and individual biography by another 
reality and by the effort to write the novel of the absence of 
the subject, of the non-existence of any ongoing search 0 "5 
Golclmann, in fact, correlates liberalism with the development of 
the novel .form; capitalism engenders the liberal individualistic 
! 
values of personal liberty, equality, tolerance, the rights of man, 
and the unhindered free development of personality upon which 
"the category of individual biography as the constitutive element 
of the novel" develops, taking the form of a problematic hero 
seeking authentic values. The decline of the hero thus parallels 
the decline of liberalism. The hero either vanishes and is 
replaced by the collectivity and the organization, or turns into 
the anti-hero, the individual who is isolai;~d from any kind of 
human collectivity. To him~ the mutations in the novel form in 
the twentieth century are both an index and symptom of an ever-
increasing loss of freedom, dehumanization arid alienation in the 
life of men under monopoly capitalism~ 
If Goldmann•s thesis is correct, if the novel form has been bound-
up historically with the rise of the bourgeoisie and a set of 
-· 
liberal and humanistic values which were in turn bound up with-
this class and its economic indiv:i.dualism, then it would appear 
to' b9 highly unlikely that the traditional form of the novel, the 
distinct art form of liberalism with all its assumptions about the 
primacy of the individual 0 of characters who are secure in their 
freedom to refine on their motives, truly to understand each other 
and, above all, themselves, would flourish as a viable and 
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appropriate literary £orm in an historical context of monopoly 
capitalism, fanaticism and the monolithic creed - or at least not 
w~thout considerable modification. The dilemma of the liberal 
(by definition a pluralist) in actual reality when con£ronted with 
the Either/Or dilemma of clashing monistic imperatives, becomes 
in this case the dilemma of an art formo Still more specificaily, 
it would appear to be even more improbable that a tradition of 
liberal novels should flourish in the south African context in 
l 
which, since the initial societal vacuum of colonialism so well 
suggested in The Story of An Afric;:an Far~, the individual has been 
increasingly subjected to collective controls, whether by a 
bureaucratic state apparatus, by the pressures of industrialism1 
or by the conditioning apparatus of a capitalist high~consumption 
society. And although there have been instances of the liberal 
novel becoming the dominant art form in an i lli bera.l society (the 
nineteenth century Russian novel is the salient example)~ and this 
provides evidence of the essentially oppositional, critical function 
. -
of the novel in general, the very landscap_e of- ~ou th Africa both 
as literal fact and symbol has scarcely offered a congenial climate 
for the cultivation of liberalism, whether as a political programme 
an4 movement, or-as the ideology of an art form. 
The corrosive action of the very geography of-South Afric~, its 
deterministic effect upon the lives of human beings and the 
fatalistic cast of mind which it creates, 6 scarcely contributes to 
a suitable climate for the liberal novel; the latter is predicated 
upon liberty rather than fatality, on freedom from necessity 
rather than determinism 9 and on the existence of a highly developed 
society rather than its absence. 
/ 
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Even more specifically, it may be asked what happens to the liberal 
novel when, as Nadine Gordimer has ~Titten, "living in a society 
that has been as deeply and calculatedly compartmentalized as 
South Africa's has been under the colour bar, the ~Titer's 
potential has unsealable limitations • • • (and] aspects of a black -
man•s life have been put impossibly beyond the white man's 
experience . . . and there are areas from whichf by iron circumstance, · 
each in turn finds himself shut out, even intuit~vely"?7 'I'he 
answer of course is that the liberal novel; dependent as it is 
upon an intimate knowledge of society in all its ramifications and 
stratifications, becomes a totally inappropriate artistic mode. 
And this brings me to one of my major points. Until a decade or so~--
;~_:;ago, white English south African writers have been utilizing, have 
:s- ~ 
, : ~ _?adopted wholesale and with few significant modifications, a form 
~ ' v 
~ z 
"/ 
, -- ;( 
- ) '.,.. 
of the novel which by its very nature assumes that liberalism is 
, _ ·,_ a going concern in south Africa.. Perhaps this was inescapable 
~ considering their dependence upon a predominantly British literary 
• J • 8 
her::i..ta.ge. Yet it is no wonder, then~ that given the fanatic, 
monolithic complexion of this racist society and the erosions of 
individuality caused by alienation, an absence of society arid 
capitalism, the liberal form of the novel should be an inadequate 1 
one, just as the individual characters whose exploits and 
, -
endeavours it records should be·revealed as inadequate as weil. 
y 
As one ~xample of this all too frequent inadequacy, it is a frequent ~ 
criticism of English South African literature as a whole that the 
white writers•- characterizations of blacks, and vice versa9 have 
never amounted to genuinely sympathetic, "round" portrayals (to 
use Forsterian terminology), and that endlessly the reader or critic 
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is presented with "flat" stereptypes of the black (usually as the 
inscrutable and/or virile servant) and with equally "flat" stereo-
types of the white (usually as the vicious and/or sterile "Baasn 
or "MadaJTI"). In so far as the novels in this literature take a 
traditional realist form (and almost all of them do), that is, of 
the novel of character which assumes the importance of the 
individual and his or her individual destiny, this criticism is 
' 
just. But the traditional novel, it must be noted, goes hand in 
hand with the age (the nineteenth century) of the apogee of the 
individual; it is the. characteristic literary form of an age of 
bourgeois individualism-when, in the words of Alain Robbe-Grillet, · 
11 i t was ~-~·~£ng:, to have a face in a uni verse when personality 
was at the same time the means and end of every e~deavour",9 and 
the individualistic, free and unconditioned response to exoerience 
, .. - J. 
was valued above all and, moreover, was practically feasible. 
It is to be doubted, whether such an age and'·· the conditions 
necessary for its existence and continuance have ever existed in 
south Africa. Given the enormously wide racial schisms and class· 
·--·· 
divisions t'r.roughout recent south African history, its fanatic, 
monist nature, and also the fact that the members o.f its society 
are identified according to the .dictates o.f these schisms rather 
·than possessing the freedom to make their own identities and 
identifications, it should not be any cause for wonder nor complaint· 
(nor blind Euro-centric criticism in terms .of E.M. Forster's 
distinction between "round" and "flat" characters) that the 
characterizations of ·..vhi te and black by black and white writers 
respectively should have been so frequently stereotypic, ·shallow?. 
and evi-scerated - arid this quite apart from the individual talents 
of these south African writers, or their lack of them. The point tx • 
1 O • cf fl/(. is that in the racist society the stereotypes are the reality. J 
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The very function of racism and the schisms that it deliberatelv 
J 
engineers is to stereotype everyone. In effect, then, those 
writers guilty of lifeless characters have been equally guilty of 
using a form of the novel in order to deal imaginatively with a 
social, economic and political system which, through its anti-
individualist and anti-humanist character, has rendered.that form 
anachronistic, if not obsolete. Given the harshness of the south· 
African environment, whether seen in terms of sheer geography, 
I 
politics, economics, race or class, it should be no surprise that 
the major tradition in white English south African fiction should 
serve to underline the-forrnida.ble, if not insurmountable, obstacles 
confronting the liberal impulse in south Africa, and the ceaseless 
failures of this impulse as a result. For the liberal, "open" 
society has never taken root in south Africa. Thus the liberal 
.-.-· 
impulse, -at least as it is expressed in literature, has tended to 
create or culminate in a form of tragedy; .,,.for tragedy, as has 
. . t.··· 
been said, is an image of Fate, of extreme compulsion and con-
striction, and it is precisely this Fate, t)1i$ necessity, which has 
--
dominated so much of south African history and which has done more 
than anything else to create that harsh and arid atmosphere which 
defines the country's national life. 
In the history of the English south African·novel there wast as 
David Rabkin has noted, a 11relati vely quick trans_~- tion .from the---
-
novel of adventure, which was. basically metropolitan in origin, to 
an authentic south African form, the social problem novel", the 
latter proving to be "the h_ardiest and most prolific indigenous 
th fl 11 grow . 8 BUt if there is any truth in Goldmann•s hypothesis 
it is equally possible that the novel of "social problems" will in 
turn give way to another changed form, will abandon liberal 
11 5 
realism and all it implies (indeed, demands) about the accurate 
description of society and th~ intricate delineation of inter-
personal relationships against that background. And, in fact, 
(even though this can only be the most tentative of hypotheses), 
it would seem as if this mutation has .taken place in the best of 
the recent English south African novels. In Coetzee's two books, 
in Gordimer's latest novels 1 in Dan Jacobson's most recently 
published novel, The Confessions of Joseuh Baisz (1977), - set in 
.. . . . : . }1 !ni n ii: · 
1 
an imaginary land,' part South Africa, part Eastern Bloc country -. 
traditional realism would seem to have been largely sacrificed and 
CZ a snecies of naturalism~ with all that it implies about a deter-" ~ 
ministic, fatalistic world and about characters increasingly 
alienated, bewildered and dehumanizedp has.taken its place. For 
whereas realism in the novel is bound up· with liberalism, naturalism 
is bound up with deter~inism. On the evidence of these novels it 
would seem as if the south African social ~eality has altered to 
:-:.:.· 
such an extent (the present is the age of monopoly capitalism 
. !-
\; 
and "Total Strategy") that it is no longer possible to write the 
conventional liberal realist novel and, at the same time, to achieve 
a sufficiently penetrating arto The conventional white South 
African hero or heroine, the benevolent, kindly person desperately 
striving to uphold and disseminate humanist values in the teeth of 
an anti-humanist environment, has been succeeded by characters who 
take -violence and violation as the norm and, indeed~--- the axioi'n---..---1 
-
of their situation and \vho play out their personal psychoses agains 
a landscape of pillage, rape, and degradation: . 
The English south African ~ovel of the 
seventies (The Conservationist, Dusklands, 
In A Dark wQO'a'7TnTTi'e:f:rearf-of Tue· countrv) 
is characterized by file presence, within a""" 
tough and violent linguistic design, of 
unpleasant protagonists. The effectiveness 
) 
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of these hard-talking novels depends on the 
measure of disgust they can arouse in the 
reader. No doubt the loss of amiable 
individuality is meant as a reflection of 
a society which disallows decency and 
certainly - as the generalizing titles 
suggest - we are reminded that persons are 
only cyphers of something bigger - political 
animals (the stress is on animals) formed, 
moulded, directed and finally destroyed by 
the political ambience that has, in south 
African literature, the force of an inclu-
sive cosmic design. 12 
' In short, the determining forces of the apartheid society would 
seem to have led to the disappearance of liberalism as a political 
force and of the unique individual of the liberal realist novel . 
around whose biography the novel's plot has most usually been spun. 
lr1 refer.ring to the nuuveau roman and write:..".s like I-.'.obLe-Gr::.llE.t 1 
Michel zeraffa asks rhetorically: 11 considered as imodern art', 
was not the novel both index and symptom of kinds of alienation--· 
that were even more in evidence in 1 950 than they had been twenty-~ 
five yeq.rs earlier?"1 3 And one might well ask whether the increasing 
alienation registered in recent English south African novels is 
not also a kind of index of an increasing ·alienation and reification 
in south African societyj a society in which people have bec<?ine 
-
things. In this.case the answer is probably also a uyes•; Although 
it is too early for anything more than speculation, and although 
wha.t. follows can only be the most tentative ,of hypotheses. again, 
it would appear that the white English south African novel is-
follO\ving the lines of that pattern of development which 
Lucien Goldmann has elaborated; from the novel of character to the 
novel of its absence, to that limitless and narcississtic expansion 
of the self which occurs when the individual is no longer related 
to society and the self .becomes the only reality and 9 paradoxically, 
the great irreality as well. Mehring in Gordimer's The Conserva-
tionist is one example of this process, as is Magda, the central 
v 
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figure in In The Heart of the Country, cynically saying: "Here 
in the middle of nmvhere I can expand to infinity just as r can 
shrivel to the size of an ant. Many things I lack, but freedom 
is not one of them". 14 
The above novels as well as others with their experimentations 
with the novel form, '\iii. th their destruction of the stable· ego 
which is so important to the bourgeois world=view, may be read as 
·; 
a reflection of the decline of liberalismp As Harvey says, some~ 
z.rhat ruefully: 
It may well be, of course, that we are 
moving towards a form of society where such 
2.i. state of mind is no ::..ong·?:i." -riable, ·:f'.a.t 
liberalism is a lu:xury rarely allowed by 
history. In .this case the novel w5 11, like 
other art forms in the past 1 cease to be an 
available imaginative mode and will be 
supplanted by other art forms, either 
entirely new or drastic nmtations of the 
novel itself. Considered in this way, . the 
radical experiments of many modern novelists 
may be seen as the first attempts at such 
mutation, the first imaginative responses 
to a changing world view which involves the 
gradual death of liberalismc · 1~ 
;;mt if J.M. Coetzee 1 s focus on myth and Gordimerrs concern with 
"identity crises", which directly reflect an ideological breakdown, 
are one indication of a "changing world view which involves the 
gradual death of lil?eralism" (Harvey puts the cart before the horse 
-.. --. 
in not stating that it is a changing world that gives rise to-a----
changing world view, not vice versa), then the catalogue of angsts, 
horrors, obsessions and alienations which characterize south 
African fiction in the late sixties and seventies are another 
reflection of the decadence of the white world, a reflection of its 
increasingly threatened position of dominance in the south African 
totality. But against these works with their self-destructiveness, 
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their isolation and mutations of the novel form, must be placed 
the self-confidence, vigour and implicit sense of collective power 
to be found in recent writing by blacks, if a comprehensive and 
truly representative picture of the way in which literature is 
reflecting a complex, changing social process going on in south 
Africa is to be established. Of necessity this other side of the 
.south African coin is not discussed here. 
Liberalism and the Nove~ist 
An obvious corrollary of Goldmann's correlation between changes in 
the novel form and changes in capitalism is that, given certain 
conditions in a market society, a certain type of novel become,s a..n 
anachronistic literary mode. BUt if this provides a partial 
explanation of the impotence of so many English south African 
novels, then there is a further reason for,-:'this impotencel' one 
which is to be discovered at the very heart of the liberal ideology 
itself. For if, on the one hand, liberalism is often attacked by 
:rv~arxists as t~e s.~? .. f-servi.ng creed of a p:r.iv.i~leged bo1J.rge0isie 
determined to legitimize and maintain their position of privilege 
in an iniquitous class system through a spurious rationalism, then~ 
on the other, it is also attacked with equal vehemence by others 
(particularly Existentialists) wh<? see in its exclusive rationality 
a petrifying denial of those deep irrational sources from which · 
much that is considered to be truly creative and li.fe-giving is 
seen to flow. 16 And it is from this latter critique that another 
limitation of liberalism, as it informs literature, is reveal.ed. 
For it is ironic that liberalism - so prevalent among intellectuals 
and so widely regarded as the truly creative outlook in modern 
11 9 
society - has failed to attract any of the major creative writers 
of the twentieth century. In a welLkno"IJm essay, "Science, 
Literature & Culture: A Comment on the Leavis-snow Controversy", 
published in Commentary in 1962, Lionel Trilling discussed this 
little remarked but surely significant fact: 
It is one of the cultural curiosities of 
the first three decades of the 20th century 
that, while the educated people, the readers 
of books, tended to become ever ·more 
liberal and radical in their though!ts, 
there is no literary figure of the very 
first rank (although many of the next rank) 
who, in his work, makes use of or gives 
credence to liberal or radical ideaso I 
remarked.on this circumstance in an essay 
of 1946. 110Ur educated class," I said, 11 has 
a ready if mild suspiciousness of the profit 
moti 1 e, c.. beL.ef in prog:r·ess, .sc:i.2nce., 
social legislation, planning, and inter-
national .:ooperation, perhaps especially 
where Russia is in question ..• Yet it is 
a comment, if not on our beliefs then on 
our way of holding them, that not a single 
first-rate writer has emerged to deal with 
these ideas, and the emotions .. :::that are 
consonant \vi th them ••• " 1 7 
He goes on to point out that none of the major writers has been a 
liberal and that most of them have been anti-liberal; and that 
_there is no grea_t _twentieth century work infused with the liberal 
ideology as De Rerum Naturae, the Aeneid, The Divine C2_m~d_x:'1 
Don Quixote, Faust and war and Peace were infused with other __ _,__. ___ . -1"....,_,. - ~--~~
,. 
ideologies. Many secondary writers and a substantial majority of 
critics have been and are liberals; but "Proust,. Joyce~ Lawrern:::-e;-
Yeats, Mann (as novelist), Kafkag Rilke, Gide (also as novelist) -
all of them have their own love of justice and the good life, but 
in not one of them does it take the form of a love of the ideas 
and emotions which liberal democracy, as known by our educated 
18 
ciass, has declared respectable." 
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However, the explanation for this cultural curiosity is surely to 
be found in the very way Trilling defines liberalism in the same 
essay: "a ready if mild suspiciousness~of the profit motive, a 
belief in progress, science, social legislation, planning and 
international cooperation11 0 It is obvious that these defining 
features of the progr?-mmes of the social and political levels o.f 
liberalism cannot be readily translated or transposed onto that 
imaginative level out of which literature is made. Unlike 
! 
Christianity, for example, whose public creed or dogma has the 
potential of touching the individual at the deepest level of his 
or her being and, at the same time, also has the potential for 
answering to the deepest needs of the human psyche, liberalism's 
ignorance of these deepest needs means that it cannot plumb the 
same depths and speak meanl.ngfully of that level whichmost 
profoundly engages the writer's attention. And it is to be doubted 
whether Trilling•s brief list of liberal tenets can be transposed 
.onto any other level at a11. 
-
Addressing himself to just this anomaly, Dan Jacobson, having asked 
just what it is ~n the catalogue of liberal virtues and programmes 
to make anyone feel uncomfortable, writes: 
Only this, I would say: the refusal to 
acknowledge the fact that conflict is the 
prime, painful condition of existence and 
growth. Hidden deep within the drift of 
most modern liberal or radical thinking is" 
the notion that if only we were cleverer, 
kinder or better organized than we are now, 
it should be possible, somewhere, somehow, 
for us to enjoy success without failure, 
repose vii thout strain, achievement without 
sacrifice, pleasure without pain - and yet 
be human. Now we know perfectly well that 
nowhere, in no way, are these enjoyments 
offered to us; nor is there any chance that 
they will ever be. BUt we shrink from going 
on to recognize that our aspirations are 
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inextricably dependent upon our fears and 
frustrations; that were it not for our 
experience of hardship, _danger and loss, 
we would not know what to cherish and 
value. Conflict of this kind cannot be 
legislated, psychologized or ~Qshed away; 
it is what we live by. 19 
And he also argues that however much liberalism is to be admired 
.for its efforts to prevent and alleviate suffering and for its 
pleas for a reduction of conflict-of all and any kinds, it simply· 
. I 
fails to confront people's deepest sense of what- life is really 
like; in short, it is not "in resonance with what one conceives 
to be the full truth about the nature of our life 11 • 20 And it is 
this inability of liberalism to speak meaningfully about suffering, 
about the irrational ci.l:'ld the absurd, &nd its Eailu::t'e tu d.Ckfiowj_E;dge 
this aspect of life· and incorporate it (if this happened literalism 
would of course cease to be liberalism)~ which is one reason why 
it has failed to attract any major novelists. 
Laura Riding and Robert Graves have commenteO- upon the repugnance 
of "genuine professional modernism" for ·bourgeois liberalism. 
The latter, they write, ''being a position of compromise between 
all extremes, is the breeding place of settled 1 personally ?ecure 
. . . . "21 convictions. But there is a further cause for the almost 
constitutional revulsion of major writers for the cloying, 
middling securities of the bourgeoisie, securities which are seen 
to be at odds with the deepest and finest energies of life and 
thus to be hypocritical; and it has something to do ~~th the 
appalling nature of twentieth century history and its abundant 
examples of extremism which have had the effect of rendering 
liberalism progressively more inoperative and ineffectual as a 
literary ideology. 
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For, as has been mentioned, just as political liberalism,. by its 
very nature, must frequently founder.hopelessly when stranded 
between two vehement nationalisms, so again by its very nature 
it must founder when, through the medium of the novel form, it 
attempts to come to terms with so many South African situations 
which, being based on a profound irratio~ality, spawn unreason 
and violence everyw-here. Time and again, the liberal novel in 
south Africa-, in its attempt to both depict and confront a 
'! 
daemonic incident, has to declare defeat (and this is particularly 
the case with Gordimer, Paton, and Jacobson) or to mystify (as 
is the case with Paton :-again). 
It has been customary to regard the novelist as a humanist, as one 
who finds inspiration in man's personal quest for truth and good ... 
ness and who shuns confining systems of philosophy, religious 
dogma, and abstract reasoning in favour of ;:Jmman values and value 
systems which emphasize the worth of each individuai. 22 Once 
again W.J. Harvey summarizes this customary conception: 
the novel cannot 0e written out of a 
monolithic or illiberal mind,, Because of 
the range of his subject matter, because 
he must see all life as divers et ondo~ant,· 
because he must accept his characters·as 
asserting their human individuality and 
uniqueness in the face of all ideology 
(including his own limited point of view), 
the novelist must tend to be liberal, _· 
pluralistic, foxy$ 
Consider the two greatest systems of belief 
which are liable to evoke a monistic commit-
ment in .their adherents, Christianity and 
Marxism. Where is the tru1y great Christian 
or Marxist novel? •.• The novelist must 
acknowledge, if he is to create a faithful 
imitation of mankind~ that most human beings 
will always elude or overflow tae categories 
of any .. ideology; such a_ belief is part o~ 
what I have called the liberal state of mind. 
23 
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But this conception of the novelist as liberal and humanist is 
derived from the example of the 9-reat nineteenth centu~y novelists, 
and it is one which has long since changede For, as Trilling 
asks: "Is not the essence of the modern belief about the nature 
of the artist, the man who goes down into the hell which ·is the 
historical beginning of the human soulr a beginning not outgrown 
but established in humanity as we know it now, preferring the 
reality of this hell to the bland lies of the civilization that 
! 
has overlaid it?" 24 And although he fails to mention the fact 
that the "civilization" the modern artist.or novelist was revolting 
against was most usually a liberal bourgeois one, he does comment 
on the fact that much of the most compelling literature since 
Dostoyevsky•s Notes From U,:r;_dergro~n,~. is violently opposed to all 
civ~lization and society as such. Moving further and further 
away from the stifling certitudes and pallid pleasures of society 
the more its inauthenticity was perceived, ;;the novelist, similar 
to artists in other mediums, has tended to cease being a kind of 
humanist god scrupulously balancing many, ultimately indeterminableg 
varieties of societal life, and has tended to become something of 
?- prophet of the irrational (something which is seen as healthily 
subversive of the complacency of bourgeois society and whose 
denial by the latter is seen as the major reason for its sterility); 
or, alternatively, he has rejected a pluralist ideology as being 
--
bound up \Vi th the inauthenticity of the pluralist society and--ha·~-· 
embraced a monist one in its place. But whatever the position of 
the novelist subsequent to his or her abandonment of humanism, 
common to many of the best of them has been a radical critique of 
societye 
Now it seems to me that the thin, uncompelling nature of most 
• 
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English south African literature by whites (whether novel, poetry, 
or drama:) derives, at least in part, __ from its often uncritical 
. acceptance of the society which it is so intent _upon describingo 
For, as Lionel Trilling remarks elsewhere in Beyond Cultu~e, 
"the energy, the consciousness, and the wit of modern literature · 
derive from its violence against the specious good. 02 5 one has 
almost come to expect that authentic literature will involve a 
far more radical rejection o.f society and of the 12 specious good" 
l 
than that which is to be found in the majority o.f the works which 
comprise this literature. And it is significant that the most 
forceful English south ·'.African novels (The Story of An African 
~' TUrbott Wolfe, Duskland~ and In !_h:= Heart_gf .. th~ cq:u_i;i~rx) 
are also those in which south African society or "civilization" 
is most forcefully rejected. It is as if the very energy of these 
works stems from their rejection, an energy of rejection which is 
similar to that which is characteristic of so much of the best 
·· .. .-::· .. 
of modern European and American literature. But in other cases ....-
• such as Gordimer, Paton, and Jacobson; it i:s· as if by not rejecting 
south African society thoroughly enough,·· by failing to depict it 
from a sufficiently critical point of view (which also often means 
a sufficiently alienated one), the very prose of these novelists 
inherits that inauthentic tone which is writ large in the society 
,./ 
it is supposed to be criticizing. Thus it 1s to be doubted whether 
the liberal-humanist novelist escapes a complicity ~rj_ th that--'.11-h-i.ch---
he or she is attacking. It is rather through those 11outsiderw 
novelists such as Schreiner and Coetzee and through the mixture 
of the visionary and the daemonic characteristic of their 
uncivilized worlds that the most compelling literature has come~ 
Their novels of "isolation" with their existentialism and monist 
visions of transcendence escape the taint of the bland south 
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African society; and these novels also give evidence of a far 
greater energy in their use of langu~ge. 
Languas-e and the English Novel in south Africa 
It is almost to be expected that, along with the traditionalism 
and conservatism of a colonial or neo-colonial society like south 
Africa, and as a result of its remoteness from tpe rest of the 
world, combined with a disturbing ignorance of contemporary 
developments elsewhere until, sayp a decade or more a.fter the 
event, there ·wi 11 be a sense of deadness in the language of its 
literature, and a serious lack of.experiment or verbal daring. 
The following acerbic comment which Lewis Nkosi makes about fiction 
by black south Africans, applies equally to fiction by whites: 
If black south African writers have read 
modern works of literature they seem to be 
totally unaware of their most compelling 
innovations; they blithely go on 'telling 
stories• or crudely attempting to solve the 
problems which have been solved before -
or if not solved, problems to which 
European practioners, from Dostoyev~ky to 
Burroughs, have responded with greater 
subtlety, technical originality and sus-
tained vigour; and black south Africans 
\~~ite, of course, as though Dostoyevsky, 
Kafka or Joyce had never lived. Is it not 
possible without sounding either superior 
or unpatriotic, to ask how a fiction written 
by people conversant with the history of the 
development of modern fiction can reveal no 
awareness of the existence of Notes From 
Undergrqund, Ulysses or such similar works? 
For make no mistake "about this, it is not 
an instance of writers who have assimilated 
so well the lessons of the masters that they 
are able to conceal what they have learned; 
rather is it an example of a group of writers 
operating blindly in a vacuum •.. 26 
With the exception of the experimentations of J.M. Coetzee and 
Nadine Gordimer in fiction, Athol Fugard in drama and perhaps 
\ 
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Sydney Clouts and Douglas Livingstone in poetry, there has been 
precious little awareness of overseas C.evelopments - particularly 
modernism - in the work of white English south African 'l.vri ters: 
A test of progress in literature throughout 
the English-speaking world is the incidence 
of modernism ••• south Africa, apart from 
an upsurge of literary vitality in the 
twenties and the current revival of poetryp 
may also be said to be as yet largely un-
touched by the movement. The reasons for 
this aDoarent backwardness nerhans li.e in 
the loss of writers to England and in an 
exaggerated regard for and a somewhat timid 
dependence on overseas achievement along 
with a certain conservatism of practise. 27 
And in fact the English south African novelist's attitude towards 
his craft \Jtould app-=ar to be somewhat si'11il3r t0 th<; Eng:i_is.1J one 
which Bernard Bergonzi describes in a comparison between col"i:emp-
orary American and English novelists; "in starting to read an._. 
American novel one begins with a sense of language being used with 
real openness to its possi bi li ties, someth:fng remarkably rare in 
English novels • o. Novel-writing in Englan.d is seen as a visible 
and established tradition, the niceties of which can be picked up 
as one goes along. 1128 
But apart from the proverbial colonial traditionalism and conserva-
tism and the natural possession of and famiJ:ia.ri ty with a language 
v..rhich so commonly produces a lazy .. usage of it, there is anoth~r 
~--
important reason for the curious 1:il'.!_guist~~ d~dness that one _finds I>< -.. . . . .:._ ---..,..___ . ...__ 
in much English south African literature. It has often been said 
that south Africa's multilingualism has been responsible .for 
creating barriers of misunderstanding between people of di.f.ferent 
language groups; but less often has the specific role _of the 
English language arrQdst the south African Babel been noted. 




while the majority of the British settlers 
of 1820 were from the lower classes the 
very nature of the south .A.frican situation 
soon established Eng~ish as a bourgeo~2. 
langµa~e on the continent.· (Afrikaans, on 
the ot~er hand, retained its working-cla.ss 
connections until at least the second world 
war.) It was, in fact 9 as difficult for 
English to adapt to Africa in the nineteenth 
century as it would have been for a gentle-
man in top hat and tails to adjust to life 
in the bush. Adapt and adjust it cq.d, let 
there be no doubt about that - and the 
current renaissance of English literature 
in south Africa provides splendid confirm-
ation of that' fact - but for a long time, 
it seems . to me, the very nature of the 
language itself acted as a deterrent in the 
evolution of a significant indigenous 
literature. 29 
Though Brink does point out the significa.nt fact of the bourgeois 
nature of the English language in Africa. and its long estrangement 
from the African reality~ he unfortunately does not attempt to 
< _::; •. 
draw a connection between· these,· .. two features Q 
This connection becomes clearer when the actt1al political role 
which has be.en most frequently assigned to the English language 
in South Africa is-- discussed. Guy BUtler, for one I' writes that 
"the role of English - caught between two increasingly violent 
and exclusive nationalisms - is to keep on statingll' 'W:i.th patiencei 
and courage, that our common human.i. tY can unite us. f¥ 30 And in an 
' 
essay published in 1973, ands:lgnificantly entitled 0 Instrument 
of Reason", Mario Schiess contends that 
English in south Africa is, by the turn of 
events? suddenly cast in a role of extreme 
importanceo It will have to .. be the up-
holder of human dignity and the tool of 
communication of reality as it is, untouched 
by wilful manipulation or wishful thinking. 
English will have to be the instrument of 
\ . 
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rational, analytic thought in this time of 
increasing hysteria that will accompany 
the demise of nationalism as we have known 
it. 31 
Common to both the articles .from which the above two quotations 
have been taken, and to many others like them on the role o.f the 
English language in south Africa, is the emphatic claim that 
English, like liberal politics with its ability to see all sides 
of the matter in question, is more neutral, ratipnal and civilizii1g. 
than other available languages; that, somehow9 it occupies a 
position at some remove from an internecine reality and thus is 
blessed with a more objective, considered view of it and. that, in 
short, it is the prime tool of clarity and reason amidst the 
barbaric Babel surrounding it in south Africa~ English is thus 
assigned a role which is the linguistic analogue of the r8le of I )1 
liberal politics; like the latter, its function is seen to be-~hat) 
of the mediator and conciliator. But that:which is 11 neutra1n and 
"objective" is also distant from~ And, in realityF the English 
•, 
\ ···~. 
language, the tongue of a largely bourgeois· ·group of whites in 
··---.... 
south Africa, has been as alienated and alienating as this group 
9f people has bee~ historically; the alienation· of this language 
in Africa is analagous to the alienation of this bourgeoisie in 
the same place. 32 And although in certain respects (though even 
this is to be doubted) the inevitable divorce between a transplanted 
language and an alien land might grant it the· advantage of a 
greater objectivity, this is surely not the case when the subject 
on which it is brought to bear ceases to be political analysis 
(for example) and becomes literature~ For here a close and indeed 
intimate engagement between language and land is necessary i.f the 
literature is not to inherit the estrangement and distantiation 
inherent in the concepts of 11 objectivi ty",. "rationality" and 
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"mediation". !f, then, ''the apathy that was a feature of 'English 
politics' in sou th Africa .•• applied equally to the language", 33 
its deadness can also be attributed to that lack of intimate 
involvement \Iii th the land caused by its being assigned the 
bourge9is liberal role of "an instrument of reasonn. 
Language itself provides the most crucial indication of the ideology 
at work in a novel. A certain usage of language~ a certain style 0 
both encapsulates and reinforces the ideology which is often more 
immediately apparent in the contents of a particular text, in its 
"ideas". As Terry Eagleton has written: 
Lc.n1911ag9, the.. t most innoc.:?n t anJ. .spon-:.:.aneous. 
of common currencies, is in reality a terrain 
scarred, fissured and divided by the 
cataclysms of political history, strewn with 
the relics of imperialist, nationalistr, 
regionalist and class conflict. The 
linguistic is always at base the politic:o-
linguistic, a sphere '1r.i thin which the 
struggles of imperial conqueror with sub-
jugated state, nation-state with nation-
state, region with nation, class wi tJ:1 cla.ss 
are fought out. Literature is an agent as 
well as ef feet of such struggles 1. a crucial 
mechanism by which the language and ideology 
of an imperialist class establishes its 
hegemony, or by which a subordinated stater 
class or region preserves and perpetuates 
at the ideological level an historical 
identity shattered or eroded at the political. 
34 
Although there obviously cannot be such a thing as a speci.fically 
n1iberal" usage or "style" of language, and although each individual 
novelist will tend to create his or her own individual idiom and. 
x. 
~i.11 modify it to suit the particular problems he or she is trying 
to solve, the characteristic type of language used by the liberal 
nov~li:sts is analagous_ to the-liber.~deology itself ... I have 
suggested already that the liberal ideology is a facile one, that 
it can take into account only superficially those irrationalities, 
:t 
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irreconcilable conflicts, and sufferings which most often give the I 
v 
deepest sense of life and thus engage the creativity of the writer 
and the attention of the reader most profoundlye writing by 
liberals tends to display a similar orientation and similar 
limitations as a result. It tends to consist of a "surface" 
language, to be cool, level-headed~ conversational and anecdotal 
("chatty"), and to be clean of those imponderables, myth and symbol .. 
If liberalism had an aesthetic First Commandment it would probably 
be: it must be Rational. And the language of the liberal novel 
tends to be that everyday, "ordinary" language which exPresses an 
automatized experience of the world. This has important consequences:: --
The relation of the liter~ry work to 
•ordinary language• is relevant •o• for it 
is in 'ordinary languagev that ideology is 
produced, carried and naturalized, and the 
text's relation to it is a crucial index of 
its ideological characterQ Apart .from the 
case of works whose •relation• to ordinary 
language is one of direct neg~tion - those, 
for example, written in the alien language 
of an imperial ruling class - every text 
bears some relation to the common discourse 
·of its society. But there is a·clear 
difference between the text which seems to 
reproduce it o•• and ~he work whose devices 
l"ud::.cally tI'al'lsmu te such spee::h e 35 
-
The "surface" realism of liberal language~ its "ordinary0 (ioe. 
bourgeois) nature and its heavy reliance upon descriptions of the. 
phenomenal world and its paraphenalia, are ofte:t1 nothing more than 
a kirid of security.. Both for the writer and the reader, this._tjrp_a__ 
of language along with the conventional "story-line" is the most -
easily assimilated (because most traditional) and, hence, least 
unnerving and threatening form of literary discourseo Consequently~ 
if it is at all the intention of the writer to try to criticize 
or subvert the established order of his society, then his criticism 
or subversion would itself be subverted if it is expressed in a 
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type of language and through a form which has already been 
"naturalized" by his society. Michel Zeraffa makes this point 
when he writes: "For Dos Passos and Kafka., for Musil and 
Faulkner, social reality is literally fatal to man and humanity~ 
'X 
.Y 
But their protest would have stayed a dead letter if these novelists 
had not expressed this .offence against society by means of £orms 
in themselves offensive to the established order and official 
culture. 036 It is clear than nru.ch of the r1criticism of life" that 
. \ 
is to be found in English South African literature, if not overtr 
didactic "protest", is amputated and cauterized, as it were, by 
its lackadaisical. use a·f "ordinary" language (i.e. the common· 
discourse of the white English bourgeoisie), and its preference for 
a form of the novel which is by no means subversive in any way •. 
But the best way of illustrating the language of liberalism and its 
inadequacies is.to comp_are two passages~ ,~pe first is from 
Dan Jacobson's novella, A Dance In The sun: 
•~=:u;c:: ·s;;;e;p.l-wttt;o t;aA::tws.• . :-.l~ 
This is a story of what happened once to 
myself and a friend, and of what-we saw and 
heard in a house r1ear c.. little village ir.1. 
the Karroo. We were hitchingp down to Cape 
To~Jllp ··at the time, .from my home~town. 11 
Lyndhurst, in the northern Capea 
The first day o.f our hitch~hike we were 
luckyo we made about three hundred miles 
on only two lifts, both of them quite 
pleasant people, and .both of them in m~tor- · 
cars, not lorries. Bu.t the next day_our 
luck changed. We took up our position 
outside the village in which we had spent -
the night, and stood there for hour"sr. while 
the sun climbed higher and grew fierceru · 
and the sky paled 9 and dust hung in the air 
above us. 37 · 
And so on. The second is one of the numbered paJ."'agraphs or nsnap-
shots" chosen from J.M. Coetzee' s In The Heart o:f the Cou:ry.trl:: 
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91. The.schoolhouse is emptyo The ashes 
in the grate are cold. The rack above the 
stove is bare. ·The bed is stripped. The 
shutter flaps. Jakob and Anna are gone. 
They have been sent packing. They have 
gone without even speaking to me. I watch 
the motes of dust dreamily ascend a sha£t 
of sunlight. There is what tastes like 
blood at the back of my nose but is noto 
Truly, events have a power to move unmatched 
by one's darkest imaginings. I stand in 
the' doorway breathing faste 38 
Now the first extract from Jacobson is perfectly characteristic 
I . 
. of his general fictional style (and indeed there is almost no 
modulation or change in pitch between his journalism and his .fiction)• 
it is prosaic, "chattytt, cool and thin and, in Eagletonos words 
quoted abovep it simply reproduces •ordinary' languagep that 
'ordinary• language which is the vehicle of the liberal ideologya 
But on the other hand,. with the extract from Coetzee which is also 
characteristic of his particular style in its intensity and 
subjectivity, one is· at once aware that he,;;:;is using language -vri.tb, 
an infinitely greater sense of its dramatic possibilities; and 
this drama is achieved both through the series of shortr bi tten-o.ff 
sentences and through the sardonic use of clich~ .. Coetzeens style 1 
eminently modernist (post-modernist might be more accurate), does 
not allow the reader to slip-into the narrative; it distances and,· 
in the Brechtian sense of the word, "estranges". To enter into 
one of the novels or shor_t stories of Jacobson, howeverp. is rather 
- - -· 
like slipping into a warm bath; all the familiar·_arid taming-props-~. 
of conventional realism are there~ And although it is one of the ~ 
prime intentions .of .. a novella like A Dance· In The sun to reveal 
the limitations of liberalism in a certain context~. this revealing 
is undercut by the liberal language in which it is expressed .. - ~ .... _, -
It is little realized, and even more seldom commented upon, that 
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the language, form and techniques of traditional liberal realism 
have by now been largely appropriated by journalism. Today the 
question is whether this realism is·not an anachronism, whether it 
is still an appropriate .fictional mode for dealing with the 
present realities of south Africa. Significantlyp the most 
accomplished white English south African writers over the last 
decade have been those who have been most aware of the poverty of 
the liberal ideology and have consequently adaptTd and adopted 
those models which came out of what was later to be called the 
Modernist movement, one whose literary experiments began appearing 
..-
in Europe in the first two decades of this century. And it is 
worth noting that these experimentations were also largely a 
response to an historical period in which the reigning bourgeois 
ideology and the artistic forms appropriate to it had been. revealed 
as inadequate by a new and unprecedented historical reality. For 
the use of Modernist techniques by writers:Jike J.M. Coetzee, 
Athol Fugard, and, increasinglyv by Nadine Gordimerg has not been 
simply an instance of a belated~ if not lo~i·overdue, conformity 
to a style which has long since become internationally .fashionable. 
~.ts adoption has been made necessary by the Apartheid state which, 
over the same last decade and before, by forcibly widening the 
rift between races to the point of utter estrangement, has reached 






Africa. And since Modernism is the broad artistic and literary---~ 
movement which has developed those styles and techr~.ques through 
• 
·which dehumanization can be most acCUFately portrayed (as well as 
representing a quasi..,.religious reaction against the arid nature 
of liberal bourgeois societyL it has been essential .for an 
adequate treatment by those writers o.f that alienation, anomie, 
bewilderment about identity, as well as angst, which have been some 
of the most direct consequences of this programme in white south 
Africa particularly. Modernist techniques have become an 
indispensable means for an effective writing about that sense of 
impotence which has become such a feature of certain sectors of 
the white world. In general, they have been required for an 
adequate portrayal of the destructive reality which we inhabit. 
In the introduction to this thesis I arg-u.ed that an approac::h to 
the English south African novel by white writers through the terms 
of the liberal ideology has the advantage of being able to take 
both form and content into account - a relationship which most 
previous criticism has simply ignored in concentrating on either 
form or content. As mentioned, the liberal tradition (an ideology) '-x 
and realism (a specifi~ type of literary style) go hand in hand in 
south Africa. 39 But the conunitment to realism (and, by implicat:i.o:nr. 
to liberalism), although "tied directly to .,.the stage of development ' 
:.1·· 
of south African culture, and further~ to the dominant problem oE 
that culture, racial and linguistic sectionalism" v 40 may be said ;., 
to have been largely abandoned by now; 'for historical condi tioD.S 
in south Africa have now developed beyond the point where this 
-
literary mode and its ideology is· consonant with themo When 
Stephen Gray speaks o.f the difficulties which Olive Schreiner met 
·i;.ri. th in the south African context9 he is also r·e.ferring to all those 
other novelists (Plomer, Paton, Jacobson, Gordimer; -and othe:rsJ_~----· 
who, in following the liberal tradition initiated by her, one which 
was to become the dominant tradition in English south African 
fiction, collided with increasingly severe difficulties of the sa.me 
sort: 
Schreiner, the left-wing reformer, knew that 
she was only one against an entire capitalist 
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society that never could, and never would, 
afford her thoroughly civilized and 
liberal sentiments much currency. The 
great liberal British tradition, once it 
was applied to an African colonial · 
situation, had to battle against extra-
ordinary tensions in order to survive at 
all ••• The adventure novel offered easy 
solutions to every African dilemma. The 
tradition of the liberal realist novel in 
south Africa offers few. 41 
• ..1:,,. ••. 
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Olive schreiner•s The Storv of An African Farm is often regarded 
as the seminal novel in English south African literatureo Apart 
from the fact that it was among the first to be published (albeit 
in London) and to be internationally acclaimed 9 the most frequent 
reason given for its especial significance by later southern 
African writers like Dan Jacobson and Doris Lessing·was that it 
was literally the first south African novel to make the d:r.abw 
uninspiring African landscape exploitable for fiction. 1 But a 
more important reason, one which is seldom remarked, is that it 
initiated that liberal tradition which has become the dominant 
one in English South African fiction; it was the first to lay 
bare a tragic conflict that has been the dominant one in so many 
English South African novels which have followed it in time: 
the unequal battle between liberal impulses and an illiberal 
historical environment. 
The sto:r;:z .• 9f An ~frican F_?,!E!. would appear -t~· be a confused and 
confusinff book. Artistically it is confused.because, as a novels> 
it is badly structured, its coherence is fragmented by schreinergs 
allegorical and rhetorical 1nterpolations and by "the constant 
intrusion of the author's private personality into descriptions 
2 of people and events where it has no place. r~ One instance 0£ 
--
this confusion, and which betrays a curious lack of self-recogni:tio:i:r 
in Schreiner .herself, is to be seen in the strange omission oi 
the novel "ever to explore what is very plainly, to the most 
unsophisticated reader, the principal tragedy of the book - the 
·fact that Waldo does not.ma1"!.¥. Lynda11.u 3 
Its confusing aspect, however, is a result of the ceaseless clash 
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in the novel between two mutually exclusive ways of perceiving 
the world it portrays. It is this clash which forms the structural 
principle of the novelr dictating its rapid shifts and many 
contradictions. In her biography of Schreiner, D.L. Hohman speaks 
of "the rending struggle between a rationalist mind and a mystical 
temperament" which is to be found in all Schreiner•s work, but 
particularly in The sto;z .. o .. f'...!!1.~~~ic~n Fa£1!1·4 This is one 
formulation of those opposite poles which cause the series of 
confusing contradictions which abound in the book. But 
Stephen Gray has been the only critic to recognize the extent to 
which the novel's nature is determined by this clash: 
Schreiner' s own inner t~n.sions vri thin. t:he 
novel are complex and even contradictory; 
one cannot see them resolved unless one 
arrives at a view of the novel as constructed 
out of paradoxes which are, on the face of 
it, baffling and exasperating. The novel's 
own force is derived from pitting Mill 
against Darwin, one feels - hqw does the 
indivisibility of human freedom apply to 
evolving African society? - and pitting 
Emerson's commitment to socia~ change on the 
part of the artist against Spehc~rt s First. 
Princi~le~ which, whatever else it mignt 
stana or, offers the novelist the theme 
that all men aspirE~ fror.1 the ::cnclJm t.:l'l:.rards 
the unknowable, which is unchangeable., 
These four writers~ who are commonly labelled 
as schreiner's sources of inspiration in 
early reading, set up such antipathies within 
the.fabric of the novel that part of its 
liveliness is derived from her attempts to 
resolve them into a total wholeo She triesi< 
but it is perhaps her enduring strength that 
she fails. 5 -
Given this system of contraries which is everywhere apparent in 
The story of An African Farm, it is surprising that no critic of 
the novel has ever referred to one of the most famous essays on 
two antagonistic 1 mutually exclus:Lve ways of perceiving the world, 
Isaiah Berlin's study of Tolstoy's conception of history, "The 
Hedgehog And The Fox". For, strange as it may seem, this essay 
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on a subject so ostensibly remote, casts more light on the method 
at work in schreiner's novel, as well as on her own split 
personality which informs it, than many an essay which is devoted 
solely to her. Berlin writes of 
a great chasm between those. on one side, 
who relate everything to a single central 
vision, one system more or less coherent 
or articulate, in terms of which they 
understand, think and feel - a single, 
universal, organizing principle in terms 
of which alone all that they are ana say 
has significance - and 9 on the other side, 
those who pursue many endsg often unrelated 
and even contradictory, connected, if at 
all, only. in some de facto way, for some 
phsychological or physiological cause, 
related by no moral or aesthetic principle 
The first kind of intellectual or 
artistic pE.!rsona1:. ":y bel'?Y..gs ta tr.e 
hedgehogs, the second to the foxes- 6 
And one is unavoidably reminded of Olive Schreiner herself when, 
in a comparison of Tolstoy and Joseph de Maistre in the same 
essay, he goes on to say: 
they were united by an inability to escape 
from the same tragic paradox: they were 
both by nature sharp-eyed foxed~ inescapably 
aware of sheer de facto dif.f erences which 
divide and forces wEicn disrupt the human 
world, observers utterly incapable of being 
deceived by the many subtle devices, the 
unifying systems and faiths and sciences, by 
which the superficial or the desperate 
sought to conceal the chaos from themselves 
and from one anothere Both looked for a. 
harmonious universe,-but everywhere found 
war and disorder, which no attempt to cheat, 
however heavily disguised, could even begin 
to hide; and so, in a condition of final 
despair, offered to throw away the terrible 
weapons of criticism, with which both, but 
particularly Tolstoy9 were over-generously 
endowed, in favour of the single great 
vision, something too indivisibly simple 
and remote from normal intellectual processes 
to be assailable by the instruments of reason, 
and therefore, perhaps, offering a path to 
peace and salvation. 7 
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For she, too, although perhaps not in as marked a way as Tolstoy, 
suffered a violent contradiction between the data of her experiences 
from which she could not liberate herself, and a deeply meta-
physical belief in the existence of a system to which they must 
belong, whether they appear to do so or not& Nowhere is this 
contradiction more explicit than in The_ St?El of An .. !£,;r,.ic~ F~~,; 
nowhere are the conflicts it generates so irreconcilable. In this· 
novel both Schreiner and her characters oscillate with an almost 
monotonous logic and the regularity of metronomes between the 
hedgehog and fox-like ways of perceiving the world, and being 
incapable of reconciling these ways, not being able to reject 
either the one or the other, they are torn apart by the conflict 
between the two just as Tolstoy himself was torn apart in a 
particularly tragic way. 
The especial power and influence which .1'1:~ ::Sto~l. of ArLAf1'Js~n_f£r .. f!i 
has had over generations of readersg and still retains today, is 
not so much because, in the words of Doris Lessing, it has the 
final effect of expressing 11 an endeavour, a kind of hunger, that 
passionate desir~ for growth and understanding, which is the 
. 8 b f h . . deepest pulse of human beings", ut because o t e clash it 
contains between the monist and pluralist attitudes towards life, 
.-
a clash which is expressive of one of the deepest tensions in the 
human psyche. As W.J. Harvey has written;: '°novelists are usua1zy--
foxes ·by nature and the .fascination offered us by many modern 
novelists is the internal conflict displayed in their work between 
the pluralistic fox and the monistic hedgehog~u 9 That intense 
questing on the part of Waldo and I,yndall which de.fines the power 
of the novel would be considerably less compelling if it were 
not a consequence of this clash. Waldo's obsessed religious 
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struggles would not move the reader so much if they were not set 
against his secular cravings for human knowledge and his anguished 
perception of nothing more than a "blind chance sporting" after . 
the loss of his faith. Like'.vise, the gullible German overseer's 
/ 
simple-hearted faith and belief in God, which deludes him into 
seeing goodness at the very heart of evil, would be flaccid if it 
were not immediately contrasted with Lyndall's fox-like intellect 
which, in questioning almost everything~ shivers.the world into 
I 
pieces. 1 o 
The opposition between monism and pluralism, which gives the novel 
its apparently confusing aspect, also operates artistically as a 
kind of ironic method, a balancing principle through which one 
form of life, activity, or incident, is.set against another and 
serves to undermine the significance of the othero Thus the 
idealized image of the P,.frican plain under ;::the full moonlight in 
the famous opening passage of the book is immediately undercut by 
* ·•·• 
the image of Tant v sannie in her sleep, an.d is supplanted at the 
very beginning of the next chapter, "The sacrificett, by the 
counter-image of_ °"!1 arid, treeless and burnt-OU t landscape_:~ ~The 
farm by daylight was not as the farm by moonlight6 The plain was 
a weary flat of loose red sand sparsely covered by dry karroo 
bushes, that cracked .beneath the tread like timberv and .showed 
the red earth ever;where o 1111 Like a later writer .j.n a simi iar----·-
semi-colmrial si tuation 9 the Australian Patrick Wh:i~ te, whose 
fictional technique so often consists of pitting a fiercely 
satirical treatment of suburban Australia again.st a deadly serious 
portrayal of outcast seers on the borders of society!' Schreiner 
balances opposites by. juxtaposing the frequently grotesque comedy 
of much of the life on the African farm with the deadly serious, 
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and indeed deadly and deadening, quests of her outsiders, Lyndall 
and Waldo, with their ardent desires for God, enlightenment or 
emancipation. Thus the sadistic scene of Waldo's terrible whipping 
by Bonaparte Blenkins is_ counterpointed in the immediately 
following section of the book by the comedy of the latter being 
drenched by a tub of cold pickle water~ heavy with ribs and 
shoulders .. And thus again, when Waldo is once~more in a rhapsody 
of joy over his sense of the nearness of God to himg the sheep 
! 
-
turn to look at him with their ·"senseless eyes 9e and Bonaparte Blen.kin.s -
is conducting a farcical and hypocritical church service in the 
farmhouse in order to Win over the affections_of Tant' sannie. 
This ironic method which runs through the novel finally ca.r1cels 
out whatever affirmation might be foundp whatever assertion might 
be made. Negative follows positive, positive follows negative 
.until nothing can either be denied or affirmed; everything reveals 
an essential emptiness o The pessimism which follows ft·om the use 
of this method is further reflected in sc~reiner•s despairing 
recognitjon that everything has a price and that progress in one 
__ c:lirection entails regression in another: .*'All things on earth 
have their price; and for truth we pay the dearesto we barter 
it for love and sympathy. The road to honour is paved with thorns; 
.-
but on the path to truth, at every step you set your foot down 
- 12 on your heart." This is further emphasized in a following--------
--
passage: "You never shed a tear or create a beautiful image;; 'or 
quiver with emotion, but you pay for it at the practical, calculating 
end of your natureo You have just so nru.ch force: when the one 
. . . 13 
channel runs over the other runs drye" But as will be seen 9 
the pessimism of Schreiner' s vision in The Story of An African Farll!.9--- -
a pessimism so deep-rooted that it can prompt her to conclude that_ 
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"it was all a play, and no one could tell what it had lived and 
worked for", that both human and animal endeavour of every sort 
was "a striving, and a striving, and an ending in nothingn, 14 
is a consequence of those lacerating oscillations between monist 
and pluralist imperatives which govern the movement of the noveL 
Her nihilistic conclusions are by no mea.ns universal or eternal; 
they arise directly out of an experience of life on the African 
farm. 
·rt is because both Lyndall and Waldo repeatedly fail to realize 
-•' 
their pluralist desires for education, knowledge and society in 
their colonial world that they resort to monist fantasies.; the 
latter provide a means of rationalizing their respective failuresG 
His God having failed him,· his attempt to establish himself in 
the world outside the African farm having shattered him, and with 
Lyndall finally having abandoned him throug;f1 her death, Waldo 
retreats first into a form of nature mysticism which glues 
together his shattered life under a princip'le of "Universal Unity", 
and then into death. Lyndall, having been.endlessly frustrated 
in her desire to achieve the full realization 0£ herself on the 
earthp and having failed to her attempt to find a life consonant 
".vi th her ideals, resorts on her death-bed to a form of metaphysics 
which re-unites her with essentially religious principles. I,ike 
-- --
the heroine of Patrick White's Voss (1954), Laura __ Trevelyan, -who-~-
cries out at the· height of her deliri:um that when "man is truly 
humbled, when he has learnt that he is not God, then he is nearest 
to becoming so 11 , 15 Lyndall finally interprets her many trials 
and sufferings in essentially monist 9 religious terms and perceives 
a purification and redemption through pain, a resurrection through 
a descent: 
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And she said, in a voice strangely unlike 
her own, 'I see the vision o.f a poor weak 
soul striving a.fter good. It was not cut 
short; and, in the end, it learnt, through 
tears and such pain, that holiness is an 
infinite compassion for others; that great-
ness is to take the common things of life 
and walk truly among them; that' - she 
moved her white hand and laid it on her 
forehead - 'happiness is great love and 
much serving. It was not cut short; and 
it loved what it had learnt - it loved -
and -' 16 
l . 
It is because the liberal, pluralist desires of these characters 
are de.feated by the enormous constraints o.f the historical context 
in which they are atte~pting to realize them, because their 
various longings bring them nothing but suffering and desolation., 
that they reso1•t to :.:-'eligJ.ous f~n·::asie~ aui ::heir pJuralism 
becomes a monism. 
Indeed, Schreiner never fails to introduce the religious or quasi-
.-;:..~·· 
religious solution at those critical moments in her novel when all 
secular strivings would appear to have been.,}n vain,, In this 
\ ·· •.. 
; · ... 
respect she reminds one of those English Met9_physical poets who 
never failed to invoke God in order to cement together the cracks 
~1hich they sensed were widening in their cosmos.. It would seem 
as if the ever-present agony, whether of Schreiner or her principal 
cha:racters 1 Waldo and Lyndall (and in many instances it is clearly 
both;.. Schreiner and her characters are. indivisible) 9 is forever 
-· 
propelling them into the rarefied air 0£ metaphysics, as if 
through this form of levitation a meaning could be £ound in their 
sufferings and a substance could be given to their lives which are 
so hollowed out by manifold pain - the substance of a faith, a 
redeeming vision, a certainty and its security. 
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This rage for transcendencet especially evident in the careers of 
Lyndall and Waldo, only becomes explicable when it is seen as a 
reaction against the pain of consciousness which fractures the 
self, and as an expression of the resultant psychic need to find 
the security of a permanent calm harbour in the midst of a world 
of ceaseless flux in which nothing can be permanently possessedr 
least of all the. truth. But the mechanism behind this persisten.t: feat 
of transcendence, whether it involves a leap towards God, to the 
t 
unity of nature, or to the comforting, undifferentiated universe 
of childhood before the corrosive worm of thought' has sundered the 
world with its doubtings, is clearly psychological. In all cases 
the metaphysics or fantasy functions as a compensatory or con~ 
solatory device in order to render the unliveable nature of a 
present reality bearable ... Writing of .Schreiner in his introduction 
to the Penguin edition of The S.!?:r:'J: <?.f~.An African Far!!!, 
Dan Jacobson has observed: 
She invariably took upon herself the pain 
of speaking up for the humiliated and 
oppressed - Boers 7 blacks~ women, Jews; 
and what could be more selfless ·than that'? 
She always pleaded for tenderness and. 
candour in human relationships; and what 
could be more generous? She always tried 
to envisage a future in which man's finest 
aspirations would be realized; ·and what 
could be more helpful and undaunted? BUt 
again and again the effect woul¢1. be to 
t:ranscend the torments of ·the present by 
a feat of moral and rhetorical levitation 
which ultimately strikes the reader as 
having an inner meaning or impulsion quite 
opposite to that intended. It begins to 
strike him as strangely selfish~ uncaring, 
preoccupied far more with reassuring the 
speaker than with ministering to the needs 
of those to whom 9 or of whom, she is 
speaking .. o ~. 
The relevance of this mode of lacerated 
self-exaltation to several passages of 
The story of An African Farm should be 
plain enough to-any reader. 17 
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Yet even though the metaphysical flights of both Schreiner and 
her protagonists, Waldo and Lyndall, are blatant evidence of the 
psychological truism that those who are trapped or severely hamp ... 
ered in some way by circumstances will invariably attempt some 
form of sublimation, that if the earth presents insurmountable 
barriers people will transcend these through £antasy 11 what requires 
attention is not so much the plethora of crude £antasy in ThE: S~O.£,X 
of An African Farm but the actual social, historical conditions 
l 
described by the novel which would seem to in.spire it.. For a 
curious paradox is at once apparent when one tries to specify the 
monists and pluralists in the novel. On first sight, the pluralists 
would seem to be those characters who seek a richness and variety 
of life: Lyndall and, to a lesser extent? Waldo., Yet the 
implacable environmental obstacles which confront them on every 
side and which prevent them from achieving that 'fineness of life' 
towards which they aspire, transform them~pto monists who come 
to have an especial dread of the plural nature of the world~ In 
the end, their respective failures to find a·richness or lire lead 
them to hunger for just one thing: for release from suffering, 
for peace and serenity, and for an exi. stence subsumed under one 
heavenly principle rather than many earthly ones. At the close 
of the book, their hunger is not for a 'liberal' world (that is, 
a world in which liberal values have some efficacy) but .for 
-
complete liberation: from the world as sucho They_end up by 
desiring salvation. 
Thus the internal dynamic of the novel, those shifts between monism 
and pluralism already described~ is not solely the ref'lection. of 
an autonomous psychological process in the mind of Olive Schreiner, 
or in the minds of her characters. Those confusing swings between 
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two ways of perceiving the world which characterize the novel and 
which give to it its great artistic power, those swings between 
a perception of the world as diverse, secular, plural, and the 
opposing desire to see its very diversity unified by a single 
metaphysical principle which would give coherence to the weltering 
chaos of reality, are determined by the particular conditions of 
life on a Karroo farm in nineteenth century colonial south Africa,; 
Even more specifically, this flux is caused by the contradictions 
which result when an ideology, the product of Western European 
liberal thought and derived by Schreiner from her reading, is 
•" 
imposed on an African colonial setting where it simply has no place. 
The novel's internal dynamic is in fact determined by its external 
dynamic, by the conflict-ridden relationship it establishes between 
an ideology and a certain historical situation. 
II 
·,·-...... . 
The story of An African Farm is primarily a\ tragic drama of the 
fate of the liberal impulse in a colonial "milieu of such cultural 
deprivation and impoverishment that th:ls impulse never has the 
possibility 0£ being anything other than frustrated and doomed. 
Christopher Heywood has written: "In her [Schreiner• sJ novel, 
as in many others which handle the double face of colonial society, 
the tragic view of life derives from despair abou.t the ef.ficacy--0£-----
the liberal impulse~" 1 8 Though the novel records ma11.y sorts of 
conflict, the major conflict in it is set in motion through an 
ideology being imposed upon a situation which is radically hostile 
to it and which does not provide those conditions in which its 
values could take root and flourish. As in a later south African 
novel, William Plomer's TU.rbott Wolre (1925), schreiner's novel · 
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is ceaselessly concerned with pitting a European ideology against 
a certain modus vivendi in Africa. And since the battle between 
the two takes place on the African soil, it is as if the contest 
is rigged; Africa always wins. 
This conflict issues in both farce and tragedy. The enormous 
discrepancy between Western European liberal ideals and the· 
inhospitable African terrain creates tha..t radical disjunctio11 and 
l 
inequality between values and facts which is so often the 
essential cause of both laughter and death. The liberal ideology 
which Schreine.r utili ze.s was the product of a highly developed, 
industrialized European society and an historically advanced 
bourgeoisie. since no similar society existed in south Africa in 
the nineteenth century, the values she adheres to are consigned 
to a vacuum; · they remain utterly alien a."1.d inappropriate, and 
particularly so in the backyeld world whicl?her novel describes~ 
And given the extent of this discrepancy, it is no wonder that it 
should frequently result in comedy; nor is it any wonder that 
the champion of schreiner 1 s liberal ideals in the novel, Lyndall, 
should be literally choked to death as long as she remains the 
·. dogmatic advocate of them in the nineteenth century Karroo environ~ 
ment. For, as she says to Waldo, "there is not room to breathe 
here; one suffocates.n19 
The depth of the European influence present in The ~tor,y.,,..of ... ~~ 
African Farm is most immediately apparent on a purely literary 
level, in the extent to which it is in.fluenced by nineteenth 
century English fictiono However much it has been. admired for its 





The setting of Schreiner' s novel is, .or was 
in 1883, unique in being an ostrich farm 
in the semi-desert country of the Karroo. 
Her intimate knowledge of the terrain and 
her faithful recreation of its details 
give to this setting. a particular atmos-
phere and poignancy.. But to speak of her 
novel as if it were a kind of social and 
political safari 'about• an African farm 
would be equivalent to speaking of Conrad's 
st?ries as about the sea or WUtheri:!9: 
Heights as about the Yorkshire moors •o• 
'l'he archetypal and epic images 'through_ which 
the young Olive Schreiner, instinctively 
perhaps, mythologised the colonial raw 
material of her novel should establish her 
kinship with Bronte, Conrad or even with 
the poet Emily Dickinson .... Schreineros 
emphasis in the opening chapters of the 
novel is not on the geographical peculiar-
ities of the African landscape but on the 
spiritual insomnia of the boy Waldo~ The 
repeated evocations of Biblical metaphor 
place his loss of caste and or faith at 
the centre of aEuropean literary tradition .. 
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Dan Jacobson pinpoints its dependency on .English fiction with even 
greater accuracy~ 
The story,_~£ f.!n_Afric~ Fai;-1!1. fs -in 1:1any 
respects, some onn"em-d'.amaging to 1 t, a 
very w1iterary' piece of work; -the fruit 
in pla.ces more of ::".'ea<lin.g thr"3.n of lire·~ .... 
It could hardly be othermsee Even 
Bonaparte Blenkins - tramp, rogue, sadist, 
and comic, one of the liveliest of the 
novel's inventions - owes· much to other 
books. sometimes he talks like Mr Jingle 
of Pickwick P~~; · sometimes he preaches 
like Mr 'cfladbancr~·cff Bleak House.. As for 
Lyndall, the doomed,· imperious "'heroine, 
who goes through the ·novel complaining ·· 
that her heart is dead, that· she is incap-
able of feeling, but who is shown to us 
as never finding anyone worthy of her high 
emotions - she, too, is not an unfamilia~ 
figure to any reader of Victorian fiction. 
21 
This European influence is more subtly betrayed by the controlling 
effect which Europe has on the very fantasy-life of the children 
on the farm. The child Lyndall's dreams of future wealth and 
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finery are literally determined by the picture of, a woman on a 
fashion-sheet in Tant' Sannie's bedroom, a picture that clearly 
comes from a metropolitan, overseas centre. Even her deepest 
aspirations for a power, a singleness of mind and purpose which 
would lift her above the limiting constraints .of her environment, 
and which are foreshadowed in the following passagep are inspired 
by the remote example o.f Napoleon Bonaparte: 
i 
'He was one man,· only one,' said her little 
companion slowly, 'yet all the people in the 
world feared him. He was not born great, he 
was common as we are; yet he was master of 
the world.at last ••• he had what he said he 
would have, and that is better than being 
happy ••• He was one man, and they were 
many, and they were terrified at him. It 
was glorioust• 2~ 
However 1 the European influence on the novelp one which is so 
apparent in the above examples, is most significantly at work in 
the liberalism which informs the novel0 ;;; .. 
This liberalism, the central element in Schreiner's European 
a.pproach to Africat is not a poJ.it:l.cal liberalism~ The latter form 
__ . of liberalism is _expressed most clearly in a number 0£ specifically 
political and sociological works which she wrote long after T~ 
Story of An Af~~a~_F,.e.r~, in Though~s on Sou~~ Africa, written in 
1891 and 1892 but only published after her death by her husband, 
and in a pamphlet called Closer Union, published in 1 908 o 23 Tne·~·-­
apoli tical character of the liberalism in the novel is quite 
understandable; there is no social base for any political programmes 
of any sort in the world which it depictso Since that metropolitan~ 
industrialized society from which Ly11dall' s European liberal ideals 
stem is scarcely duplicated by her Karroo world-, since it contains 
nothing which might sustain her longing for emancipation, knowledge 
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and .a love of the beautiful, and since a society as such is hardly_ 
constituted by the bleak, agrarian environment of the farm; it is 
not surprising that the specific form or strand of liberalism to 
be found in The Story of An Afric~n .E_a~, and embodied in the 
career of Lyndall, is that of "aesthetic individualism", which is. 
defined above all by the pursuit of self-realization~ 
It is the very absence, if not complete lack~ of •. a civilized society 
on the African farm which gives rise to an undue emphasis being 
placed upon the individual. Living in an environment which neither 
Waldo nor she has the power to transform into a civilized world, 
Lyndall can find no higher value than herself~ Indeed, it is this 
very factor which stimulates the individualism of other characters 
in the novel as well, although the sel£-seeking and self-serving 
ends of persons like Gregory Rose, Tant~ Sannie and Bonaparte 
Blenkins cannot be.described as being liberal in any way" 
Michel zeraffa, writing of a number of European and American 
·>, 
novelists, makes the following points whic_h..,are of the utmost 
relevance to The Storv of An African Farm: "In the novels of 
. . ... ---.0:-·-1••·-""·~...,,,_ . .<.llJ"I'.~-- .... - ... ~ ~,-...... -..=?'-:ti••"!'! 
J'roust, Virginia_w9olf, Thomas Mann or Dos Pa.ssos one finds that 
-
the individuality of the character or of the narrator lies in the . 
very fact that they can no longer be individuals, members of a 
social group. Their basic attachment to the nself' as the sole -
authentic value demonstrates that they are not the creatures of 
-
a Balzacian society, where the individual was related ~o society_ 
24 as a word is to sentence." For it is precisely because there 
is no authentic society in the context of the African farm that 
Lyndall ends up by choosing self rather than world a.ri.d becomes so 
extremely alienated. Her.intense liberal individualism 9 her-
fervent desire for self-realization and for a quality of life which 
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would raise her above the levelling effects of her environment is 
a direct response to an impoverished.colonial milieu which can 
sustain no collective values. 
Lyndall herself would seem to embody the precept that the only 
meaningful life is a life that strives for the individual realization 
- absolute and unconditional of its own particu1ar law. The 
overwhelming predominance in The St~r:z of .A:t~ ~fr~cap F~ of the 
desire to fulfill this law is the major indication of the £act 
that the liberal ideology is the informing one in the book; and 
it also establishes the.book's place in the mainstream of nineteenth 
century European fiction far more effectively than its literary 
"borrowings" might ever do. 
But as the novel itself shows, the obstacles in the face 0£ 
achieving the specifically European libera~::ideal of self-realization 
in the context of nineteenth century colonial south Africa are both 
numerous and enormous. The hegemony of religion and superstition 
in the colony reduces both Waldo and his father to ignorant slaves 
of illusion; it contributes to their demise rather than to their 
personal growth. The reactionary nature of the colonial attitude 
towards literature and learning, and which is so well illustrated 
in the book-burning episode in which Bonaparte Blenkins. and Tant' 
- -
sannie happily indulge their bigotry, is scarcely _conducive to-that~. -
process of education upon which the whole notion of self-realization 
so nruch depends •. Nor are there great possibilities for the 
liberal spirit in a world which is so much a prey to colonial 
adventurers like Bonaparte Blenkins, to people who, in the well-
chosen words of Hannah Arendt, felt and found in Southern Africa 
in the nineteenth century "the impact of a world of in.finite 
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possibilities for crimes committed in the spirit of play, for the 
combination of horror and laughter, that is for the full realization 
of their own phantom-like existence.n 25 The irrational quality of 
life, which is forever subverting any attempts to rationally' 
comprehend it, is a feature of the world of the African farm which 
the novel emphasizes time and againe Moreoverp this world, whose -
material, spiritual and cultural poverty is evoked by schreiner•s 
use of a kind of desert or "wasteland11 symbolism
1
for it, contains 
no institutions which might promo.te and safeguard the freedoms 
which Lyndall and Waldo are struggling to acquire. There.is no 
social basis which might affirm and give a coherence and cohesion 
to their values. 
As a result, what might be described as fairly commonplace liberal 
intentions in the context of-nineteenth century Europe, and which 
might be fulfilled there without much frustration and anguish,· 
become in the serrQ-desert of the Karroo a kind of madnesso Lyndall 
grows almost manic in her hunger to achieve' self-realization and 
thereby to transcend her pitiful locale. And this has a number of 
~mportant conse~enceso 
The storv of An African Farm is most frequently criticized for its 
- a:=>' - i ' ;ub. 4wril!bca ,.. . . .· .. · i 4"~~ 
cursory and insubstantial treatment of the blacks who appear in it 
from time to time. Jean Marquard is representative of this 
characteristic criticism when she ~r.ri tes: 
The limitation of schreiner's vision -
obvious to a modern reader but hardly 
.surprising in a Victorian - is in her 
failure to give any significant role to 
the blacks in her story. The alienation 
of the whites - and particularly of the 
English since the •Boers' in the novel 
have put down roots and staked their 
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claim in the land - is passionately realized~ 
Through Waldo and Lyndall Schreiner•s com-
passion for the oppressed is voiced but it 
is directed chiefly against the opp;essors 
of women, children, animals and individuals. 
She does not recognise racial oppression as 
such and she never seriously questions the 
right of the whites to control the land and 
its people ••o The coloured and African 
servants on the farm are only marginal 
figures in the novel. 26 
• 
But it must be emphasized that this failure of vision is a direct 
consequence of the primary focus of the novel on1 self-realization. 
With its overwhelming, obsessed focus on this, the cursory treatment 
of the blacks becomes 911ite understandable and even logical~ 
Since they contribute nothing to Lynda11~s sense of selfp since 
t11ey are ;:;;ole:i.y part of t11e deg1aded, c1.faJ..lE.::..1n farrn \l.'.:>rld, they 
literally do not exist. Indeed, in the light of her primary 
intentions, they literally cannot exist.. And hence it might be·· 
said that Schreiner's .faulty vision is a direct consequence of the 
inadequacy of her liberal ideologyo It is not simply an artistic 
failure. 
A further consequence of this ideology is the farce it creates,. 
One conspicuous example of the liberal, European ttsublime" 
becoming the south African "ridiculous" is to be found in the 
polemic on the oppression of women which Lyndall delivers to a 
dumb -and uncomprehending Waldo after her return to the farm from 
some years of schooling. This speech, delivered next to an os.trich 
camp and not in a lecture hall in Europe, consequently becomes, 
despite the intrinsic value of many of the ideas she proclaims 
and arguments she puts forward, nothing less than a farce. The 
essential import of Lyndall's speech is not to be found in the 
perhaps remarkable fact that Olive Schreiner could have entertained 
her feminist convictions so long before feminism itsel.f became 
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· a widespread issue in Europe and America, and that, in the words 
of Doris Lessing, she was 11 a suffragette before there were anyn, 27 
but in the ludicrous aspect it comes to have in a situation in 
which Tant' sannie•s passionate religious belief in marriage and 
childbearing as the most appropriate roles for women is, in fact, 
the one which is most consonant with the world ·the novel depicts~ 
But a final consequence of Lyndall's liberalism,.and one which is 
! 
most significant in that it reveals the limitations of her ideology
9 
is the human isolation it creates, an isolation which ultimately 
comes close to causing· the disintegration of her personality. For 
the persistent theme of human solitude in the novel is not only a 
reflection of the isolation of the African world itself, remote, 
cut off,·and internally di°vided. It is also a reflection of 
Lyndall 9 s individualism& The following well~known sentence, which 
comes just after Lyndall has delivered her ,:.f?eminist lecture to 
Waldo, is again a reflection of that divorce between.hi.lman beings 
which her liberal ideology creates~ "Perhaps she thought of the 
narrowness of the limits within which a human soul may speak and 
be understood by its nearest of mental kin, of how soon it reaches 
• 
that solitary land of the individual experience, in which no 
fellow-footfall is ever heard." 28 
The consequences of Lyndall 9 s alienating individualism are clearJ:y----
spelt out in the psychological effect it has upon her~ For her 
scornful rejection of the isolated hell of her colonial world only 
plunges her into the even more isolating hell and prison of hersel.f~ 
"'I am so tired. There is light 0 there is warmth,' she wailed; 
•why am I alone, so hard, so cold? I am so weary of myself! It 
is eating my soul to its core - self, self, self! I cannot bear 
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this lifet I cannot breathe, I cannot live! Will nothing free me 
. 29 
from myself? 111 This outburst of hers is not solely the 
desperate confession of a frustrated Victorian female stereotypec 
Lyndall is cold, dead, and alone, because she remains passionately 
attached to an ideal of herself which her particular society cannot 
possibly affirm. Lacking this affirmation, she cannot escape the 
constricting dominance of her ego with its impulse to acqufre 
personal power and satisfaction. In the heart of the African world 
! 
she cannot find a suprapersonal value.or object which, accepted 
as being above personal needs and wishes, would claim a complete 
and unconditional allegiance, and which would supersede the claims 
of her biological and personal needs~ Her failure to achieve her 
ideals throws her back onto her self and precipitates the disin-
tegration of her personality. The painful end to her life and 
her lonely death express most tellingly the limitations of the 
liberalism which she has pursued~ :':.,:, ... 
III 
The story of An African Farm, then, is a remarkable novel not so ................ l--~~~ 
much because it is the product of Schreiner dipping her brush into 
the grey south African pigments around her, but because it is the 
first English south African novel to reveal those conflictsB both 
-"· -· 
comic and tragic, generated by an imported European liberalisrn------
being imposed upon south African historical condi t:i.ons a - !t is-
the first to record the harrowing effects of a disjunction between 
two completely separate worlds, between an historical situati.on 
and·an ideology which is. utterly foreign to it~ 
Nevertheless, the fact that both Waldo and Lyndall are finally 
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destroyed by the rending contradictions between their ideals and 
their immediate environment should not be read simply ?S schreiner•s 
implicit comment on the illiberal nature of south African colonial 
society; their deaths are also an implicit criticism of the 
liberal ideology itself. However~ Schreiner herself does not seem 
to be sufficiently aware of this even though the contradictions 
in Lyndall's elitist aspirations are clearly revealedo The 
essential question which the novel as a whole poses is nothing 
I 
like the vague and abstract one which Nadine Gordimer considers 
it to be asking: "What is the life of man?n 30 It is far more 
specific than this. The novel is asking what possibilities exist 
for the liberal impulse in.south Africa~ And its answer is that 
there are none. English.South African literature thus beginslJ 
in effect~ with a dead-end, with a novel which ends up by defeating 
its own premises and which declares the nullity of that which it 
wishes to affirm, the liberal approach, in . .-the world \Vi th which 
:..1-·· 
it is dealing. 
But the crucial point is that this defeat leads neither Schreiner 
nor her characters to question the value of the liberal ideology" 
Discussing the images of the world present in the work of Racine; · 
Pascal, Dostoyevsky and Kierkegaard, Michel 'zeraffa remarks that 
these arose in the first place .from the realizatl.9n-by these-Writers 
that the relationships actually prevailing in society were 
irreconcilable with the ideas and values to which they, as writers 
and philosophersll were attached. He goes on to say~ "Life, in 
their eyes, is made up of insoluble conflicts. Yet this view of 
reality does not make them inclined to question their system of 
values. On the contrary, for them the split is not between the 
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concrete and the abstract but between contingent facts and universal 
ideas - hence the importance of the idea of renunciation, which 
dominates the work of Pascal and the other three writers." 31 
Schreiner, too, never considers any other sy~tem of values; the 
more her liberalism is thwarted and undermined by circumstances 
the more tenaciously she clings to it, till a destructive deadlock 
is finally reached. This deadlockp too, can only be resolved 
through the idea of renunciationo Thus, all of Lyndall's 
! 
endeavours evaporate in her final religious humblingp whilst Waldo 
lapses into resignation and quietism. Although this might provide 
the novel with an artistically satisfying close, with the catharsis 
that comes with all passion having been spentp it leaves the 
central question which the novel poses, that of the possibilities 
of liberalism in south Africa, completely unanswered.. In factp 
this question is unanswerable because the novel never conside:i's-
any alternative system o.f values. And it is for this reasoni as 
/). ... 
much as for its blatant faults as a novel p that _'.I'he S.t?..!:Y of~-~ 
African Farm is a radically unsatisfactory wo~k of art. 
Despite the visionaryp mystical nature of this novelv despite th€; 
abundance of dream and allegory wpich it contains, it would.be fair 
to conclude that it is lacking in vision, and particularly so if 
by the word 11 vision" is meant an especia11y·acute perception of 
the future. Schreiner• s vision culminates in a dead-end, in __ =-~~--·--
blindness. In the light of this, it perhaps becomes mere easy-to 
explain why she turned more and more to sociological analysis in 
her later work. This might not necessarily have been becauset as 
Ursula Laredo has maintained 0 her real interest all along '~lay in 
sociological analysis, and in political prediction, not in plot-
making or creation of character 11 ,~2 but because the liberal vision 
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which she adhered to in ·The Story Qf An.African Farm presented her 
~~th no practical possibilities. Being incapable of conceiving 
of an alternative vision, an alternative ideology, it may be that 
she was driven t.o a type of writing and activity which was geared 
to more immediate practical and political matters - just as 
William Plomer may have felt compelled to leave south Africa after 
having shown the nullity of the liberal ideology· in TUrbott Wo1fe ---- . . 
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William Plomer's Turbett Wolfe 
-• 164 
I 
To a far greater degree than The Story of An African Farm, 
William Plomer•s Tt1rbott Wolfe (1926) is a novel which is disfigured. 
by the sheer incompetence of much of the writing which it contains 
and by the many flaws in its structure. These are far more 
pronounced than in Schreiner•s novelo All too often the fact that 
Turbett Wolfe was written by a mind scarcely out of adolescence is· 
clearly evident, and particularly so in the seCOJ:?-d-rate lyricism 
of Wolfe's poetic effusions over the black woman Nhliziyombi with 
whom he falls vainly in love and in his sneering tone of adolescent 
disillusionment and bitterness which prevails throughout the book. 
The specifically literary faults of this novel were probably out .... 
lined once and for all by Plamer himself in his discussion of his 
intentions in Turbett Wolfe which he included in his autobiography 
Double Lives: 
:'.~'. 
My impulse was to present, in a fictional 
form, partly satirical 9 partly lyrical, . 
partly fantastic, some of my o:wn impressions 
of life in Africa and to externalize the 
turmoil of feelings they had :aroused in me. 
I had no intention of drawing a-self-portrait 
or of giving a naturalistic account of 
African life. somebody called the book 
•expressionistu, and like many first books 
it exaggerated the literary faults and 
excesses of its period. To speak of it as 
a novel is perhaps a misnomer: it was a 
. violent ej,aculation, a protest,_ a nightmare, 
a phantasmagoria - which the dictionary 
defines as •a shifting scene of real or. 
imagined figures•. Judged as a novel it is 
very deficient. By realistic standards, _ 
the story of the plot is exiguous and some-
what absurd, and it was not even well 
constructed. The main characters are 
neither well drawn or convincingg the 
development is episodic, and the whole pro-
ceeding is crude and immature, and disfigured 
by an unpleasant super.ficial smartri~ss or 
vulgar cleverness. Nevertheless, the book 
is not wholly without merit. If it was 
crude, it had vitality; some of the minor 
characters are noted with skill and true 
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feeling, and there are scenes, passages and 
phrases which are at least not banal. In 
my opinion its justification was that of an 
original sketch book, an outburst of poetic 
frenzy on the part of a solitary and emotional 
youth who had not yet reduced his thoughts 
to order but had reacted convulsively to his 
surroundings; and also (in the words of, 
surprisingly, a south African critic writing 
fifteen years after its appearance) as a 
·picture of a world 'domina.ted by race fear 
and race hatred' and ·'a revelation of 
savagery in a vaunted civilization'. 1 
Given the many artistic faults of the novel, the ineffectualness 
of. Turbett Wolfe himself as a narrator and the lack of focus in 
the scattered materials· of the novel, 2 the important place which 
Turbett Wolfe is usually assigned in English south African 
li te1·atur~ can:uot t>e due to its literary mc1·l ts; judged by these 
alone it would scarcely warrant any place at al:.., Rather~ the 
significance attributed to it is a result ·Of the unique vis~o~---­
which it is claimed to containo Nadine Gordimer gave the reason 
for the high estimation of TUrbott Wolfe when she wrote in a 
reView of the novel on its republication in- 1.965 that it was "the 
only novel of poetic vision to come out o.f our'country since 
Olive Schreiner' s Story ~ An A4-€t.!,ca~ .. ..F31:.1l1". 3 And this "visionn 
-· 
is to be found not only in the trenchant criticisms which the 
novel makes of the white colonial ethos in South Africa and the 
perceptive way in which it uncovers many of -the hypocrises implicit 
in white colonial attitudes, but also in its P.ioneering trea~-~-~!=-· -. _ 
of racism. In short, its importance might be said to be historical 
rather than literary. The advance it makes on previous English 
south African novels, and particularly on The..§t?rX:?,f A!!..,bjrjc~ 
~, is in its cognizance of the importance of racism, something 
which Schreiner ignored or passed by almost completely in her 
novel. Laurens van der Post was surely referring to just this 
feature o.f the novel when he wrote in his introduction to the 1 965 
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edition that for "the first time in our literature, with Turbott 
Wolfe, a writer takes on the whole of south African life. 
suddenly the barriers are down and imagination at last keeps open 
house in a divided land .. 114 
The racial theme is in fact introduced almost at the very beginning 
of the novel, in TUrbott Wolfe's realization after his visit to 
the missionary Nordalsgaard: 
There would be conflict between myself and 
the white; there would be con£lict between 
myself and the black. There would be the 
unavoidable question of colour. It is a 
question to which every man in Africa, 
black, white or yellow, must provide his 
ow_'l a.1swer. :3 
Nevertheless, if this :novel was the first to establish a theme 
which was to become an obsession with later south African writers~ 
.it is also exemplary in that, in the words;:;of Martin Tucker, it 
"may be said to be the prototype of the modern liberal protest :Ln 
fiction against aoartheid. 116 
' . . 
\'-.... . 
Indeed, it is\ the novel's liberalism 
·~- -- --
which is its most significant feature since i-t determines both 
the nature of the protest which is made against racism in the 
novel and is also responsible (more than any other factor) for the 
fateful course of events which it recordsr. for the .fatal careers 
.. 
of Turbott Wolfe and the Reverend Rupert Friston, the two major· 
characters in the book. With one exception, however, previous'----·---· 
criticism of TUrbott Wolfe has never failed to ignore or to gloss 
-(/ ....... I'll!-\ 
over the absolutely central role which liberalism plays in it. 7 
To a very great degree, Plomer's first novel reiterates the sorts 
of conflicts which were ~o be seen in The Story o.f An African,~~· 
And, as in the latter book, it is primarily the liberalism which 
informs it which is responsible .for the emergence of thes·e conflicts. 
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II 
Before specifying the way in which liberalism is at work in TUrbott 
Wolfe, it is essential to take into account the particular historical 
background to the novel. TUrbott Wolfe 1 it must be stressed, is 
simultaneously a novel which concerns a colonial milieu and it is 
also itself a colonial novel. 
It is not difficult to establish the former aspe~t of it; the novel 
abounds in descriptions of and attacks against a colonial south 
Africa. As Wolfe says on one occasion: 
I could see plainly that Tyler-Harries· was 
in the same category as the schwordts, 
whose oeastlir.1.ess had been turned agair.Lst 
them by witchcraft? as the Fotheringays, 
who had b~en drugged with Africa, so that 
their brains could not cope with it, 
caressing only the. ghosts of memory and 
tradition: as Flesher and B1oodfield and 
their kind, whose vulgarity only emphasized 
the colossal disastrous significance of 
their background: as Nordalsgaard, whose 
conquests were like land reclaimed for a 
time, and afterwards choked with weed. 8 
More sped.fi.cally, th~ colonialism of the si tuat:i.011 w:t th which the 
novel deals is signified not only by the depravity and the inhuman 
attitudes of white characters like Blood.field and Flesher towards 
black people, but by the phenomenon of cultural schizophrenia 
which is exemplified by the lives of the English priest and his 
wife, the F'otheringays, who are so frequently the-target for -woT£e 9 s-
satire: 
They were kindness itselfg these two beauti-
ful Fotheringays, these charming inn.ocuous 
anachronisms o .. I reflected? driving home to 
ovuzane, that although they had spent nearly 
all their lives in Africa, they had never 
begun to think of Africa. The rector himself' 
must have noticed where he was, and I suppose 
he concluded that they must put up with it. 
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But as for Mrs. Fotheringay, she had clung 
tenaciously to the past: the older she 
got, it was plain, the more vivid it 
became. For her there was nothing so real 
in the world as the warm sweet savour of 
the wallflowers that had been growing 
under the drawing-room windows in surrey 
in the early 'seventies: the scent was in 
her nostrils still. It was still in her 
small white nostrils. Nothing in Africa 
could match the inviolable memory of the 
heavy intoxicating clusters of lilac, wet 
with rain and honey, bowed dmvn and odorous 
on a vanished English lawn • • .. She had 
lived, incredible Englishwoman!' for .. fifteen 
years in Ancampstroom without noticing that 
Ancampstroom existede It only belonged for 
her to that shadowy subconscious dream-
world that is peopled with the ghosts of 
what we feel deep down in our hearts, and 
not of what we think we feel. 9 
Nevertheless, to the extent ·i:~iat Africa does not :r·aa~ly ~xist at 
aJ,.l for th2 Fotheringays, to the extent that they, like the 
missionary Nordalsgaard, are examplesp in the words of 
Nadine Gordimer, 11 0£ white consciousness fossilized within its own 
::: ..... 
skin outside Europe", 10 they themselves are not prey to some of 
the destructive consequences of cultural schizophrenia; their 
very lack of awareness of the contradiction between their European 
mentality and their immediate African surroundings renders them 
immune to all threats. Thus, whilst they are typical e:x:amp~es of 
one type of colonial and contribute substantially to the 
characterization of the colonial milieu with which Turbett Wolfe 
is concerned, they do not make the novel itself a colonial o~e~--------
This latter and more important aspect of it is built up quite un·~ 
consciously by Plomer through the attitudes of his hero TUrbott 
Wolfe to the black woman to whom he is attracted: "She was an 
ambassadress of all the beauty (it might be called holiness), that 
. intensity of the old wonderful unkncYwn primitive African life -
outside history, outside time, outside science. 1111 Absurd romantic 
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projections of this sort - projections which are never criticized 
in the course of the novel itself - are one index of that cultural 
schizophrenia which establishes the colonial nature of the book. 
But this nature is even more apparent in another feature of it .. 
In many respects, TUrbott Wolfe is a South African Heart of Darkness • 
. - ... . . • .'¥'a 
One connection or similarity between the two novels is to be seen· 
in the cry of horror which is so central to, the meaning of both of 
I 
them. Just as Kurtz sums up his African experience through his 
death-bed utterance, "The horror! The horrort 0 , 12 so Friston cries 
out at the extremity o.f' the insane nightmare· which his African 
experience has provoked that ".~ar h,as ~th.ere'! swiftly si~.o/ 
13 HORROR was \l,Titten on the sun". As Michael Wade has written: 
;'In some ways Plomer's venture into the interior of south African 
reality is little more than a foray by an essentially European 
sensibility, which, moreover, is forced to;::,withdraw in horror from 
what it encounters. 1114 In this respect as well, TUrbott Wolfe :i.s 
.. ·- JPlJ!11:tl ... ~~· 
very similar to Heart of Darkness; Europe ·t-s _being imposed upon. 
.... ¥. 111•. 
Africa once again. And it is this imposi tfon--which defines the 
novel as a colol'lial one. 
There are further similarities in the two novels. Both TUrbott 
Wolfe and, perhaps to a lesser extent, Friston, are examples of 
"hollow men" from Europe and both of them use Afr~ca as a means 
for .11 a descent into the Central Station of [theitj existencep a 
look at [their] own heart of darkness"; 1 5 they attempt to use 
Africa in order to compensate for their psychic hollowness .. 16 
Wolfe confesses his essential hollowness at the very start of the 
novel: 
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- There came to me a time - he said - not 
very long after I left school, when I found 
myself as lonely as it is possible to be. 
I was ill, and hardly recovered from the 
aftermath of adolescence. I came to feel 
as though circumstances had driven me with 
cunning deliberation and relentless 
activity to a point of complete isolation. 
I found myself with no friend~ no passion, 
no anchor whatever. 17 
And his t;xpression at the end of the book of his final disillusio:ri..,,, 
ment only makes manifest his unbudgeable emptinefs and his motives 
for his venture to south Africa: 
"My life, ~Caleb, is like a bucket with no 
bottom. Nothing can fill it. Once I 
thought Africa could fill it, but I doubtedo 
Now the lady is married, and has children: 
Once I thou.ght faL<C ::o·:i1d fill it, but 
Mr Tyler-Harries, who was going to get it 
for me, went .dovm to the bottom of the sea 
- very unreasonably. With Young Africa I 
allowed myself to be cheated into the idea 
that politics would give me what I sought. 
Now, under the barren pear-tree, I see that 
Young Africa was a monstrous £arceG Caleb, 
I have looked at everything. Perhaps the 
only thing that satisfies me is my own 
image in a looking-glass: but ~ven that, 
perhaps, is not what I want •oo Caleb, I 
am an egoist." ••& -
"You 1,1.rill marry and settle do\vn in your own 
country, among your own people, Caleb. You 
will propagate the species, which any fool 
can do. I shall make you a present of money 
before I go, and you will name your £irst-
born after meo YOU ~all find happiness and 
I shall find emptiness, because I have 
reached a point where life offers nothing 
but a few sensations;· more or less indecent, 
which·I know are only illusions .. " 18 
setting aside the disastrously puerile tone of the above passage 11 
it becomes clear that Turbett Wolfe is a rootless individual~ 
Although next.to nothing is said in the novel about his particular 
background in England (the fact that he is eminently middle-class 
can be easily inferred), it is made clear that he feels no allegiance 
to anyone or anything in his mother-country; , and despite the fact 
• 
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that he is "ordered to Africa by some fool of a.doctor", it is 
equally clear that his arrival in South Africa is motivated as 
much by his anomie as by his illness. In this sense, Africa 
represents .for him a kind of playground in which the lost ones of 
Europe, the black-sheep and misfits, can find themselves again or 
at least cure themselves of their various ills, psychic and 
otherwise. Friston, the missionary, is in a somewhat similar 
position. At his first meeting with Wolfe, he announces: "I don9t 
think Europe would hold me. That's why rem here. I happened to 
overhear my father being advised to 'send him out for a ·bit to the 
missionfield: that 1'll"tame him down•. But it won't. o no, don't 
you believe it." 1 9 
Like the colonial adventurer Bonaparte Blenkins in The Story of An 
- ••• ,"! 
African Farm, there is a suggestion that many of the whites who 
appear in the pages of TUrbott Wolfe~ anda.:mongst whom Wolfe himself 
.... ~
and Friston are conspicuous 9 are the rejects of Europe. In this 
sense, what Hannah Arendt has written about'>a.n .earlier generation 
of colonial adventurers in late nineteenth century South Africa 
is, in many respects, applicable to these characters as well~ 
The superfluous men, the Bohemians of the 
four continents who came rushing down to 
the Cape still had much in common with th~ 
old adventurers ••• The difference was 
not their morality or immorality, . but _ 
rather that the decision to join-this crowd 
•of all nations and colours' was no longer 
up to them; that they had not stepped out 
of society but had been spat out by it; 
that they were not enterprising beyo'nd the 
permitted limits of civilization but simply 
victims without use or functiono Their 
only choice had been a negative one; a 
decision against the worker's movementsv 
in which the best of the superfluous men 
or of those who were threatened with super-
fluity established a kind of counter-society 
through which men could find a way back into 
a human world of fellowship and purpose • 
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They were nothing of their own making, they 
were like living symbols of what had happened 
to them, living abstractions and ~~tnesses 
of the absurdity of human institutions. They 
were not individuals like the old adventurers, 
they were the shadows of events with which 
.they had .nothing .. to, do r 20,-.. 
Wolfe and Friston, too, are 11 superfluousn men who, whilst striving 
to realize their European ideals in South Africar are nevertheless 
hollow at the core of their respective existences; they themselves 
are "living symbols" - as much as the despised and despicable 
whites in the novel iike.Bloodfield, Flesher and Soper - o.f the 
European decadence which they repeatedly deplore, and of that 
Western civilization of whose decline and imminent fall they are 
so con~rinced. Both -vro1fe an<l Friston .:i:r.e, in modern par~.a:'1.c~, 
colonizers· which is to say, their natures are firmly rooted in 
the decadent colonialist tradition of Western culture. As 
Laurens van der Post has written: "TUrbott Wolfer in his seLf-
defeated love of this woman [the black woinin, Nhli ziyomb4 through. 
whose beauty not only the past but also the.future of Africa 
beckons, is a moving symbol of the Ci vi li za ti on he calls '~obscenen o 
He can recognize who.t is sterile and destructive in his civ..L1i~8<.'t 
values, he can be stirred by the beauty of Africa 1 yet he -is just 
as incapable of rejecting the one as committing himself to the 
other. n 21 
:;·~ ·-- 4·-·~, 
-
It is alien outsiders like Wolfe and Friston.who suffer the most 
acute form of culbJ.ral schizophrenia in Africa and who are most 
rapidly torn apart and destroyed as a result. This schizophrenia 
is bound up with their liberalism or liberal ideals; it is in 
fact this liberalism which creates that schizophrenia which so 
quickly succeeds in destroying them. In TUrbott Wolfe, the liberal 
ideology is more fully articulated than in The story 0£ An African 
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Farm since the former novel includes a specifically political 
liberalism as we-11 as containing that "aesthetic individualism" 
which is so prominent in the latter. In fact, it is the very 
hopelessness of 11aesthetic individualism" which prompts that 
movement into political liberalism which is the "Young Africa" 
From the start of Plomer 1 s novel the rraesthetic individualism" 
of Wolfe is stressed. In the words of Michael wade, "TUrbott Wolfe 
himself is depicted as a br_illiantly versatile and talented young 
man, equally gifted in painting, musical composition: and performance, 
the writing of poetry, and sculpture. He embodies the experience 
22 of Europe•" In his many and diverse activities, he may be taken 
as a prime example of that many-sided personality which liberalism 
advocates: 
I turned ~olfe tells William .;Plomer] With 
.immense enthusiasm to an immense number of 
different activities o I went _from one to 
another, how restlessly you cannot imagine. 
You know that once I had ideas about a co-
ordination of all the arts~ I have always 
been Pol. nt ~-'-3 at as ~r'"'1"s-=- +-.; , 0 .... ........ , c..: , G1. i..._;.. J... _ ,,. .., " 
At ovuzane I passed my time between trade 
and folk-lore and painting and writing and 
music, between sculpture and religion and 
handicraftso I even got down to landscape-. 
gardening. 23 
But his aesthetic concerns and his desire to accord an equal status 
to the blacks soon meet v.ri th hostility. One afternoon, whilst he 
is working on some music in his "studio" with four blacks, he is 
visited by a particularly vicious -white neighbour: 
As for the man, his face took on the sort . 
of expression that you might look for on 
a charwoman 1 s face if you asked her to 
enter a night-club. Bloodfield was a lean 
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ungainly man with a hen's head, with small 
bright black mean eyes in his thin red .face. 
We went in, and I turned aside to order tea. 
But Blood.field's face was set in malicious 
violence: his pig's hair seemed almost to 
bristle. He was looking at the natives, 
who were sitting quiet and beautiful in the 
quiet gloom under the high windows. 
"Surely you don't have these blooming niggers 
in here?" he shouted. 
uyou see that I do.;, 
''But what on earth are they doing?ni 
"We have given the afternoon to music,"·I said9 
He grunted, looking at me as if I was a 
dangerous lunatic. 24 
'{'he we2.:< preci·)Si i:y of Wolfe• s reply to PJood.f~.eld' s outraged 
question is one index 02 the difficulties confronting his liberalism~ 
These are made more explicit in his realization immediately after. . 
this visit: "I began to learn the hard lesson that in Lembuland 
[zululan~ it is considered a crime to reggrd the native as anything 
even so high as a mad wild animal. u 2 5 Once again, and as in The 
.· ~
Story of :An Afr.~Cjln Fa£~, the Obstacles barr~ng the fulfillment of 
such liberal impulses as the desire to 1;}1·ant respec:t and equ.::11. 
-status to human ·beings regardless of colour are presented- as enormous 
in the context of TUrbott Wolfe's African world. The worldo£ the 
novel. has nothing to do with that refinemen~ of sensibility which 
is so dear to him; on the contrary, it is stressed throughout the 
novel that this world is utterly dominated by meanness, bigotry, 
coarseness and brutality. 
There is little need to elaborate upon those specifically anti-
liberal forces which are ranged against liberal characters·like 
Wolfe .- white racist attitudes, officialdom (l.n the person of 
colonel Valdarno particularly), and the savage torpor o.f·life'in 
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Lembuland in general. All of the latter serve to reduce.him to a 
profoundly isolated, profoundly impotent figure, and this in 
addition to his spiritual emptiness and suggested sexual impotence. 
In the light of the manifest futility of his solitary "aesthetic 
individualism", his actual attempt along with a few other people 
to found a liberal political organization is of some importance; 
this endeavour at least registers a practical advance upon the 
futile ends in which he has been engaged~ However~ the "Young 
j 
Africa" society, which he founds with Friston and Mabel van der Horst, 
defines itself through the following set of beliefs: 
TO put it in a Nutshell, WE BELIEVE: 
1. That Africa is not the white man~s 
country. 
2. That miscegenation is the only_way for 
Africa to be secured to the Africans. 
3. That it is inevitable, right and proper. 
4. That if it can be shown to be so, we 
shall have laid true foundations for the 
_future Coloured world. 
5. That we are pioneers. 26-';: 
. --~-· 
The astonishing naivete of the form and content of these beliefs 
and their obvious lack of efficacy either in the fictional context 
of the novel or in the actual historical context of South Africa 
--
scarcely needs mentioning. As far as can be ascertained, the 
. 
membership of the short..:.lived, ill-fated "Young Africa" society 
is restricted to Wolfe 9 Friston, .Mabel van der HorstJ' Caleb and 
Zachary Msomi; hardly an adequate-power, base. Moreover, no.,.concrete 
plan -of action is ever elaborated or specified; as such, the -
society remains little more than a monstrous farce. It puts one 
strangely in mind of the secret society of a group of adolescentsc 
The hollowness o.f the above code or set of beliefs and the uninten-
tionally hollow way in which Plomer presents them27 is only 
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magnified by the sole practical consequence which this liberal 
society has: the liaison of the white woman Mabel van der Horst 
v.rith the black priest Zachary Msomi. TUrbott Wolfe responds to 
their growing attraction for each other by fearing the possibility 
of miscegenation between them, and miscegenation is at the core of 
the liberal doctrine of his political society: 
I had seen from their first meeting that 
Friston was more than a little taken by 
Mabel, while she seemed to have in her 
manner towards him no more than friendli-
ness. BU.t now a certain truth came upon 
me with the suddenness of revelation. I 
did not seem so much to be seized with a. 
mental realization of a plain fact as with 
a cold physical terror. I was intestinally 
sick, as at a catastrophe. It was clear 
that Mabel var ... der Horst wa3 a tt1•ac.:tE.:d, .huiN 
slightly it was hard to measure, towar¢s 
Zachary Msomi. It was one thing to talk 
glibly about miscegenation, to fool about 
with an idea, and another to find oneself 
face to face with the actual happening: 
it was the difference between a box of 
matches and a house on fire. :;.~28 
Wolfe's cowardice and bad faith are clearly revealed in such passages 
as the above. Yet his anticipatory dread-at_ the real prospect of 
miscegenation has far less disastrous consequences for him than it 
has for Friston who succumbs to drugs and derangement after 
Zachary and Mabel consumate their love: 
.vo, you black swine! Black, black, black; 
but my heart is blacker. I am a satanist. 
Look out for Friston the Satanist! By God, 
or Baal, or Moloch, you listener-at-keyholes, 
if he gets hold of you 9 if I get hold of you, 
I'll bite your brains out. Oho, Young Africa, 
indeedt" 
Friston staggered away from the door, and 
started laughing hideously. He slapped his 
thighs. 
"Young Africa! Aha, ha, hat You fools, you 
think you can deceive me. Let me tell you 
Fear has withered.swiftly since 
HORROR· was written on the ·sun - " 
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He clutched at a table. 
"As for you, Wolfe, you ought to be called 
Sheep. You don•t believe one thing you 
think. I don't believe one word you say • 
. o, you slimy cowardt Your god•s Fear. so 
is mine. But wait till you see 'HORROR', 
my child, written on the sun. Written, I 
tell you, in Roman capitals, right across 
the flaming sun. O, you coward! You take 
the cork out of the bottle, you twopenny 
fisherman, and out comes the genie. Or did 
I do it my$elf7 Anyway, he won't go back. 
Ono, don't you believe it! Not heo 
Pandora's box, you .fool. nwyou think the 
Devil's blind? Not he, not he!" 29 
Friston never really recovers from the insanity into which he lapses 
when the feared union between Mabel and Zachary becomes a reality 
and his fears are thereby transformed into horror. All his liberal 
:Principles collapse 'Jli th his psychological disintegration. In the 
light of his O\V11 decline and ultimate death his liberal belief in 
"the slow birth of the individua1u as being one of the most significant 
features of his time is distinctly ironicaJ;: ... 
Hmvever, his convulsive reaction to the reaii ty of miscegenation is 
only a more e,xtreme form of that experience of cultural schizo-
phrenia which TUrbott Wolfe himself has u~dergone before him in 
ostensibly different circumstances. The latter, isolated and caught 
between the conflicting pressures of different cultures, remarks: 
I was becoming ecstatic over the bright-
eyed ingenuousness of every [p1ack] child; 
over the patriarchal grace of each old man, 
. over the youthful grace of every youn.g one; 
over the aged women, large~eyed'tender women 
who.were mothers, warm-handed tender 
daughters who were lovers. I was losing 
my balanceo I remembered that every civilised 
white man, who considers himself sensitive, 
in touch with native peoples in his daily 
life should hold in his heart an image o.f . 
the failure of Gauguin. was it a failure'? 
I asked myself: and in the question itself 






all at once overwhelmed' with a suffocating 
sensation of universal black darkness. 
Blackness. I was being. sacrificed, a white 
lamb, to black Africao 30 
The theme of a clash between cultures and, more specifically, between 
a sterile, superficial white culture and a dynamic black one and 
the very violence of Africa itself, recurs in all of William Plomer's 
_!\.frican writings. It is particularly conspicuous in many of his 
poems and in short stories like 0 The Child of Queen Victoria"e 
I 
This clash, as it is formulated in his various writings, is invariably 
. the product of a superficial European sensibility and rationality 
.being imposed upon various irrational and alien forms of life which 
cannot be contained through these means. 
Earlier on in this thesis it was argued that liberalism tended to 15e 
a superficial ideology in that it failed to take into account the 
irrational (in whatever form) and that, siw:e the latter was an 
inescapable part of life, it :inust be forever irrupting through the 
superficial rationalism of liberalism and dausing various sorts of 
. 31 destruction. In TUrbott Wolfe, the liberalism of characters like ___ .._. ·~ 
Wolfe and Friston is implicitly revealed as inadequate through the 
fact that the irrational is forever breaking through their · 
rationality and subverting the control which they have over their 
respective lives. And, above all, it is through sexuality that 
this -irrationality so frequently expresses itself_. 
TUrbott Wolfe is an interesting novel at least in the sense that 
there is an unusual amount of sexual terror and horror running right 
through it. Indeed, the greatest terrors it expresses are the 
result of sexuality in the relations between Wolfe and Nhliziyombi 
and in those between Friston, Mabel and Zachary. This exaggerated 
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sense of sexual terror cannot be explained away through reference 
to the frequently suggested sexual impotence and void of love in 
a character like Wolfe. Its source becomes clearer in the latter's 
account of his relationship with Nhliziyombi: 
You can imagine, anybody can imagine, the 
tortures that a man suffers when he is in 
love against his conscience. o yes, my 
dear man, I had a conscience then: I have 
now, and I am not ashamed by it. I was in 
love with Nhliziyombi not only against my 
conscience, but against my reason; ·against 
my intellect; against my plans; against 
myself. I hope you will have gathered · 
from what I have said that the vital thing 
was that t9 abandon myself to being in love, 
with this ·so lovable woman would be to run 
counter to my vanity. That is where I want 
you to be quite Clearo I saw that I should 
b~ ~acrificiri.g _my o~ opinio:q oF wyseJ:.E· 
I suppose you think I mean that I was white 
and the girl v1as black. My good ·william 
Plomer, pray accept my assurance that that 
had nothing whatever to do with ito I am 
too much the humanitarian to be colour-
blind. There was no question pf pigment 
(I was in love, remember) but 'there 
appeared to be a great forbidding law, 
like all great forbidding laws~ subcutaneous. 
32 
Clearly, it is not siuply Wolfe's cowc...rdly cnastity which is the 
source of his fear-and timidity. Rather it is a profound -
ideological split within his o~m mind which makes the possibility 
of sexual love between a black woman and him?elf so terri.fying6 
Whilst he can entertain the.idea of miscegenation in_ the abs~actj 
the actual reality produces something like a_conwlsive withdrawal 
in him, as if he were transgressing a sort of incest tabooo He 
cannot make the necessary cultural leap; he cannot overcome what 
he calls "the steely intangible barrier that had been between me 
and Nhliziyombion 33 Not only does that irrational eleme11t 
associated with sexual impulses overwhelm the superficial nature 
of his liberal beliefs, but he is also terroriz_ed by that cultural 
···~ -----·~---·· --·-~-------···-·· ·-···~ ---~--
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transgression which interracial love signifies for him. 
The same applies to Friston~ The latter is himself the initial 
proponent of miscegenation, yet he too is shown not to have the 
courage of his convictions. When interracial love truly occurs 
between Mabel and Zachary his response is to retreat into madnesso 
He, too, cannot overcome his deeply engrained fears of love between· 
.. black and white; he is incapable of transcending his European 
' 
cultural conditioning and the barriers which it has erected within 
his own imagination. It is because of the strength of these that 
his horror is so great~ 
Perh_aps significantly, after. the marriage of Mabel to Zachary he 
says: 
You see, the fact is that I am obsessed 
(I admit that I am obsessed). with dreams 
and visions, mostly of the future of Africao 
I do not tell you what I think: I tell you 
what I feel, which is what I ~eam 9 which 
is what I know. I have reachea···the pitch 
of understanding with the nerve-?.• .. - I look 
.forward to the great compromise between 
white and black; between civilization and 
barbarism; between the past _and the future; 
between brains and bodies; and, as I like 
to say, between habit and instinct. 34 
- . .--· 
Friston is totally incapable of realizing any of these compromises 
in hi..s own life. Since he cannot·control either himself or his 
world through his rationality, he retreats into spurious, confused 
thinking such as the.above in whichp perhaps significantly againp 
he talks of reintegrating that body and mind which is so radically 
divorced in himself and in Wolfe as wello 
In the final account, the liberals in the novel, Wolfe and Friston, 




of their liberal. creed. It is presumably because o.f the former•s 
stand against racism, his protest against it, and his realization 
that in many respects the colonized (the blacks) are superior to 
the colonizers (the whites), that Plomer begins his novel vnth the 
statement that "I think TUrbott Wolfe may have been a man of 
genius. 1135 The assumption is that Wolfe, and perhaps Friston as 
well, are, in the words of the Hermann Hesse epigraph to the novel, 
those "prophetic dreamers" and 11 singing-teachers 1u who have made 
\ 
poetry of the unconscious of the African continent in their night-
mare. In purely aesthetic terms, however, it emerges .quite clearly 
.•· 
that Wolfe draws poetry out of nothing; the sheer ineptness of 
Plomer•s treatment of him assures this failureo Furthermore, he 
and his creed are, at the start of the book, hollow; ·and they end 
it with this hollowness merely confirmed. Wolfe was lost before 
he began. Consequently, the reader feels nothing of the tragedy 
which Plomer is so obviously seeking to injftct into his final 
failure, in his retreat from Africa to England in order to die; 
his end remains one of ignominy& The cynical dejection which takes 
over at the end of the book has been foreshadowed all along; 
Wolfe's admission of defeat to his servant Caleb has a predetermined 
ring abcmt it o 
III 
rn conclusion, TUrbott Wolfe is far more remarkable for its failures 
than for its successes. On the one hand, the novel has been 
praised for its prescience, a prescience which is revealed in well 
known passages like the following: 
"native question! What the hell is the 
native question1 You take away tiie black 
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man's country, and, shirking the future 
consequences of your action, you blindly 
affix a label to what you know (and fear) 
the black man is thinking of you - 'the 
native question•. Native question, indeedt 
My good man, there is no native question. 
It isn't a question. Ites an answer. I 
don't know whether people are wilfully 
blind, that they can't see what's coming. 
The white man's as dead as a doornail in 
this country. You gain nothing by not 
looking facts in the face. All this 
Empire-building's a blooming blind alley. 
36 
But if the novel does include perceptions like these which were 
undeniably advanced for their time (and which are also the obvious 
reason for the high esteem in which it has been held), it must be 
stressed that Turbott Wolfe is primarily a badly written novel 
about the failure of the liberal impulse in south Africao If ~t 
is 11 advanced" because of the political vision which it contains 
at certain points, it is equally conspicuous for the utter poverty 
of its liberal vision - a vision which belongs to Plamer as much 
as to his protagonists. As Michael Wade has written: "Tll.rbott 
......... . ~. 
Wolfe's supposition is that to seek honest_ly £0~ a solution only 
leads to the unfortunate discovery that the liberal code is hollow 
~t the core, at least in the unsympathetic south African environment .. 
There is nothing left for the liberal to do but to withdraw '(if he 
survives) licking his wounds." 37 
However, having shown the hollowness Of the liberal code in SOUt'fi--
Africa, 
/ . 
Plomer is unable to suggest an alternative intellectual 
mode or ideology. once again, and as in The Story of An African 
~, the failure of liberalism is graphically portrayed; yet no 
other ideology is entertained. Although it might have been 
significant that Friston resorts to Communism·(or "Bolshevism", as 
it is called in the book) at the end of the novel, his ideas are 
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never fully developed ·and Friston himself is too confused to make 
his conversion a serious matter and a critique, implicit or other-
wise,. of that liberalism to which he formerly adhered. Thus 
TU.rbott Wolfe, too, ends in a blind alley; it says far more about 
the uselessness of liberalism than anything else. But it can say 
no more; it knows no more. 
Shortly after the publication of this novel William Plomer left 
south Africa for good. The liberalism to which he himself adhered 
being incapable of coping with that African horror which he had 
perceived and written about, and its having been shown to be hollow 
in the south African context, perhaps made this departure inevitable~ 
since he could not adopt any other ideologyr he had to leave for .a 
country in which his liberalism was acceptable and possessed some 
efficacy. In a conversation with Peter Wilhelm, Laurens van der Post 
has said: ~-
If you read TUrbott Wolfe o o .. you wi 11 see 
that when Turoott wo1£'Etcfies _- and don't 
forget that this is a book about a dying 
man - it is the Afric~n part of William 
Plomer that dies. He has to go 9 he's made 
his choice; although he calls civilization 
obscene, although he calls it corrupt, he 
chooses to identify himself with the forces 
of civilization, and particularly civilization 
as it is expressed in Great Britain ••• 
He felt he could command the situation here 
in England ; that if he went back to Africa 
he would be called upon to do things that 
were not really, as he saw it, the business 
of a Man of Letters, and which would provoke 
reactions in him ··~ He could cope with 
fear, but he didn't want to have to cope 
with the horror. 38 · 
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:r:n any discussion of Alan Paton's Cry, the_Beloved Country (1948) 
it is important to note that the writer himself grew up in an era_ 
before south African racial politics had hardened into their 
present intransigenceo As J.Fe Cronin has written: 
Paton was born in 1903. He was, thus, already 
in his mid-forties when the Nationalist Party 
under Malan ousted smuts in the General 
Election of 1948 to establish the first 
Afrikaner government of south AfricA and 
inaugurate the present regimeo It helps 
toward an understanding of his career to know 
that he grew up at a time when south Africa's 
racial issues were not yet as violent and 
clear-cut as they are today. True, it has 
often been pointed out that much racially 
oppressive legislation had found its way onto 
the sta'.:ute ':1001< L1 soutt ,·1.fI::.cil e·.ren tef'ore 
Afrikaner Nationalism came to power, and it 
may be-true that Smuts' United Party was 
essentially as illiberal in this respect as 
Verwoerd's National Party came to be, but it 
was only from 1948 on that apartheid began 
to be applied at all points as a deliberate 
governmental policye Paton was by then 
already in middle life. Growing up as he 
did in an earlier south Africa than that 
which saw the youth of Dan Jacobson or 
Nadine Gordimer, he would be less- likely than 
they to see the country's proble.ms as suscep-
tible only of extreme solutions. -- 1 
The important point is that Paton wrote his first and most famous 
novel at a time wh~n liberalism.still seemed to provide an answer 
to south Africa~s problemse In a sense, it represents the 
culmination of that liberal optimism and confidence of whites which 
-···· 
had its heyday in the two or three decades preceding its publication 
and it is deeply informed by the thinking of famous south African 
liberal intellectuals like Hoernl~, Rheinalt-Jones and JGH$ Hofmeyer~ 
This "Story of comfort in Desolation" was 
written when the English United Party was 
still in power in 1948; and it presents a 
picture of optimism, together with an assumed 
confidence iri ·the European' :s · ability to lead --
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and guide Africans to a better condition. 
Today it is regarded by many who would have 
praised it then as an old-fashioned pater-
nalist book, which portrays Africans in a 
sentimental and unrealistic light; and it 
is probable that Mr. Paton himself who has 
since become much more deeply invoived in 
politics (in common with other liberal 
wr~ters) would ~gree. so?n after Cry was 
written the Afrikaner Nationalist Party 
came into power, and liberals have been 
forced into a more militant and committed 
posture. 2 
This was written in 1957 by an anonymous reviewer in The Times 
Literary Supplement. Yet even when the novel was written. roughly 
ten years earlier, the .liberal vision which finds frequent didactic 
expression in it was completely inadequate. The very problems 
\Jhich Cry, d•e Beluii'ESd cqu:r .. trr .fir.st fo.r-mulates and tll~n endeavours 
to solve do not admit of a solution in the terms which the liberal 
~deology provideso 
II 
If Paton's intentions in Cry, t11e Be~o~ed Country are carefully 
examined 9 it will emerge that his primary concern in this novel is 
to eXPos~ a certain state of affairs in south Africa; name~y, the~ 
~ - ~---~-----~~--~--· .. - - ~-- --· -~ ---:..._ 
social consequences of the destruction of the tribal system by t~e 
whites and the general disintegration, both moral and otherwise .. 
which_characteri zes sou th African society as a whole. Throuft_!i the __ 
personal sagas of the Reverend Stephen Kumalo, James Jarvis. and 
their respective sons, he wishes to reveal some of the tragic 
consequences of this societal disintegration and, at the same time 9 
he clearly wishes to provide an example of moral and spiritual 
growth through suffering, a Christian message of comfort and hope 
_despi-t::e the prevailing desolation, and to make an appeal to the 
liberal consciences of his readers. 
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In order to achieve these purposes, Paton makes use of the literary 
mode of tragedy. But this is not only because the novel abounds in 
those fateful contradictions which make tragedy the most appropriate 
mode for it. As J.M. Coetzee has said: 
A favoured mode among White south African 
writers has been tragedy (though Afrikaans 
writers have given much time to a mytho~ 
graphic revision of history). Tragedy is 
typically the tragedy of inter-racial love: 
l 
a White man and a Black woman, or vice versa
0 
fall foul of the laws against miscegenation, 
or simply of White prejudice, and are 
destroyed or driven into exile. The overt 
content of the fable here is that love 
conquers eyil through tragic suffering when 
such suffering is borne witness to in art; 
its covert content is the apolitical 
doctrine that defeat .can turn itselff by 
the t:w:i.st of tragedy, int0 vict0ry. The 
tragic hero is a scapegoat who takes our 
punishment. By his suffering we undergo a 
ritual of expiation, and as we watch in 
sympathy our- emotions are purged, as 
Aristotle noted, through t~e operations of 
pity and terror. 3 
.. , __ ..... 
Tragedy affords a solution, both artistic and otherwise, to that 
which in reality has not been solved at a11> Coetzee goes on to say~ 
Religious t:r·agedy r2coL.c::.1es us to the 
inscrutable dispensation by giving a 
meaning to suffering and defeat.~. The 
predominant example of religious tragedy 
in south Africa is Alan Paton~s cryL th~ 
Beloved Countrv. A young African comes to 
the ci ty,£aiis among bad companionsf and 
in a moment of confusion kills ·a White., 
He is hanged. The fathers of the dead men 
console and learn to respect each other •. 
Th~ hero who bears the blows of.fate.is here 
doubled in the persons of the two fathers; 
we share their suffering as they share each 
other's suffering, in pity and terror. The 
gods are secularized as the pitiless justice 
of the law. Nevertheless, Paton's fable 
bears the invariant content of religious 
tragedy: that the dispensation under .which 
man suffers is unshakeable, but that our 
pity for the hero-victim and our terror at 
his fate can be purged by the ritual of re-
enactment. 4 
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But it is not only because of its apolitical nature that tragedy 
becomes a mode which results in mystification rather than revelation. 
In the final essay of Language And Silenc~ (1967), George steiner, 
discussing whether revolutionary art will succeed in producing 'highg 
revolutionary tragedy, remarks: 
no less than a tragedy iili th God, with a 
compensating mechanism of Pinal justice 
and retribution, a tragedy without God~ 
a tragedy 0£ pure immanence, i~t"a ·self-
contradiction. Genuine tragedy is 1 
inseparable from the mystery of injustice, 
from the conviction that man is a 
precarious guest in a world where forces 
of unreason have dark governance. Lacking 
this belief, a drama of conflict will 
hardly be distinguishable from serious 
comedy, with its pattern of intrigue and 
mvndane -reso1·.:i.ti'Jn (tte equations of ~:ra:J2d1 
cannot be solved, there are in them too many 
unknowns)o 5 
Sophoclean tragedy, for instance, draws much of its mystery and 
strength, its power to evoke feelings of pity and terror, from its 
' 
characteristic emphasis on the gap between human and divine judge-
'>, 
ments. Sophocles writes througho~t in the conviction that the laws 
of the gods are not the same as the laws ~f-men~ and what may seem 
right enough to men may be utterly wrong for the gods&· His tragic 
~ world is one in which men, acting according to their human nature 9 
are countered and corrected, for evil or for good, by powers outside 
/ 
themselves, and although they may try to work against these~ in 
. 
the end they are at their mercy. The ways of the _gods remain-a·-~·-----· 
secret and it is not for men to criticize them or even to hope to: 
understand them. What is required is a mood of unquestioning awe 
and respect. The discrepancy between a divine order and the order 
of the world is what creates genuine tragedy. 
Now it would seem that Paton, in order to make a powerful emotional 
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appeal to the consciences and liberal sentiments of his readers, 1 
is concerned to make the causes for the tragic unfolding of events 
which his novel records ultimately inexplicable, the function of 
some Fate or divinity whose ways cannot be fathomed by man. For 
only through this strategy will injustice become mysterious and 
produce that sense of ultimate mystery which is one of the defining 
features of genuine tragedy. Consequently, he is continually 
harping on mystery and the mysteriousness of human existenceo The 
novel abounds in expressions of this sort: 
Who indeed knows the secret of the earthly 
pilgrimage? Who indeed knows why there 
can be comfort in a world of desolation. 6 
Bis son had qone astray :i.n the grea.t c:i.ty,o. 
where so many had gone astray before him, 
and where many others would go astray after 
him, until there was found some great secret 
that as yet no man had discovered. 7 
I believe, he said, but I have learned that 
is a secret~ Pain and sufferipg, they are 
a secret. Kindness and love~ ''they are a 
secret. 8 
Why was it given to one man to:· have his pain 
transmuted into gladness? Why'was it given 
to one man to have such an awareness of God? 
But h:'.s mind would conta:Lr.. it n:i long2~ .. 
It was not for man's knowing. He put it 
from his mind, for it was a. secret~ 9 
And just ·as many aspects of human existence are surrounded by a 
nimbus of mystery, so the law is deifiedp is put into a position 
-
I 
where-it cannot be questioned; it is treated as a di vine insti.tu.:tion 
--
which requires unquestioning awe and respect as an utterly objective 
arbiter over the subjective follies and anarchies of men: 
You may not smoke in this Court, you may not 
whisper or speak or laugh~ You must dress 
decently, and if you are a man, you may not 
wear your hat unless such is your religion. 
This is in honour of the Judge and in honour 
of the King who.se officer he is; and in 
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honour of the Law behind the Judge, and in 
honour of the People behind the Law. When 
the Judge enters you will stand, and you 
will not sit till he is seated. When the 
Judge leaves you will stand, and you will · 
not move till he has left you., This is in 
honour of the Judge, and of the things 
behind the Judge. 10 
Yet in attempting to re-create the mystery of injustice and Fate 
\l.rhich has such potent emotional effects, Paton stumbles into the 
contradiction which Steiner has pointed out .. For the series of 
l 
misfortunes which his novel relates are definitely not the result 
of the obscure workings of gods (or of God) whose ways and whims 
cannot be discovered by man. Like the la~)'/ which has been formulated 
~as an expression and defence of the interests of white south Africa 
alone, and which therefore has no credibility whatsoever as an 
impersonal god, these misfortunes are quite explicable in terms of 
the man-made reality and historical conditions of south Africa in 
the first half of this century. Cry, the ,E~_lov~_,g_ouE:~ry is thus 
a tragedy of 11 pure.immanence" on top of which a mystifying Christian 
concern with suffering and joy has been imposed., In shortr it is 
not genuine tragedy at allo 
Part of Paton's technique of mystification is to portray a succession 
of unfortunate events and then to dwell on the deep, passive grief 
/ 
which these cause in various personso Thus 11 in the section which 
dramatizes a housing shortage in t~e townships outside Johannesburg 
and which refers to the death of a black woman's child and to her 
subsequent grief over this, we find generalizations of the following 
sort: "Such is the lot of women, ·to carry 1 to bea.r, to watch, and 
to lose .. n 11 , Thus we repeatedly find Stephen Kumalo with his i 8 tragic 
eyes" and "his face in the mould of its suffering."12 The 




out characterization of the almost insuperable sorrow and mourning, 
which it arouses. And although Paton could be said to follow this 
strategy in .order to convey the very real helplessness and 
justifiable bewilderment of the simple-hearted, largely uneducated 
black in the face of a cruel and alien white world whose domination. 
is ubiquitous and so unfathomable thatr like a Kafkaesque one, it 
takes on all the mysteriousness and arbitrariness of an unknown go'd, 
the function of his interminable emphases on blind, grief-stricken 
I 
reactions is both to obscure the real reasons (and hence possible 
solutions) for the tragic incidents and to elicit from the,reader 
a purely emotional identification with the suffering hero so that, 
again, the real reasons for a predicament are smothered under the 
flow of sympathy which the reader feels for him or hero Brecht's 
11 estrangement 11 effects, whereby the emotional responses of his 
dramatic characters are deliberately muted in order that the audience 
might better perceive that a particular ber~eavement hQ.s specific 
societal causes and thus can be prevented through specifically social 
solutions (which perception might make possible a rejection 0£ the 
fatalities and eternal recurrences of .tragedy), might have had a 
salutary ef feet on Cry, ,!=.he Bel_oved Cou_ntri~ For the emotionalism 
of the novel time and again results in mystificationo 
3Ut there is another type of mystification at work in this novel, 
one which has equally serious cons~quences. As a ruie a novel opens 
by depictins a probiematic situation which the rest -of' the text \ 
then seeks to solve. Another way or putting this would be to say 
that the· text (whether it be novel'•. poem, or drama) is internally 
dissonant~ In the words of Terry Eagleton~ it is "never at one 
with itself, ror it were it would have absolutely nothing to say. 
It is, ratller, a process of becoming at one with itself - an attempt 
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to overcome the problem of itself."13 
In its simplest, most conventional expression, this-problem usually 
takes the form of a conflict between the dreams and idealism of an 
individual and a society whose materialism and determinism prevents 
the fulfillment of individual ideals. The internal dissonance of the 
text is produced by a cor{rlict between material, historical· conditions 
and the various forms of necessity which these ivipose, and an 
ideo~ogy which enshrines values opposed to those dictated and 
determined by these conditions. 
·cry,. the Beloved Cquntr_y provides a particularly clear example of 
this process which is characteristic of almost a11 literature. The 
problem that it initially ·poses and presents is that of the detribal-
ization of the blacks by the whites and the lawlessness and moral 
corruption which this typ~ of enforced social disintegration has 
causedo The novel describes quite accurately and also explains a 
certain historical phenomenon which is now -~--commonplace in the 
analyses which one .finds in South Africa~ cr:lminology textbooks. 14 
Msimangu formulates the central problem of the novel as follows~ 
The tragedy is not that things are broken. 
The tragedy is that they are not mended 
again. The white man has broken the tribeo 
And it is my belief - and again I ask your 
pardon - that it cannot be mended again. 
BUt the house that is,broken, and the man 
that falls apart when the house is broken, 
these are the tragi~ things. That is why 
children break the law 9 and old white people 
are robbed and beaten. 15 
And this is set out more formally in the papers of the murdered 
Arthur Jarvis: 
The old tribal system was, for all its 
------.....,.~· ~-·-:r -· _, ___ ,. ... ___ ...... 
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violence and savagery, for all its suuer-
stition and witchcraft, a moral syste~. 
our natives today produce criminals and 
prostitutes and drunkardsr not because it 
is·their nature to do so. but because their 
simple system of order and tradition and 
convention has been destroyed. It was 
destroyed by the impact of our own civili-
zation$ Our civilization has therefore an 
inescapable duty to set up another system 
·of order and tradition and conventiono 16 
. It is this form of social disintegration which constitutes the 
I 
central problem to which the novel addresses itself. 
At the same time, however, a certain ideology, which is an amalgam· 
of liberalism and Christianity, is brought :to bear upon this materialll 
sociologi<.:al _p ... "oblem. And i ·I'.: i.s throl.A.gil this that the internal 
dissonance of the novel becomes most apparent; it is through this, 
too, that the major mystification of Cr_z1 __ the ... ~eloy~.d Coun·t;r;c i-s 
perpetrated. For through the mouth-pieces of Stephen Kumalo and 
Msimangu, Paton attempts to solve what is clearly and statedly a 
material 1 sociological problem by means of metaphysics; against 
-•.. 
the multiple problems caused by detribalization and urbanization. 
he advances the solution of love. Thus Msimangu maintains that 
"there is only one thing that has power.completely, and tha~ is love@ 
Because when a man loves, he seeks no power, and therefore he has 
powero"17 Of course this is useless; the problem has not been. 
caused by a lack of love in south Africa and therefore to pres~ribe 
an antidote of love for it is simply naive and completely beside 
the point. 18 The actual problem -and his solution for it are two 
completely separate, independent spheres which have no real 
practical relation to each other~ And since there is no possibility 
of the one really acting upon the other, since crime cannot be 
solved through love, and also because Paton can see no other 
solution (his ideology prevents this), throughout cry, the Beloveg 
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Country there is a steady displacement of or shift away from the 
major problem of the book, the sociological one, and an increasincr 
'-' 
focus on a single consequence of it: the personal sufferings of 
Stephen Kumalo and, to a lesser extent, those of James Jarvis& The 
• focus steadily shifts away from the question of what has caused a 
certain state of affairs and what is to be done about it and 
increasingly revolves around the efforts of single individuals to , 
survive and to transcend the personal suf.fering it has caused .. And 
! 
sirice the problem cannot be solved by the Christian love o.f 
Msimangu or Kumalo, nor by the liberal change of heart which 
James Jarvis undergoes and which expresses itself through a pater-
nalistic handout to a "boy's club" and his financial assistance in 
the restoration of the valley, it is simply collapsed and subsumed 
under the religious trials of Kumalo and the symphonic finale to 
the novel. 
When there is an irreconcilable clash between certain historical 
conditions and an ideology, the invariable result is tragedy.. BUt 
the mode of tragedy itself is often also a means of transcending 
this clasho Just as Jarvis and Kumalo are finally united by a 
mutual sympathy caused by their common loss of a son and 1 in a 
microcosmic, symbolic way effect a reconciliation between black and 
white races in south Africa, tragedy finally collapses the poles 
of the conflict and finds a solution in the restoration of an ~· 
ultimate order... and meaning which serves to create a calm of mind. 
The societal failure and defeat which is signified by the murder of 
Arthur Jarvis and the execution of Absalom Kumalo is transformedv 
by the tw:i.st of tragedy~ into the moral victory of James Jarv:is 
and the religious exultation of Stephen Kumalo who is re-united 
with an intimation of ultimate order and meaning through his final 
' ----- --~,..,.;. -
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sense of the nearness of God.- Even so, the evidence that this is 
not a genuine restoration (as in Sophoclean tragedy, for instance) 
but only an instance of two men who have each, as it were, made 
their sep~rate peace, is to be found in the fact that Paton quite 
literally cannot finish his novel. Although, in the final scene, 
the sun rises in the east and Stephen Kumalo rises in thanksgiving 
from his mountain vigil, the essential question remains unanswered·, 
the "mystery" of freedom and injustice remains t9 be solved: "But 
when that dawn will come, of our emancipation, .from the fear of 
bondage and the bondage of fear, why, that is a secret."1 9 
Nevertheless, something of a practical answer to this question is 
at least suggested in an ideological conflict which the novel 
promises to elaborate, but which is also collapsed and then abandoned. 
This conflict is the one feature of crz~ J:.he Be;lo~~-~c,~uE:!T..l that 
promises to redeem the novel from its persistent naivete of tone, 
its extraordinary lack.of political vision, and the sheer stupidity 
of that vision which it contains. However_v the fact that the novel 
I --
~- S !lot ·redeemed by a development of this confljct is itself a 
· reflection of the fact that Paton hims~~.£ is committed to an ideology 
which cannot allow for certain forms of conflict·and which simply 
cannot countenance them if its credibility is to survive. 
As has already been suggested, Paton's ideology is an amalgam of 
Christianity and liberalismQ In~ fundamental respect these two 
ideologies are by no means incompatible. For, as Leo Marquard has 
writtenp "liberals believe in the integrity and worth of every 
single individual~ Religious people would express this by saying 
that every individual is a child of God; and liberals who are not 
religious may derive their belief from humanism. But whatever its 
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origin, the belief is fundamental to liberalism and from it flow 
many of the demands of liberals, such as ·the rights of the individual 
and the equality of all in the eyes of the law. 020 In their common 
concern for and emphasis upon the worth of each and every human 
individual liberalism and Christianity go hand in hand. Now it was 
argued in Chapter 3 of this thesis that a belief in the primacy of 
. . . d 1~ b . . 21 the. indivi ual was at tue very asis of the liberal ideology; · 
and that with this belief it was inevitable that those virtues which 
~ 
would enhance the life of the individual would be emphasized and 
valued above all others, thp.t there would be a heavy stress in this 
I 
ideology on private virtues such as inner strength and integrity, 
and that there would be a marked suspicion of any political ideas 
and programmes which make demands of absolute commitment upon men 
and women since these are perceived as threatening to the essential 
autonomy of the individual. 
,: ... :~ .. 
It is Paton's deeo-seated belief in this fundamental liberal tenet . . 
which is the obvious reason why he would seem to refuse to explore 
the political implic~tions of the clash of ideologies found in .the 
altercations between John and Stephen Kumalo - a clash which 
promises much, but is never developedo Perhaps Ezekiel Mphahlele 
is getting close to this when he expresses the following dissatis-
faction: 11The priest's brother9 John Kumalo·, pretends to a roundness 
and one is tantalized into hoping ~hat the interplay of opposite 
personalities such as his and the priest's is going to grow into 
something memorable. John Kumalo is a political speech-maker; he 
always seems to be add-ressing a crowd even when he speaks to one 
person; he does not like Christian convention; he is sensible of 
the insecurity around him. He will do anything to avoid more pain 
than is already being inflicted upon him and his people. 1122 Yet 
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Mphahlele never fully articulates this failure. In a very real 
sense these two characters embody the distinction that Arthur Koestler 
draws in his essay, "The Yogi and the Commissar". Stephen is an 
advocate of "Change from Within", of spiritual purification, and is 
in favour of passivity, submission, meekness and guidance; John 
is a proponent of "Change from Without" and of the activism, domination 
and calculation which this programme for social change demands. o·n 
the one hand John Kumalo believes "tha.t what God has not done for 
South Africa, man must do. 023 On the other, Stephen's faith is. 
"that power corrupts, that a man who fights .for justice must himsel.f 
be cleansed and purified, that love is greater than force." 24 
Now it is all too clear that throughout Cry~ ~t!1~ Belo.r.ed,,f~n.trz 
Paton is preaching for a revolution of hearts ("Change from Within") 
rather than for a revolution in a social and economic structure 
("Change from Without")~ Because of his li;:beral Christian vision 
and the limits it automatically imposes on the nature and range 0£ 
political beliefs and practises available to· hi.m, he never really 
questions the power of humility, respect for -p-ersons, compassion 
and the quest for personal salvation·to achieve a significant 
restructuring of society. He himself does not seem to realize 
(though John Kumalo makes this clear) that although Christianity 
might offer profound spiritual strength to people at bay (the novel 
itself is a good illustration of j'l,lst this), it also imparts a·= 
political weakness which dictate~1 however necessarily and realist-
ically, an acceptance of the hegemony of the oppressor. 25 Nor 
does Paton ever really question the applicability of the sermon on 
the Mount to a political programmeo For though it may be possible 
to establish just relations between individuals purely by moral 
and rational suasion and accommodation, in inter-group relations 
this is practically an impossibility. The relations between groups 
are always predominantly political ri3,ther than ethical; they are 
determined by the proportion of power each group possesses as much 
as by any rational and moral appraisal of the comparative needs 
and claims of each group. ·But Paton, with an ideology which commits 
him to the individual rather than to the group, does not understand 
this. 
I 
Nevertheless, scattered through the novel are a number of passages 
which either implicitly or explicitly call into question his ultimate 
faith in a change.of heart (an increase in love and the rooting out 
of fear and hatred) to cure various illso These passages are usually 
given to John Kumalo. For example 1 the follO\ving words come from 
him during a public speech: 
Is it wrong to ask more money? John Kumalo 
asks .. we get little enough •.. It is onJ,y our 
share that we ask, enough to· Keep our wives 
and our families from starvation~ For we do 
not get enough •• o We know that we do not 
get enough, Kumalo says. We ask ,only for 
those things that labouring men fight for 
in every country in the world, the right to 
sE:ll O't;.r labour .for what it is wort:1 .... 
They say that higher wages ~~11 cause the 
mines to close do~m. ~rhen what is it worth, 
this mining industry'? And why should it be 
kept alive, if it is only our poverty that 
keeps it alive? They say it makes the 
·country rich, but what do we see of these 
riches? Is it we that must be kept poor 
so that others may stay rich? • • • All we 
ask is justice, says Kumalo • • • We are 
asking only for more money from the richest 
industry in the world. This industry is . 
p·owerless without our labour. Let us cease 
to work and this industry will die. And I 
say, it is better to cease to work than to 
, work for such wages. - 26 
t.w 
In so far as cry, the Belove?. Country: records an antagonism between 
a basically materialist view of south Africa's conflicts (which is 
reflected in John Kumalo's attitudes and ideas) and an idealist 
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attempt to solve them (reflected in the ideas of Stephen and Msimangu), 
it can be regarded as a rudimentary novel of ideas. But Paton never 
develop~s this antagonism to the point where it would become truly 
meaningful. Indeed, he cannot; his ideology prevents him from 
doing so. Through his liberalism and Christianity which demand that 
people be judged as ends in themselves and not as means, and according 
to their moral worth·and integrity rather than their practical 
political usefulness, he can conveniently disposEf of this antagonism., 
Thus John Kumalo's moral corruption is emphasized to the extent 
that his actual political worth, the substantial accuracy Of his 
many brief analyses, is ultimately ignored and glossed over: 
11 
- Perhaps we should thank God he is corrupt, said Msimangu solemnJ.y. 
For if he were not corrupt, he could plunge this country into. blood-
shed. He is co_rrupted by his possessions, and he fears their los:s, 
and the loss of the power he already has."27 In short, because 
John Kumalo is not a good man, his poli tics:.:.are not goods Yetr, 
ironicallyv he is the one person in the novel who displays something 
of a real political understanding. 
--., -- ---·--"' 
The immediate result of this ideological clash being dissolved and 
disposed of through moral condemnation is that the final political 
vision which emerges from Cry, tl.1~ J?eloved Country: is naive in the 
extreme. As Ezekiel Mphahlele has written: "Because the ·message 
keeps imposing itself on us in Crz, the Beloved Country, we cannot 
, 
but £'eel how thickly laid on the writer's liberalism is: let the 
boys be kept busy by means of club activities and they will be less 
inclined to delinquency; work for a change of heart in the white 
ruling class (Jarvisis final philanthropic gesture and his son~s 
practical interest in club activities together 'With his plea to 
south Africa indicate this). 1128 These practical "solutions" scarcely 
' ____ ,. _____ ~-..... 
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solve or even begin to suggest a way of solving the problematic 
historical situation with which the n.ovel deals; and they hardly 
set a precedent. 
A still further result of this failure to develop the implications 
of this clash of ideologies29 is an artistic failure; the novel 
becomes badly weighted, lop-sided; it becomes a tear-jerker - which 
is only another way of saying that it is lacking 1 i~ reality. Its 
sentimentality is, of course, in accord with one of its express 
intentions; significantly,. Cry, the Be~oy,e,d ~~u11try is subtitled 
"A story Of Comfort In Desolation" •. Like a good liberal and 
Christian, Paton is always concerned to console, to lessen any 
potential conflict, and to appeal to the moral consciences and 
emotions of his readers. Depictions of pain are always the best 
means for this latter purpose since they provoke pity and sentiment-
ality. And his liberal desire to reduce copflict perhaps explains 
his almost obsessive presentations of the goo~ white man, of 
characters like the advocate who takes on Absalom Kumalo's case 
£!9-~£, Father Vincent, and those helping blacks at a school for 
- the blind: "It was white men who did this work o.f mercy, and some 
of them spoke English and some spoke Afrikaans. Yesp those ·who 
spoke English and those who spoke Afrikaans came together to open 
the eyes of black men that were blind. 113° Furthermore, he uses 
this figure of the _good white man, ,the liberal hero (Arthur Jarvis), 
who is destroyed by the harsh Sou~h African reality, as a representa-
tive figure who atones through his death for the collective guilt 
of the v.rhi tes e For the purposes of conciliation he also uses the 
figure of the g,o<?.£ black man, the "Uncle Tom" character, who will 
allay the suspicions and the hostility of whites towards blacks. 




explicit) in his treatment of the blacks and all the emotional effects 
aroused by his attempted reconciliations do not have the final effect 
of providing comfort in desolation; they merely serve as an incom-
plete disguise for the limitations in the ideology which informs 
the novel. In the final analysis, Crz, the B~loved Country does 
not so much display the iniquities of various aspects of south 
African life; rather, it reveals the poverty o.f Paton's ideology.'. 
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Paton creates exactly the same form of mystification in his 
later novel, Too Late The Phalaro'"'p~ ( 1 953). Apart from the 
fact that it also uses a spurious 1orm of tragedy (the 
Immorality Act is no substitute for the gods), Paton also sees 
the problem here as being a tyranny of fear and a lack of love .. 
He does not seem to realize that the rigid Afrikaner Calvinist 
mentality that he portrays in this novel (and which is 
exemplified by Pieter Van Vlaanderen's father), its lack of 
warmth and spontaneity, its many obsessional traits (such as 
love of discipline and. order, which manifests itself in strict 
parents and, particularly, in authoritarian fathers) operates 
:;i~. a def~nse mechanism cmong ":he rrJ.ling 'Vhi te:., esi::ec5.a:tly- ":ha 
Afrikaners, against a basic national anxiety, arising from a 
basic :national insecurity. In other words, the Calvinist gives 
evidence of an obsessional and authoritarian national character 
in an attempt to compensate for an abnormally high level 0£. 
anxiety originating in a deep sense of national insecurity. 
His rigid nature 9 therefore, is due as much to his political 
uosition in south Africa as to any suoposedlv inherenf""'tr'ai'ts" 
But in Too Late The Phalarope Paton,.through~ the mouth-piece 
of Tante Sophie, suggests that the tragedy might have been 
avoided if sufficient love had been forthcoming. This might~ 
of course, have been true. But in so far. as this novel is a 
study of Afrikaner Calvinism in general, it is to be doubted 
whether the love, the true love as opposed to the twisted, 
"Ji11ich he advocates is any sclution at all. Once again Paton 
is attempting to solve what is at root a political problem 
-through personal love; once again this is a mystffication. 
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It is in the novels of Nadine Gordim~r and Dan Jacobson that the 
poverty of the liberal ideology is most fully displayed; in their 
work it also receives the fullest criticisme These novelists both 
began publishing their first work in the Fifties, in a period in 
which it would seem there was still a residual faith in the 
possibilities for liberalism in South Africa. Their writings are 
' 
informed by a specifically urban English.consciousnesso Beyond 
I 
these immediate similarities, however, there is a marked divergence 
.. 
between these two writers, _and this is a result of their individual 
development as writers. Jacobson is a self-confessed liberal and 
he has never ceased from professing his liberalismQ Since all his 
novels point quite conclusively to the failure of this ideology,. 
at least in the south African context, and since he has never 
interpreted this as a sign that he ought to modify if not change 
his faith and approach, he has been driven ... to that form of renuncia-
• ... :::f-'· . 
tion which is self-exile in England (as are many of his characters) 
where he has been able to continue \\Ti ting from almost exactly the 
same standpoint. In short, he has not really· developed at all. 1 
on the other hand, Gordimer 8 s work attests to a long and continuing 
development, and central to this development is her changing 
attitude to liberalism and its particular fate in this country. 
And this is one of the reasons why she is tne finest novelist yet 
produced by south Africa. 
II 
In The Evidence of Love (1959) Dan Jacobson himself speaks through 
---,~-> ......... ! 
··the following passagE7: 
----- . .,.._. __ --~--. -..,....__,.--..-~.-----~--' 
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Almost all white south African liberals 
begin very early: that is their trouble, 
or their glory, if you so prefer. Tiny 
little children, they can be, when they 
begin to •feel sorry' for all the African 
and Coloured children • • . and though, like 
any well-brought-up white childy our little 
liberal is horrified by the snot that hangs 
from the noses of the black children, at 
the grime that is encrusted on the back of 
their hands, at the very blackness of their 
skins - still,' in a way he does not under-
stand and does not even desire, he feels a 
large, unwelcome and inexplicable responsi-
bility for their cold, their hunger, their 
misery. It is a burden to him; a double 
burden, a treble burden, for he is burdened 
not only by his pity, and by his impotence 
to relieve the.misery that arouses his pity; 
but also by his loneliness. 2 
Many 0£ the dilemmas of liberalism which have already J:>een outlined 
in this thesis appear in this passage: . the unbridgeable divide 
between a relatively liber·a1 white world and that of the black; 
the horrified helplessness of the white in the face of anything 
outside the pale of the ordered affluence ,,of the white world;. and 
the impotence and loneliness of a minority which has no power to 
bring about changeo But since these dilemm~s and limitations are 
all worked out \vithin the framework of Jacobson's own liberalism 
he can never transcend them~ Whilst~- .. he is 
particularly critical of would-be, self-congratulatory liberals, 
his own liberalism undercuts this criticism. And this self-defeating 
contradiction is particularly apparent in his earlier novella, 
A Dance In The Su~ (1956). 
The powerlessness and bad faith of the liberal stance is carefully 
delineated in this work in which two white English south African 
students, hitch-hiking down to the Cape for their summer holidays, 
are forced to spend a night in an isolated Karroo village where, 
much against their will, they ara drawn into an interracial 
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entanglement. They find a bed for the night in the home of the 
Fletchers; Mrs. Fletcher's brother has seduced the sister of Joseph, 
a black servant, and we witness the discomfiture of the well-meaning 
students when Joseph refuses their of fer of help and exposes their 
liberal pretensions. 
The powerlessness of the students, Frank and the nameless na.rrator, 
is not only reflected in the number .of dilemmas 1Jlith which they are 
faced and which they fail to solve, but also in their characteristic 
tone of voice, the liberal tone of voice. It is one which is timid, 
sceptical and hesitant, and it is often reduced to silence both 
because of and in spite of its rationality and sense of superiorityw 
When confronted by the crude passions and dogmatic certitudes of 
Mr. Fletcher (whose every opinion is a stereotype of vihi te raci_~t 
attitudes), the narrator can only comment: "We had both lived long 
enough in the country of our birth to know .itha.t to attempt to argue 
'\vi th people who talk the way that man did is a waste of time a.nd 
" •. 
temper, but for all that we weren't going _to tell him yes, we thought 
all tl':0 educated kaffirs shov.ld be s1:wt." 3 No ma."':ter h'.Jw eras~ a:r.irl 
vehe_ment Fletcher is, he cannot be ope!).ly repudiated; he can be 
answered only by that silence which is a sign of helplessnesso In 
the face of a singie-minded passion and bigotry, the liberalr 
accustomed to a more reasoned and reasonable approach to things, has 
-to withdraw into a defensive muteness. All his arguments are power-
less against p·assion; his reason has no strength when it is 
confronted by the unreasonable •. 
However, this helplessness is not simply confined to a tone of voice 
which runs right through the novella, a voice which has the final 
effect of weakening whatever intensity the book might contain and 
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establishing its persistent tone of dullness and flatness. , This 
voice is only one reflection of the weakness of liberal rationality. 
For, more particularly, much of the helplessness of the liberal 
stance lies in its.charitable impulse, in that desire to do good 
which is so much a part of it. Paradoxically, it is this moral 
impulse which liberalism advocates which weakens the liberalo In 
A Dance In The sun the two students are faced with a specific moral 
problem - whether help should be given and fidel~ty should be shown 
to a wronged black rather than to a whiteo But since they do not 
understand that this problem is Ultimately not open to an individual 
solution since it•is merely a specific instance of a system of 
injustice which reigns over a whole country and which cannot be 
solved through a merely individual effort, they are defeated and 
end up with their sense of guilt and pity, which they were trying 
to expiate, only increased. (Remembering his reactions to the tales 
of hardship told to him by black servants·i.:.:n his childhood, the 
narrator comments.: "And already there stirred within us the .first 
uneasy strivings towards guilt and pity -_the"guilt and pity that 
' ---- 4 
'\Vere later to hunt us and sha.'Tle us in ou,r own country." ) What 
becrins as a charitable desire on the-part of the individual to be 
-.,J -·· -
of assistance to another individual is condemned to failure since 
the actual problem, its real causes and real solutions, are quite -
beyond the scope of the individual solution. Thus the liberal 
desire of the students to help 'on ,a ma.Yl to man basis is fated to 
degenerate into guilt and pity b~cause of the ultimate lack of 
efficacy in their charity~ 
once again liberal values are revealed as useless in the context oE 
the Karroo world which the novella depicts; they are readily 
defeated and rendered powerless by the passions and divisions which 
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pervade this uncultivated locale. Thus the students are condemned 
to remain outsiders, mere voyeurs, people who can look on but never 
participate. Despite the moral awareness and increased conscious-
• ness they might have·gained through Josephrs ability to reveal the 
limitations of their liberal stance, they reach an impasse which 
can only be overcome through escape, by their passing on to t;he 
gentler world of the Cape .for their holidays. 
Their eventual defeat is once again a result of their liberalism 
with its specific focus on .the individual. Frank and the narrator 
become enmeshed in what is ostensibly an individual moral problem; 
and yet the societal conditions which give rise to this problem are 
not individual; they are the result of a complex system of racial 
divisiveness which has been imprinted on ·the consciousness of both 
blacks and whites through a long history of exploitation and sub-
servienceo Because of the depth and pervq,sjveness of this system~ 
any moral act on the part of the liberal cannot hope to alter it; 
it can only really be an attempt to mitigat-e"the guilt of an 
individual conscienceo 
rt scarcely needs saying that guilt and pity are emotional complexes 
which tend to be crippling, and can all but destroy a person if 
forgiveness of some sort is not forthcoming. In A Dance In The sun 
it is made clear that forgiveness can only come from the black.,.-
.' 
servant, Josep_h, and, by extension, from all the blacks who have 
suffered under white oppression. And yet this is not given. 
At the end of the book a deadlock has been reached~ Both Frank and 
the narrator have been shamed by their liberal as·sumptions~ ignoring 
the barriers between races, which have led them to believe that they 
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can be of genuine and lasting assistance to Joseph: "he [Jose~h] 
had exposed the tenacity and dup.lici ty of my mvn feelings of white 
baasskap - my o\v:n 'liberal' intolerances, my own assertion of where 
his place should be, and where mine. 11,5 Fletcher is left a broken 
man, a symbol of white isolation, duplicity and futility, perforrn:i,,ng 
his enraged, symbolic dance in an empty, abandoned world, under a 
pitiless sun: 
. I 
we turned to look at Fletcher. Fletcher 
was dancing. Alone in the veld, in the 
middle of his dusty piece of ground, 
Fletcher was dancing ~~th humiliation 
and rage and despair. He stamped his feet 
into ,the dust, and gnawed his knuckles, 
and twisted his ears, and pulled at his 
chin, and brandished hi$ fists. He was . 
s ti 11 ::;,.i..?t:l.ng ili s L1ees, :w was s ti 11 
raising the dust about his an.1<les when we 
turned our backs on hie. We left him 
dancing there 9 solitary in the veld, a 
grotesque little figure, capering under 
a blazing sun. 6 
.. :.~·· 
And Joseph remains inextricably linked to him; the black remains 
as a kind of nemesis, a thorn in the flesh,·. q. living reminder of the 
guilt from which the white cannot escape 1 whilst the two students? 
unable to act effectively from their liberal base, have to forsake 
the -scene of the conflict. Effectively, there is no forgi vi::ness; 
the guilt of the whites has simply grown. 
The dubim:ts motives behind the liberal' s desire to act and help are 
also revealed in A Dance In The sun: 
We knew whose side we were on, without 
reflection. · And thou_gh we shrank from the 
prospect of further scenes with Mr Fletcher, 
of police actions, court cases, explanations-
and the general exposure of ourselves to 
public gaze which we could not but foresee; 
we were determined, nevertheless, not to 
betray the trust which Joseph, we felt, had 
placed upon us by telling us his story and 
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by calling upon us as his witnesses. In 
the normal course of events there were a 
great many duties which we, like any other 
citizens, were prepared to waive; but the 
duty we had towards Joseph was a limitless 
one. Guilt and pity, I have said, were 
hunting us out of country: here was an 
opportunity to expiate both. 7 
But when the narrator reflects in this manner, he ~s expressing no 
more than a forlorn hope. The alienation that obtains between 
races prevents any capacity the students might have to be of any 
! 
assistance; and their lack of an intimate experience and understanding 
of the situation in which they are involved makes their guilt and 
pity unreal emotions. The narrator realizes this in a passage which 
follows closely the one which has just been quoted: "We were adults 
now, and ready and determined to act, but~ insuperably, strangeness 
and distance from the story Joseph had told remained. I. was as 
white as I had been as a child and now, as then, the barriers in my 
imagination protected me from a realization~of our task as intimate 
as it might have been had Joseph been white. 118 
In -~~ . .9!.t[!D2 ...... <2f-~2.!=-~U=~~~~nisin, Hannah Arendt has 'J.Ti tten: "In 
times of growing misery and individual helplessnessg it seems as 
difficult to resist pity when it grows into an all-devouring passion 
as it is not to resent its very boundlessness, which seems to kill 
human dignity with a more deadly c;:ertainty than misery itself~ 119 
She sees a connection between help+essness, pity, and a loss 0£ 
human dignity.- Pity, the emotio~al response of the helpless 
individual (in this case, the liberal), would seem to be a mechanism 
which effects an identification wi'th others (the pi tied) which 
thereby reduces the helplessness o.f the pitier. But it frequently 
happens that pity serves to distort a situation; as a character 
in Sartre's Altona remarks: "When one does nothing, one believes 
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f . b f h' . 10 onesel respons1 le or everyt 1ng-. 11 Frank and the narrator, 
acting from a basis of guilt and pity, fail to appreciate Joseph's 
autonomy; perceiving him in the light o.f their own helplessness, 
they assume that he is helpless too. As it happens 9 and to their 
shame, they are proved to be utterly wrong. 
Nevertheless, the two liberal students do not, in fact, show much · 
in the way of pity itself, of an instinctive flow of sympathy for 
the suffering and down-trodden. Their instinctive reaction to the 
situation which they have walked into is non-involvement: "We 
don't want to get involved in anything illega1. 1111 Through with-
drawal and a strained objectivity they attempt to placate their own 
·fears of becoming involved in something which they might not be 
able to control. ·The distance, suspicion and estrangement between 
races makes even their pity and guilt somewhat abstract gestures 
completely lacking in spontaneity~ This Qi...,,..stance and "objectivity" 
to which they cling also goes hand in hand with the rationality 
dictated by their liberalism. It is also ~he.of the bases for a 
number of important contrasts in A Dance-iii- The sun. 
The consciously taken decision of the students to stand by Joseph 
. . 
stands in stark contradiction to the spontaneous fidelity which the 
latter feels for his family, for his sister ·and her child. In 
essence, Joseph is the only charac~er in the book to whom fidelity 
is natural, w~ose morality is a natural component of his life: 
The profundity of this family feeling of his. 
did not arise~ it seemed to me, out of pride, 
or d~rnastic ambitions, or a desire to protect 
a self-regard ex.tended in· an unwarranted 
manner to the members of his familyo Nor was 
it merely an obedience to an imperative from 
an almost forgotten tribal past, whose commands 
were to be grudgingly heard and grudgingly 
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carried out. It was not even a matter of 
love - the protean emotion that excuses 
as many evasions as it encourages selfless-
ness. The precepts that he was obeying 
were those of his own morality - a morality 
that acted on its own level, almost word-
lessly, without .fuss. In its closeness and 
unquestioned necessity it presented itself 
simply as a part of life: what he was doing 
was the act of living. 12 
His attitude, in turn, contrasts even more deeply '\Vi th the inter-
necine infidelities which characterize the Fletcher household. ,, 
Nasie considers himself betrayed by his sister's rejection of him 
after he made Joseph's sister pregnant; his sister, Fletcher's 
wife, is broken by her guilt at having rejected him and by his final 
rejection of her; and Fletcher himself is finally spurned by 
everyone - he becomes a figure who symbolizes the destructive effects 
of white isolation and racism: 
He was abandoned: he had been cast aside 
by everyone: even his wife hag wanted .to 
leave him, and offered him now no support 
at all in his anguisho He had been jeered 
at and cursed and a kaf£ir had.worsted him, 
no one had come to· his defence·, ·attempted 
to deflect the accusations and insults that 
had been flung at him, no one had shown any 
pity f'o:c him. He was a.lone, in a monstrous 
loneliness that was great enough to warrant 
threats and promises and flattery and appeals 
to white ci vi li za ti on to the two young men 
who were in his house but implicated in none 
of the other miserable relationships with 
which he was surrounded. 13 -
There is a further contrast in the brother-sister relationships; 
·the unquestioned fidelity 'of Joseph towards his sister is set o.ff 
against the sterility of Mrs. Fletcher and Nasie•s indifference to 
her; his refusal to forgive and to· atone for his past. There is 
the contrast between :Mrs 9 Fletcher's shame at her brother• s 11 falJ.n 
and the consuming nature of her guilt for having consented to his 
expulsion from her home, and the guilt of the two students,who never· 
/:I 
• I 
seem to fee1 their own shame with much intensity. 
All these contrasts serve to underline the essential lifelessness 
and isolation of the whites, however frantic and feuding their 
various activities might be, and however rationally the liberals 
amongst them attempt to comprehend their violence. This isolation, 
which is only increased by the students~ inability to act effectively 
and to understand the real nature of. their situation, is also 
reflected in another repeatedly stressed element in the novella 
which contributes to their general sense of estrangement: namely, 
the country itself. 
The south African landscape is an important feature in all 
Dan Jacobson's south African writings. something of its importance 
for him is expressed in an essay he once ViTote, usouth Africa: 
Explanations and Speculations": 
~ ...... 
my single overwhelming impression of south 
Africa, when I look back now i's· not political. 
What I chiefly remember of .the country are 
its spaces, simply; all the empty unused 
landscapes of a c:ou;,1t::cy t:l1at s12ems to lie: 
bereft of any human pas-t, untouched by its 
own historyo Blue sky, bro\Vl1. earth, and 
peonle who live unaccommodated between: 
that is the abiding image of south Africa. 
There is something remote, far-sunken about 
the country, dwarfing the people who live in 
it, and making them, in turn~ seem remote 
from one another. 14 
His characteristic image of the landscape is an image of emptiness 
and isolation, of a desert or semi-desert dominated by the sun and 
hostile to human existenceo It is presented at the very beginning 
of A Dance In The s~: "the veld was enormous and empty, and the 
sun seemed to have seized the land, sucking all strength £rcim the 
thorn trees, and the earth, and our own bodies, leaving husks 
~1b }/ 
behind, husks of earth, husks of koppies, the vast empty husk of a 
. 15 
desert." And this same image of barrenness recurs throughout the 
book; it becomes almost an archetype. Just as Schreiner's desert 
symbolism in The Story of An African Farm represents an extremity 
·-
of spiritual and cultural isolation and deprivation, so Jacobson's 
Karroo deserts suggest a lack of civilization, culture and societyo 
The landscape is used as an objective correlative for the lack of 
texture in the culture of a society; the image of the landscape 
would seem to be dependent upon the image of the human cuJ,ture which 
it contains. The landscape is null and void because the fabric of 
society is null and void. And amidst this barrenness, stranded in 
a kind of no-man's-land between an inhospitable natural world and 
an inhospitable society, the liberal is reduced to a particular kind 
of nostalgia, a nostalgia ·for· an absent civilizationo After one of 
his encounters with Fletcher, the narrator remarks: 
It was a kind of homesicknes~~I felt then, 
but it was a sickness for a home I had 
never had, for a single cultivated scene, 
for a country less empty and violent, for 
people whose manners and skins and languages 
were fitted peaceably together .. --- The lorry 
on wnich we had hi tc.:i.1ed a lift from 'i.:ho.t 
young couple, whose li t-tle history I had 
just heard, had hurled us-towards the man 
next to whom I stood, and whom I had never 
seen before, across endless countrysides 
of heat-seized, silent veld; now we stood 
toaether for a moment before the next day 
~ . . . 
would hurl us apart again. And so Louw 
himself had come, and Frank who was sleeping, 
and the African outside who had been to 
Johannesburg - a multi-tongued nation of 
nomads we seemed to be, across a country too 
.big and silent for usl> too dry for cultivation, 
about which we went on roads like chains. 
We were caught within it, within this wide, 
sad land we mined but did not .cultivate. 16 
There are few passages in English South African literature which 
crystallize in so economical a manner the loneliness of the liberal 
in a land in which the societal texture is threadbare and is 
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conducive to anything but the realization of liberal values. 
Nevertheless, if it is one of Jacobson's intentions to reveal the 
' 
inadequacy of the liberalism of his students, and if he does do this 
quite clearly and successfully by pinpointing the impure motives 
v,rhich lie behind their actions and their failure to understand the 
real nature of the family feud into which they are drawn, in his 
critique he himself fails to realize that his liberals are blame-
} 
worthy not simply because they~act in order to relieve themselves of 
their own burden of guilt •. As has already been mentioned, they are 
blameworthy because neither they nor their. author seem to understand 
that the wrongs they are trying to redress cannot be righted through 
an individual act. Presumably Jacobson uses the two students and 
their liberalism as a kind.of diagnostic tool. They give him a 
perspective on events which might not be easy to control artistically; 
whilst the black (symbolized by Joseph) anq.:. the white (symbolized 
by the Fletcher family who, significantly, include both English and 
Afrikaans members) remain locked together b'~cause of the injustices 
done to the former by the latter, the libera·rs· remain outsiders who 
- possess the advantage of an overview- because of their estrangement •. 
All the same, and as A Dance In The sun shows both consciously and - . 
unconsciously, south Africa cannot be understood from a liberal 
perspective; and this lack of understanding applies both to the 
liberal characters and to Dan Jaco9son himself. The latter, like 
-the other novelists who have already been discussed, whilst he is 
intent upon exploring the limitations of liberalism and some of the 
conundrums it creates in south Africa, nevertheless does this from 
the vantage-point of his own liberalismo However, one cannot. 
fully criticize liberalism from a liberal standpoint; one needs 
another ideological platform. .BUt he does not possess this 
. ----. --.· -- ·-----... -·- . ----·::~-.--
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alternative platform. Consequently, he cannot see beyond his own 
limited perspective as well. And hence the arid, -frv.i tless and· 
ultimately uninformative deadlock which has been reached at the 
end of A Dance In The sun is a foregone conclusion. The novel ends 
flatly and weakly. 
Jacobson's own inadequate perspective is reflected in his character-
istic style. In almost no other English South African novel is 
there such an intimate relation between ideology and language; the 
cool, relaxed, reasonable and 11objective11 tone of his language goes 
hand in hand \vi th the values which the liberal ideology enshrines. 17 
And although Jacobson has clearly adopted his pedestrian, prosaic 
style in order that it should form a significant contrast with the 
dramatic events which his narrative records, it is finally uncon-
vincing; it has the final effect of deadening rather than illuminating" 
His style itself mirrors that detachment o-S;_ the liberal stance which 
proves to be so sterile.. It cannot fully explore those unconscious 
' 
and irrational aspects of behaviour which af'e .so· dominant in the 
novella. It reaches no great· heights of e·vocation, nor great depths 
of suggestion., In the end, it is as -.thin as the thinness of the 
landscape around Mirredal; and it is also as limiting as the liberal 
ideology which lies behind it. 
III 
If one consequence of the liberal stance in a situation like south 
Africa is impotence and bewilderment 1 then another is the death of 
the self e With the breakdown of that liberal view of the world in 
which the notion of the stable, coherent self is such an important 
element, inevitably the old confidence in the self will start 
~· -r.--·-·---.-·----·- ~· . ---:-_...· - ----·-.. ·- ;· . 
• 
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breaking down as well. In ·The Becrinners ( 1 966) this process of 
dissolution finds repeated expression. The novel itself is a 
family saga which traces the careers of a Jewish familv in south 
• J 
Africa after the second World ·war. It charts the attempts of 
various of its members, and particularly those of Joel Glickman, 
to find some certainty, a faith and a belief, in a world which is 
forever defeating those attempts and which no longer allows .for any 
certainty. The final lesson of the novel is contained in one of 
Joel's realizations towards the end of it: 
Once it had been his ambition to learn from 
the world rules, reasons, meanings; he had 
wanted to know from scratch how he should 
live; to know· why he should live in one way 
rat11:!r t1can c:mothe:r. He ha<l f;1i. led. r2.vj n" 
failed--he had consciously and deliberately -
decided to try and remain modest, cautious, 
demanding little for himself and expecting 
little from everyone else, living as quietly 
as he could, trying to do a job of work 
without asking of it that it should either 
change the world, or explain _iJ:.. But even 
that, it seemed, was too much.for him to 
manage. 18 
' . ' -
He has .finally to accept a world and a life which is inconclusive~ 
m~ddled, wide in range, limited in ceri:ituJG and utte:i: .. 1y lt.1.cki'ng in 
meanings, intellectual assuagements and moral commensurations. 
The theme of the death of the self 9 or at le~ast the loss of any 
former certainty in it, is established at the very beginning of the 
novel in a conversation which tak~s place between Sarah, who will 
" 
later become Joel's mother, and her cousin Manny Rosing who, 
significantly, is about to leave south Africa in order to study 
psychoanalysis in Europeo Having unsettled her by maintaining that 
his task as a psychologist is to spread doubt, he goes on to say: 
'What we want them (people in general] to 
#HQ§!0&!¥5 !!&QI l$4i#$ $§ WMUWM*AM4W '"Htt 
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do is to accept their lack of confidence, 
to know they'll never be confident again.• 
It seemed that he was going to go on, but 
he did not. 
Heavily, almost obstinately, unwilling to 
be put off, she asked, 'What do you mean? 
What do you mean when you say people will 
never be confident again'?~, 
'Well • • • He drew the word out, then,' 'llli th 
a slightly mocking obedient tilt of his head, 
he answered her. 'Well, as we imagine people 
might have been confident when they believed 
in God, for examplee Or when they believed 
that the world was a place which changed 
slowly, if it changed at all. Or when every-
body thought he'd been given a self or a soul 
which he could. learn to know and could 
struggle to improve.' He looked up: she 
was listening earnestly to him. 1 ·we know 
that the old self no longer exists. It's 
dead. It's been killed - not by us~ you 
';.r~derstand. Or not ~ust by "t;.;,. W2'r~ 
simply the first, among the first, to recog-
nize what has. happened. And the fj~st to say 
that if it' s dead then you must throw it ay . ,ray 
as you would throw away any other old rubbish. 
It has to be done.' • ~. 'Modern 'l.11riting, 
modern art, the political revolutions, the 
psycho-analytic' movement, theyd,re all parts 
of the same transformation. You see it at 
work everywhere. You see it insidep deep 
inside~ everyone you meeto rtrs in you, in 
me, even in my father. It r s a· breaki ng-dO"J.111., 
not a building-up, you understand, ~that's 
begun. 1 9 ----
Nevertheless, despite this process of disintegration which is so 
frequently stressed, the novel 9 s main character, Joel Glickman, 
-never ceases to strive for that coherent sel~ which has been lost 
because the world which might substantiate it has vanished as well. 
And he strives in vain. After hi$ 'return from the second world War, 
-
he finds himself at a loose end, afflicted by a sense of purpose-
lessness which is similar to that which Krebs experiences in 
Hemingway's short story, 11 Soldier•s Home 11 : 
Throughout his time in the army - he had 
gone into it straight from school, shortly 
after his seventeenth birthday, and had · 
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served in it .for t\vo years ..;; Joel had been 
hoping to come upon a strength and certitude 
in himself which would be inalienable. 
Always it had seemed to him that he would 
find it just one stage ahead from where he 
was. Before enlistment he had thought he 
would put on strength \'~th his uniform; 
during his training he had expected to find 
it when he was posted abroad; in the 
reserves, when he had seen action; after 
the war, when he would come homeo Now he 
was home; and where was the confidence, 
the certainty, the inwarC. security he had 
been promising himself'? What was he to be? 
Where was he to live? How was he to liver; 
'Who was there to guide him? 20 ' · 
In essence, the rest of The Beginners records Joel's frustrated 
attempts to answer these questions. But it is his particular fate, 
and it is also the fate of most of the other characters in the 
novel, that whilst he comes to know any number of begir1nings~ a 
wide variety of starting-points and varying experiences in dif.ferent 
countries, he never finds any.definite ends~ any single thing to 
·which he could definitely coml11i t himself and which would command 
his unquestioned allegiance. 
-~-._ 
Part o.f his inability to commit hjmself or to find a commitment 
which would fully claim his attention stems .from his liberalismr 
his prior commitment to himself and to the individual. All.through 
The Beginner,~ there is a defence of the individual and his or her· 
private life against the claims of history, and particularly the 
claims which the South African historical Situation, \Vi th its 
manifold injustices, makes upon the individual lifeo This is in 
accord with Jacobson's liberalism, his concern for personal relation-
ships; he makes no attempt to remove them from the central position 
which they occupy in the. novel of liberal humanism even though his 
novel depicts a world in which liberal humanism has broken ·down. 
When Joel, in speaking to the girl whom he \llill one day marry in 
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London, makes the following points in defence o.f himsel.f, we are 
partly receiving Jacobson's o~m defence o.f the individual and of 
liberalism: 
•And that's not the worst of it,' he said. 
'The worst is that I simply can't imagine 
anything being on any other scale. Do you 
know what I mean? And this is where I .fall 
out with the politicals, the radicals and 
Communists at any rate - I mean, quite apart 
from what Stalin is actually doing in Russia, 
which I just start swearincr about whenever I 
argue with them. No, I mean when thev talk 
generally, when they start coming with their 
ideas as such,_ when they talk about moulding 
the future, changing the world, making · 
history. Then I ask myself what I will be, 
w~a ~ wi 11 ·E!Y life. be like. when they' ~e 
finished Wl. th ·.the1r moulding and making. 
And the answer is that I'll still be me; 
I ca:i.i' ·;: be:c01.1E. anyon2 els2; I ~nay be x·icher 
or poorer, or I may be in a concentration 
camp, or I may be dead. But if I'm alive 
I'll still be bound by the things that bind 
me now, because they're not just out there 
in society or the economic system; they're 
~ight in me, t~ey•re p~rt of me ••o every~o§X 
is a self to himself, if you g.et what I mean. 
And the radicals hate that, really; they 
can't stand it; they want everybody to be 
agglomerated with every one else in one big 
thing which they can call history or the 
future~ That's their way out., __ But I had 
enough of being agglomerated in.the army, 
thank you very much. 21 
Given his individualism 1 it is not surprising that Joel should be 
overcome so frequently by self-doubt, and a lacerating sense of his 
,. 
own puniness and isolation1 his estrangement and powerlessness: 
"he felt himself to be a mere disqmnected 7 irritated pinpoint~ of 
consciousness; nothing but a spe;ck, a dot,. a superfluity. 1122 Nor 
is it surprising that he should expend so much effort in trying to 
relate his own isolated consciousness to something outside himself, 
to a life in which inner and outer worlds, private and public~ could 
meet. 
-~--~ 
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His membership of a south African Zionist movement which eventually 
takes him to Israel where he works on a kibbutz for a period of 
time before once again succumbing to a sense of futility, is partly 
motivated by ~is isolation. As he says to another character whilst 
trying to explain his. membership of this movement: 
•we are trying to cure ourselves of all the 
false, negative ways of being set apart 
that we suffer from, the wrong kinds of 
specialness. Or loneliness.' 
•Loneliness?' 
'Loneliness, marginality - I don't know what 
the word is. But I know what the state is: 
to be a kind of demi-European at the bottom 
of Africa; to be a demi-Jew among Gentiles~ 
Other people have other ways of suffering 
,'?:rom it.' 
'And if you 9 re a Jew among Jews - then you'll 
be able to think cheerfully of being snuffed 
out.' 
'I don't know. Perhaps. Perhaps one would 
be able to reconcile oneself ._mgre easily to 
dying if one ·felt one really did belong to 
a living society, instead of just being part 
of a - of a mad machine. 23 
But, even more, his departure from south Afrfca is prompted by his 
_ inability 1 as a liberal? to come to terms with the demands it 
imposes on him and the threat which it represents to his personal 
liberty. Just before he departs for Israel he learns of the 
Afrikaner Nationalist victory at the polls in 1948: 
Joel's reaction to t4~ news of the Nationalist 
victory was a selfish one; it was almost 
one of relief. Now he knew he had been right 
to want to sever himself from this country; 
the country, in coming into the hands of the 
Afrikaner Nationalists had severed itself from 
him. Everything that was least welcoming in 
itp everything that was most provincial, most 
bigoted, backward, barren, cramped, divisive 
and suspicious, had been given power. He 
could hardly be bothered to grieve for it. 
He had turned elsewhere. Back to Europe (.for 
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he thought of Palestine as a part of Europe); 
back to the Jews; away from the haphazard 
disorder and fortuitousness of the countrv 
of his birth, which, he told himself, had_, 
never uttered a single, clear word he could 
understand and attend to with an undivided 
soul. Instead, he felt, there had merely 
been estrangement, pity, guilt, fear, 
contempt, roused at one time or another bv 
every group in it - the blacks, the Colou~eds, 
the Indians, the Afrikaners, the English, the 
anxious prospering Jews, all brought by chance 
together, and held together only by their 
needs and greeds,· with no other shared ties 
of history; culture, kinship, loyalty, or 
even ordinary human sympathy. 24 1 
Clearly, his liberalism makes him an especial kind of stranger in 
a country of strangers. Consequently, he has to leave south Africa 
for,another land in which he can pursue his private life. 
Yet even living in the anony~ity, the privacy and indifference of 
England does not solve his problems. He still remains troubled by 
his lack of commitment and by the lack of a;;.centre to his lifeg the 
old centre which a stable self in a stable society might have given 
in a former time. He is condemned to a sterile freedom and all its 
uncertainties and erosions of self. 
Now Jacobson's narrative of Joel Glickman, a liberal individual 
perpetually lost in a world without certainties and afflicted as a 
result by a sense of the attenuation of his self, would be all very 
well if it were not for the fact t~at, as in A Dance In The Sun, 
.. 
he continues to use the traditional realist novel with all its 
assumptions about a coherent self in order to portray this break-
down. In The Becrinners, a novel in which the liberal ideology is 
shown to be even more untenable, and in which the very class which 
might underpin it is seen as totally disintegrated, nomadic and 
existential, the central character inevitably suffers from a sense 
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of anomie and a loss of the self. But Jacobson nevertheless persi,sts 
in using the liberal novel for a depiction .of this and therefore 
an extraordinary flatness of tone and characterization results. 
For if there is no character, or if the whole notion of character 
has been undermined, one cannot go on blithely using the novel of 
liberal humanism, the novel of character, to portray this loss& 
One needs another method. And it is Jacobson's continued use of a 
form of the novel which an historical reality has rendered 
anachronistic and obsolete which is the major reason for the artistic 
failure of almost all his novels. Whilst he is concerned to depict 
the inadequacy of .liberalism or its breakdown, he nevertheless does 
this through a form of the novel which implicitly declares 
liberalism still to be a going concern. Lionel Abrahams, in a 
review of The Beqinners, shows some understanding of this debilitating 
contradiction when he ~Tites: 
.:· .. ~ .. 
Jacobson appears to me to have miscalculated 
at some point •. Perhaps his error lies in 
his choice of a realistic picture of the 
world as a means of conveying his comment 
upon the real world today~ The ._literalism 
defeats the life of the novel - because life 
has to be shovm refusing to complete its 
·stories. Perhaps some sort of allegory, or 
a surrealistic approach, might have set the 
novelist free to remain a novelist, a creator 
of that completeness that we call a story ••o 
or perhaps the death of 'that old self', if 
one believes in itv also carries with it the 
death of such personal forms of art as the 
novel ••• Born into an ever more rapidly 
changing world in which life is increasingly 
dominated by 'process of process•, Joel is 
burdened with the death of selfhood. This 
is why, from the novel's point of view, he 
is an anti-character, and no doubt it is also 
why he has to move through an anti-story 
The trouble is that it doesn't make .for 
interest, urgency, involvement~ 25 
There is a direct correlation between the form which The Beg~!1lle£l 
takes and Jacobson's own liberalism. The two go hand in hand. 
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But the fact that both of these do not go hand in hand \lr.i th the 
historical process which he is exploring is reflected in the lack 
of intensity and fictional thinness of the novel; the means, the 
form, through which he is trying to master his material, cannot 
properly come to grips \lr.ith it. In all English South African 
11terature there are a few clearer examples than this book of the 
way in which liberalism emasculates a novel and determines its 
artistic failure. 
· ... :;;.. 
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Among English south African writers,. Nadine Gordimer and J.M. coetzee 
alone have developed literary techniques which are able to deal 
effectively with the implications of the demise of liberalism, in 
south Africar a demise which culminated in the assassination of the 
Liberal Party in 1968. And one of the most interesting features of 
their work is the appearance of modernist techniques in it .. · For 
modernism is clearly the literary form which is both an index and -
expression of the death of that stable ego which is so important to 
the bourgeois world view; and the use of modernism implies the 
death of the liberal ideology as well. Coetzee has been a modernist 
writer from the start; u~th Gordimer there has been a distinct 
evolution from a fairly corrunonplace traditional realism in her 
early novels to the modernism 0£' her more recent worko She herself 
has spoken of the manner in which her v.rri ting has followed a 
distinct historical developmentp the collaR?e oE·white liberalism 
being the crucial event behind this development .. ! In 1972 9 clearly 
' 
referring· to The I~~.l!.'?Y!-[.,~is __ ,!f9.!l.£ (19~6.)";· .. she wrote: ~1 1 think 
I am the sole example of a south African who ___ has chosen that other 
new theme - the .decline of .liberalisrnp black~and-white 9 that has 
prov~d itself hopelessly inadequate to an historical situation~" 1 
Indeed, Nadine Gordirnerws development as a novelist cannot be 
divorced from the changing histori~al circumstances in Southern 
~· 
Africa over the. last three decades. Her acute sense of these cha.ngesi; 
along with her awareness of the historical significance of various 
events,' has been the main factor behind her development, behind that 
steady movement to a more Tadical position which can be traced 
chronologically in her work. As historical circumstances in south 
Africa have changed, as conditions in south Africa have become more 
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and more repressive, both Gordimer and her white heroes or heroines 
have been forced to adopt a more radical stance as the only viable 
one. Her three early novels can now be seen as clearly dramatizing 
the failure of white liberalism in South Africa - and this failure 
finds its deepest expression in The Late B_9urg;eois ~.?!l-~ (1966); 
latterly, in A Guest of Honour (1971 ), The Conservationist (1974)" 
. ~ ~-·~~ 
and especially so in her latest riovel, Burg:~r' ~ ... Daui~t~!.. (1979) p a 
Marxist influence has become increasinglyapparento UnfortunatelyiJ 
Gordimer's development on the level 0£ ideology (from a sceptical 
liberalism to a more comrni tted radicalism) has not been accompanied 
by an increasing skill as a novelist. Unlike her short stories 
which are remarkable for their concision 9 her novels~ almost without 
exception, are marred _by a fulsome clutter of sensuous detail whichr. 
instead of contributing to a rich fictional texture, merely succeeds 
in choking and obscuring the tensions and intentions 0£ he~ narratives~ 
This is particularly ironical as more and1l1.ore she has become a 
novelist of ideas; and yet more and more the clash o.f ideas which 
she is seeking to articulate has been lost'under the fulsomeness of 
her descriptive proseo And her inability to--discriminate bet-ween 
what is essential and what is irrelevant to the pro~.r.;ession 0£ a. 
novel, along with an often unnecessarily clumsy syntax and pretentious 
symbolism, 2 is the major reason why, despite her extraordinary 
ability to fictionalize the dilemmas raised-by historical circum·-
stances, her novels are all relative artistic failureso 
BUt there is another sort of failure which weakens much of her early 
-work~ liberalism~ The hopeless inadequacy of this ideology is 
already prefigured in her first three novels~ ~n.[_lE,l~. (1953)!1 
A world of Stra!:_rn (1958), and pcca~ion.for Loy:j..ES: (1963)0 All 
of these are concerned, within the conventional framework of the 
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novel of ·character, with working out a liberal hero or heroine's 
relationship to the contradictions in the South African reality, 
the major ones, of course, being those which are a result of the 
enforced separation between black and white worlds. The endings of 
these early novels are instructive. The Lpng Daz~ closes with the 
flight of its white heroine to Europe? and although this heroine 
has made the commitment to return to south Africa, her commitment' 
remains unformulated and unconvincing; it does nothing to solve 
' 
those south African problems which have ultimately led to her 
departure from the country..- A wo~l.~ ~f ..§...trans:ers ends in precisely 
the same way; the hero, a disengaged liberal publisher from England, 
finally conuni ts himself to remaining in south Africa,. Nevertheless 
Kevin Margarey is quite correct when he writes: 
The theme [of A wor~d .s>,f,.,2.,:tra~~;r.§1 ~s a 
paradox - that~n-ideologicai ideology, 
almost an unconuni tted commitment. Paradoxes 
are nearly contradictions & One is not quite 
clear, at the end of the novel, just how 
committed Toby iso If he were going to 
actually work for freedom in South Africa" 
his friendship with Steven and, indeed most 
of the novel would lose its significanceo 
But if be is simply going to stay in south 
Africa having African friends, his decision 
is mildly interesting but not important or 
dramatic o Lack of drama, -indeed of strenuous 
experience of any kind, is certainly a felt 
quality of the novelo Miss Gordimer• s view 
of commitment as personal and passive rather 
than ideological and strenuous.leads her to 
capture in the novel a certain casual, ucoolv 
effect which is as likely to disguise a theme 
as to evoke it. 3 
Occasion £or Loving deals with the prominent liberal theme of 
personal relationships and their ability to transcend an historical 
period; it uses an interractal love affair to explore this and 
comes to the despairing conclusion that "so long as the ,law remained 
unchanged, nothing could bring integrity to personal relationships.n 
once again liberal.ism proves itself to be useless against the 
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Apartheid forces which are rrru.steredagainst it. In fact, none of 
these novels succeeds in working out.a viable role or a satisfactory 
relationship which a white liberal rrlight sustain in the face of the 
south African reality; the note of commitment unon which all o.F. . . ~ 
them end is without substance; it merely rounds them off into 
artistic wholes; but without ever really exploring the practical 
consequences or possibilities for the committed white man or worna.ri, .. 
In a sense, all of Gordimer's characters follow p. trajectory £rom 
a lack of involvement to comrnitmento They find themselves in one 
of the classic existentialist positions, abandoned and forced to 
choose between the attractions of individualism and the commitments 
demanded by collectivisme In an early essay, Sartre writes that 
'· 
"we remind man that there is no legislator but himself; that he 
himself, thus abandoned? rrru.st decide for himself; also eoo we show 
that it is not by turning back upon himself 9 but always by seeking'v 
beyond himself, an aim which is one of liberation or of some 
particular realization, that man can realize himself as truly 
human."4 In abstract 7 this accurately describes the course which 
-- -- . 
mo.st o.f Gordimer's characters f'ollowft But sincep in the early 
riovels, their commitment is unspecif'ie~ it remains an ina~t;.WJ,ig · 
one; their liberalism is never transcended and the novels end with 
vacuous gestures designed to make up for the revealed shortcomings 
of the ideology which informs themo 
The inconclusive nature of the p~rsonal relationships which the 
liberal establishes in these first three novels reaches a crisis 
point in Gordimer's next novel, The Late B~r~eois world~ which is 
based on the.sabotage efforts of the African Resistance Movement!' 
a group of young white men connected to the Liberal Party.who 
resorted to violence in 1964 and whose actions not only served to 
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discredit the Liberal Party once and for all in the eyes 0£ white 
South Africa, but also may be read as an indication of the sterility 
of liberalism itself at that historical juncture in South Africa. 
The necessity for violent action, and the implicit rejection of the 
constitutional programme for change in this movement, may be seen 
as a comment upon the political sterility of liberalism. 
Alan Lomberg has written~ "There is a devolution from confidence 
i 
and a.ffirmation to uncertainty and near-despair in Gordimer•s 
nove1s[dovn1 to The Late;, Bours;eois .W..2r1qj. As that sense of assurance 
in the possibilities for the realization of liberal ideals decreases, 
artistic assurance and control increases .. n 5 The Lat~o:urgepj.§. 
world is the one novel by Nadine Gordimer which is not marred by a 
diffuse lyricism. In the words of Ursula Laredo 1 it "depends for 
its effectiveness almost entirely on repeated images 0£ despair, 
emptiness, and sterility.,n6 And this is ap_propriate; it depicts 
the nadir of liberalis~ in south Africa 1 in the poli ticaJ. dc>ldr'U.ms 
~--, 
of the Sixties after Sharpevillep Ri vorri.a! \and. the banning of bl.;1,ck 
political organizations~ Lyricism or a sensuous realism is no 
ionger possibleo 
II 
There are two quotations pre.facing The L~te. Bop:rgeois .. Jlorld which 
form the dialectical poles betwe~n which its central consciousnessr;. 
Elizabeth van Den Sandt, oscillates. Significantly, the one is 
from Franz Ka.fka: "there are possibilities .for meg certainly~ 
but under what stone do they lie?" The other. j_.s .from Maxim Gorky~ 
"The madness of the brave is the wisdom of life." The signi£icance 
of these two quotations is to be found in the fact that.whilst the 
former, in Kafka's usual interior vein, registers a doubt about 
choice and action and is emblematic of European sterility and angst, 
the latter, from the arch-protagonist of socialist realism, points 
to a way of resolving these doubts and insecuritieso In effect 
The Late Bourgeois World is a short novel centred around the 
difficulty of choice and action when the polarization between races 
and the isolation of the white liberal from blacks as well ·as other 
whites has made any choice and any action. extremely problematic., 
The inappropriateness of Elizabeth's liberal values entails a crisis 
' 
of values which, in turn, ~ntails a crisis of action - for the two 
go hand in hand. I longer viable, that its values are useless, causes her long series 
Her explicit .realization that liberalism is no 
of uncertainties and confusions as to what to do next, as to what 
can be done at all. And in accordance with her violent oscillations 
and uncertainties, it is no mere chance occurrence that he.x• v0i~e }} 
should become i_pcreasingly interior, that. ,:it should, in short,, // 
become increasingly modernist.. For with the seeming impossibility 
of any effective political action, with i t~'-apparent .futility and 
the breakdown of almost all social relatio-nships other than the 
most mechanical and manipulative (and the isolat:Lon and loneliness 
of the liberal is emphasized in this novel as never. before), it is 
inevitable that a loss of the self should result and that this 
....... _';;'"_ -
should be reflected in the drift of the narrator~s voice toward the 
interior monologue. The novel itself ends with her continuing . / 
oscillation; _its final sentence,- "afraid, alive, afraid, alive, 
. 7 
afraid, alive ••• ", is merely her expression of that oscillation 
between fear and bravery which is·. contained in the two pre.~acing 
quotations to the book4 And if nothing is finally resolved, if no 
satisfactory resolution has been attained by Elizabeth van Den Sandt 
by the end of the·book, then at least an essential dilemma has been 
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laid bare: that is, given the sterility of the liberal ideology, //_ 
the necessity for another ideology, for choice, commitment, and J {. 
ac.tion. 
In all of Gordimer's novels the relation between the fictional world 
she constructs and a certain historical reality and period in south 
Africa is fairly explicito This is particularly true of The.Late· . ,. 
,Bourgeois world. The socio-historical background to the novel is 
clearly that period in the late Fifties and early Sixties when the 
measure of collaboration and close political alliance between 
liberal and leftist elements among whites and blacks was breaking 
down and a general estrangement and polarization between the two 
races was becoming more and more pronounced. This is expressed 
.. 
quite clearly in Elizabeth Van Den sandt's comment~ "There was a 
move among politically active Africans to keep out 0£ white housesg 
no matter whose they were, and to reject ftiendship-and even 
intimacy with whites as part of white privilege~ n 8 Al.though many 
of the political references and episodes whfch are recalled by 
Elizabeth through a series of deftly contrived flashbacks have a 
distinctly journalistic ring and contribute to _the artistic failure 
of this novel, they make clear the intentions behind The Late 
Bourge9is World. Through the depiction 0£ a day in the life of 
Elizabeth van Den Sandt (a day in which she learns of the suicide 
,. ·- - ·~· - - - .. --·--·- --
of her former husband? Max; pays ,a visit to her son at his exclusive 
boarding~school and to her senile grandmother at an equally 
exclusive old age home; receives a visit from her lover, a liberal 
lawyer with whom she is having a particularly tepid a££air; and 
later entertains a black activist)t it attempts to delineate the 
breakdown of white liberalism and to illustrate, particularly through 
the life of Max, some of the consequences of this breakdown and the 
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ensuing estrangement between blacks and whites. There is a further 
intention, and this is expressed in the very title of the novel: 
The Late Bourgeois world. Clearly, Nadine Gordimer has set out to 
give a portrait, or at least some cameosp of what she considers to 
be characteristic of the historical period in South Africa on which 
she is focussing her attention - a world characterized above all 
by the death-throes of the white world. When Elizabeth asks her 
lover, Graham Mills, "what could one say this isi the age of?", .. 
l 
"what on earth do you think they' 11 call it in history?", he replies:: 
"I've just read a book that refers to ours as the Late Bourgeois 
World. How does that appeal to you?" 9 
In his chapter on The L~te _Bourge,ois 1'1?Fl~ in his study 0£ 
Nadine Gordimer, Robert F. Haugh has two basic, related criticisms 
of the novel. First, he maintains that irwe have in this novel a 
particularly embarrassing failure - again a .. point-of-view problem 
in the woman protagonist.. Elizabeths the woman in her thirties 
"• 
telling the story, has the swaggering bravadoof a teenage rebel .. 
Pow s-he could have supposedly lived through the events of her 1ife 
10 and remained the tiresome adolescent- she is, boggles the :mind." 
Having cited some examples of her malicious, vindictive na.tilre and · 
of the falseness at the heart of her professed candour, he goes o:n 
to ask: r1How can I believe the narrator upon any of. the subjects 
in the novel: racial justice, white liberalismp revolutionary-
resistance, or any other endeavov.r, be it personai, social, or 
political'?"11 And his secorid criticism, which follows from 
Elizabeth van Den sandt~s bigoted~ uncertain point-of-view, is as 
follows~ "When we peer _more closely at Max van Den Sandt, whose 
suicide we discover early in the first chapter, we find a potent{ally 
fascinating character whose qualities are not illuminated by the 
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manner of vie'Wing; they are in fact hidden from us by the disdain· 
and vindictiveness of the viewing character.n12 
Although these criticisms are just, Haugh is ultimately missing the 
real reason why Gordimer should have made her protagonist so . 
blata..."'ltly repulsive and manifestly unjust in her attitudes towards .. 
most of those with whom she has some contact. The latter 9 ·along 
with the other whites in the novel, is obviously, meant to be 
. I 
representative of that sterility and aridity which Gordimer sees as 
a defimng feature of her Late Bourgeois world. It is finally 
Elizabeth van Den.Sandt herself, just as much as the mother-in-law 
and father-in-law for whom she has such scorn, who is the 
representative figure in this desolate and dying world. The lack 
of development of the "potentially fascinating charactern, Ma.>e, 
the manner in which he is so readily dismissed a.nd forgotten by his 
former wife, and the readiness.with which'. she glosses over his 
obvious agonies, is a reflection of Elizabethq s own a!'idi ty 11 .her 
'\--...... 
fear and consequent inability to feel and display warmth, fidelityw 
and grief. The callousness of her reacti~n._to- the news of Max's . 
su~~~d~ is exemplified. by the way she :~mples and drops the teleg-ram/ 
which informs her of his death onto the breakfast tr.ay; presumably 
it is no more than another piece of debris among the debris of her 
breakfast o Later, she weeps 1tnot for Max's death but for the pain 
and terror of the physical facts o,f it .. 013 ·But these instances of 
brutality are-surely Gordimer's §trategies to get the reader to 
focus more attentively on the character of Elizabeth herself. 
In the first part of The Rebel, in which he distinguishes between 
--=-----
rebellion and revenge or resentment, Albert Camus writes: 
2J(5 /;• 
Actually, rebellion is more than an act of 
revenge, in the strongest sense of the word. 
Resentment is very well defined by Scheler 
as an auto-intoxication - the evil secretion, 
in a sealed vessel, of prolonged impotenceG 
Rebellion, on the other hand, removes the 
seal and allows the whole being to come into 
play. It liberates stagnant waters and turns 
them into a raging torrent. Scheler himself 
emphasizes the passive aspect of resentment, 
and remarks on the prominent position it 
occupies in the psychology of women whose 
main preoccupations are desire and possession 
••• Scheler-is also right in saying that 
resentment is always highly flavoured with 
envy • • • According to Scheler, res1entment 
al"1ays turns into either unscrupulous 
ambition or bitterness, depending on whether 
it flourishes _in a weak mind or a strong one. 
But in both cases it is always a question of 
wanting to be something other than what one 
is. · Resentment is always resentment against 
oneself •• a Finally, it would seem that 
rf?~.~ntme".lt takes .a delight, ir advanc:e, ~.n 
the pain that it would like the object of 
its envy to feelo 14 
. ---1 
Although the relevance of the whole of this quotation to The Late 
- .......... ;u:p;> 
Bourgeo~s World should be immediately appa~ent, the part which 
speaks-of resentment as being the product of »prolonged impotence 0 
is particularly applicable to Elizabeth va.i1>-nen Sandt. For there 
i.s no doubt that she suffers .from resentmene-and its syndrome, and 
that her general scorn and sneering -tone is a direct result of her 
impotence, the impotence of her liberalism in a society in which 
her own liberal values would seem to have become obsolete. 
As in the case of her ex-husband ~ax, her impotence is a result of 
her attemp_t to reject the great white lie, a refusal to identify ------ - --
with white south Africa and thereby to reap all the benefits and 
-· 
·privileges whic}+ this identification automatically entailse The 
nature of her impotence is to be .found in her refusal to be a 
colonizer. Yet this refusal is only a nominal one on her part. 
However much she might identify with the blacks and their struggle, 
she herself cannot escape from her own position as a white. During 
an early episode in the· novel when she is pouring scorn on whites 
busy with their weekend shopping and "the plain evidence of the 
superior living standards of white civilization11 p she herself has 
to admit: "I too have my package of pork fillets and my chair in 
the sun; you would not know me from the others" [the other 
bourgeois whi tesJ •1 5 Thus, however much she is estranged from the 
· unthinking allegiances of her own kind, however much she might keep 
her hands clean as far as her own work is concerned, she cannot 
really escape her own clas~ position, nor.refrain from "living white". 
---------'-· - ---
In one important sense, then, The Late Bourgeois world is about the 
difficulty, if not the impossibility~ of crossing class and racial 
barriers in the rigidly stratified South African social formation~ 
and in which those who do not respect the demands for allegiance 
and complicity required of them by the white :ruling-class establish-
ment are fated to suffer.isolation and impotences But it is 
.•. ;!)..-·· 
Gordimer's failure to elaborate upon Elizabeth's futile hatredsy 
her failure to delineate the connection between her impotence and 
her resentment which makes the reader all too ready to attribute 
her malice to the author herself o 
Above all, Elizabeth's life would seem to have been based upon 
rejectiono The code upon which she had been raised as a child, and 
which was also foisted upon Max, was radically inadequate and false., 
As she says: __ 
But I don't think that the code of decent 
family life, kindness to dogs and neighbours, 
handouts to grateful servants, has brought 
us much more than bewilderment~ What about 
all those strangers the code didn't provide 
for, the men who didn't feel themselves to 
be our servants and had nothing to be grate-
ful for in being fobbed, off with handouts, 
··--- ~·- ...... _....._ .. _.. __ .... _~· - ·------~--~-
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A. 
the people who weren't neighbours and 
crowded in on us with hurts and hungers 
kindness couldn't apnease? I don't know 
what will be asked of Bobo by the time he 
grows up, .but I do know that the sort of 
background I was told a child should expect 
would leave him pretty helplesso I can 
only try to see to it that he looks for 
his kind of security elsewhere than in the 
white suburbs. 16 
In her own family life, the "shoddy" was her "sickening secretu 
and this led her to expec~ that Max would give h
1
er "Truth and beauty11 11 
something which, it turns out, he is ~uite incapable of providing~ 
His parents and their thoughtless, affluent life-style are also 
unacceptable to both of them, as are almost all the whites who come 
into the narrative as part of its background~ Her rejection 0£ this 
past - and her scorn is the instrument through which she rejects 
and distances herself from the object of her scorn - is no doubt 
justified considering the emptiness and inadequacy of the values 
which it has provided. Yet the scorn only.:;.succeeds in caricaturing 
the objects of it 9 which caricatures only serve to reinforce and 
(.-------- ·~ 
justify the scorn in a, cyc_l_ica:__w~ Moreover, the desire to reject 
whicr. is implicit i.:n the scorn onJ.y serves to isolate her from her 
class and it makes no impression on -th_fs class c:u1yway. The result 
is an impoten~~ whose pain Q.nd frustration she seeks to mi ti gate 
...-
through resentmento 
Max van Den Sandt provides a much _clearer instance of both the' 
difficulty ofcbreaking out of the white laager and away from its 
ideology, and also of the dilemmas attendant upon this. But if 
Gordimer fails to make sufficientiy clear the reasons for Elizabeth~s 
resentments, masquerading as honesty, then she also fails to account 
in sufficient detail for Max•s particular make-up. 
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The solitary nature of Max's childhood, the refusal of his parents 
to p,ay sufficient attention to him when he was troubled by a certain 
problem, only grows into a deeper solitude with time when he rejects 
his family and all that they represento Referring to his relation-
ship with a Black activist who was once a close associate, Elizabeth 
. says of Max: 
he hovered irresistably towards what could 
never be got down, what Spears didn~t need 
to get down .because it was his - an identity 
with millions like him 1 an abundance 
chartered by the deprivation of all that 
Max had had heaped upon himself. Some of 
the white people I know want the black•s 
innocence; that innocence, even in 
corruption, of the status of victims; but 
not Max. And everyone knows those whites 
who Wb.Llt to 0e allov;ed to r·10vE:" ·zhe blacks 
out of guilt; and those who want to be 
allowed tu "love" them as an aberration, a 
distinction. :Max wasn't any of those. 
He wanted to come close; and in this 
country the people - with all the huddled 
warmth of the phrase - are black~ Set 
aside with whites, even his own chosen 
kind, he was still left out~ he experienced 
the isolation of his childhood become the· 
isolation of his colour~ 17 >" .. 
And with his isolation, the possibilities that are open to him grow 
less and less. Running through whar he might have become 9 Elizapeth 
suggests: "He might have been a lawyer; but all the pro.fessions · 
were part of the white club, whose life membership ticket, his only 
birthright, he had torn up. 1118 Having rejected the white bourgeois 
world, its privileges and the herd, identity it of.fersJ Max is '" 
condemned to loneliness. And wh~n his work alon.g w:i th bla.ck 
activistsis disrupted by police action, that loneliness can only 
have increased. -The last news of-his activities before he resorts 
to sabotage is that ''he had associated himself for a while with 
people who wanted to organize a new underground white revolutionary 
group."19 The word "white" in the last phrase is significant; it 
indicates the loss of contact with blacks. 
Max is repeatedly described by Elizabeth as a failure, and he ends 
up by being universally despised for having turned state witness 
and betraying his revolutionary comrades. As she says: "He didn•t 
die for them - the people, but perhaps he.did more than that. In 
his attempts to love he lost eveh his self-respect, in bet:r.ayal .. 
He risked everything for them and lost everything~ He gave his 
life in every way there is; and _going down to the bed of the sea 
is the last." 20 But Elizabeth's greatest resentment fOJ.'.' Max is 
inspired by the fact that he wanted her approval and admiration for 
whatever he did, that "he retained the revengeful need to be 
. acknowledged." Her recollection of his humiliation of a friend, 
Felicity Howe, seems specifically designed to show that 0 there was 
only one reason why Max made love to her~ He knew it and I knew ito 
He neede.d approval and admiration so nruch t..hat he was prepared to 
•· •.. ::r.ct'""· 
throw in a good fuck as payment .. 1121 According to his ex-wifev Max's 
greatest crime is that he is selfish and does not love; but her 
accusation is ironic considering her own inability to love as well,, 
Now it seems nothing less than a failure of imagination on Gordimer 9 s 
part that she reveals no relationship between Max's isolation and. 
his exaggerated need for admiration. For it seems quite plausible 
that having made the difficult decision not to play along with. the 
white world, and having forfeited· the assurance that comes from 
belonging to a race of people with an assured sense of their own 
identity (however .false this assurance might be)" Max would require 
a more than normal appreciation of what he was doingp of the course 
which he had chosen. Elizabeth's acute sense of embarrassment and 




his sister's wedding is a case in point. The speech itself is_ 
utterly sincere; what she cannot bear is its lack o.f efficacy, 
its impotence, the readiness with which it is absorbed and forgotten 
by the guests. And if the incident of the wedding speech is 
designed to show the difficulty of a black-sheep among his own kind 
trying to get through to them, then it is obscured by the false 
insight which Elizabeth has into it. Ultimately her reactions 
speak more-of her own failures than those o.f her husband~ Ultimately 
she is the truly isolated and impotent one .. 
Her sterility is further reflected in the nature of the relationships 
which she has. One of the ways in which Nadine Gordimer frequently 
attempts to illuminate the quality o.f life in a particular society 
(usually that white English south African society which is her 
. ,_ ...... 
especial fictional province) is by revealing the nature of the 
sexual relationships conducted within it., ~;;.,No doubt she recognizes 
( ' --·~-- -· . .-.-~--~---·------
that there is an intimate connection between the condition or state 
of a civilization and its erotic life. Only· a cursory glance at 
Elizabeth van Den sandt 9 s relationship with the lawyer, Graham Mills. 
reveals that it is an extremely casual arrangement in which there 
is a good deal of duplicity, i.n which large portions of their 
respective lives are unknown to each other and in which no natural 
dependency has been established so that 9 presumably, nothing is 
owed and nothing can be lost. In ~ word, their relationship is a 
convenient habit which can be characterized both by Elizabeth's 
description of Graham's erection inside her ("warm, thick, dead1122 ) 
and by her later comment that "everything was slack and somehow 
absent-minded 9 between us.
1123 If this relationship is an index to 
anything, it surely points to Elizabeth's general lack o.f involvement 
and her fear of both giving and taking for fear of involvement • 
....... ""':"'""·- ·~- --·-- . 
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It is analagous to her political position. 
This passionless alliance stands in stark contrast to her evening 
with Luke Fokase, a black activist, whom she had known briefly in 
former times. Unlike the other whites in her story, he 1tis 
immediately there"; 24 he is like "a young black bull in a white 
china shop. 1125 He exemplifies black vitality and sensuality as 
opposed to the stasis and sterility of the whites~ 26 It is in this 
' 
episode that something like a.little sensuality enters into 
Elizabeth van Den sandt's bleak and arid narrative. There are 
moments of flirtation and laughter before the subject of a bank 
account for some foreign money required by the black activists is 
broachedo Theni after Luke has left her, she reflects: 
A sympathetic white woman hasnft got anything 
to of fer him - except the footing she keeps 
in the good old white Reserve of banks and 
privileges. And in return he;,.:.:.comes with _the 
smell of the smoke of braziers in his clothese 
Oh yes, and it's quite possible heu11 make 
love to me~ next time or some timeo That's 
part of the bargain. rt•s honest, too, like 
his vanity, his lies, the loans he doesn't 
pay back: it's all he's got to-·offer me. 
It would be bette:i:• i.f' I accepted grate.fully 9 
because then we shan 9 t owe each other anything, 
each wi 11 have given wha "L he hasp and neither 
is to blame if one has more to give than the 
other. And in my·case, perhaps I want it. 
I don't know. Perhaps it would be better than 
what I 9 ve had - or got. Suit rrie better, now .. 
Who's to say it shouldnvt be called love? You 
can't do more than give what you have. 27 
-
This passage,-coming after she h?-d woken. up in some hour of the night 
and supposedly thought out in a moment of lucidity, nevertheless 
contains nothing of the resolution it is meant to imply& Whereas 
she has only a bank account to offer Luke~ he has only sex to give 
in return. If there is any honesty in this exchange, if through 
political circumstances and the predicament of her own isolation 
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she has nothing more to give, then this honesty will scarcely form 
the basis of a genuine relationship; it is no more than an exchange 
of goods. As in her affair with Graham, almost her last thought 
in The Late.Bourgeois World is that she should gratefully accept 
Luke' s sexual advances since then ~~~th~~ ~11_ ?~e. anything to the 
other. To the end she remains uninvolved, dishonest 9 and afraid$ 
She wi 11 presumably give a bank account and her pody to J_,uke; Max 
gives his lifee Earlier on in the book, however, she reflects: 
"You cannot hope to unseat the great alabaster backside with a tin-
pot bomb. Why risk your life? The madness of the brave i$ the 
vtlsdom of lifeo I didn't understand till theno Madness 9 God, yes~ •"""'"'~- ...... ~-.... .-.. 
it was; but why should the brave ones among us be forced to be 
mad?" 28 In this comment on :Max's life, on the way in which he 
risked and lost it, she is also implicitly referring to. a progression 
in it, which, although the novel itself fai~ls to illuminate it 
fully, is tantamount to a progression from the world of the Kafka 
'\'·-.. 
quote to that of the Gorky quotea Max~ h~ving estranged himself 
·--- -
from the white ethos and having s11ffered all the diminished 
pos~ibili ties that this must have en-ta~led, and no doubt hav:Lng 
been driven to desperation by this frustrationp corruni ts the· mad act 
of making a bomb0 He has become an activist; he has truly rebelled.; 
That he failedp both personally and politically, and that he payed 
with his life for his failure, is not that importanto For tha 
suggestion is-that~ driven to an_act of madness by his frustratior1s~ 
he has left behind the uselessness of liberalism. Elizabeth's 
question as to why "the brave ones among us should be mad?" f'airly 
\ 
points out the tragedy of the south African late bourgeois world~ -that those who are mad and brave are struck down. Yet although --------Elizabeth herself is certainly not among the mad or brave (and it 
may be that her animosity is also inspired by the guilt she feels 
at not being one of this company), there is the suggestion at the 
end of the novel that she herself might be willing to involve 
herself in political action again, that she. herself might become· 
one of the mad and the brave. 
In conclusion, what can be said about The, ~~~~ ... l32ur,[~i~ ,W,2r.l~ is. 
that it is an ultimate expression of the impasse of liberal values 
and the impotence of liberals in South Africa in the sixties. This 
impotence leads the impotent into perversities of response (i.e. 
resentment) in order to compensate for their manifold frustrated 
possibilities. Elizabeth Van Den Sandt exemplifies this9 With 
these frustrations, with the_inability to act being oppressively 
real, and with the white individual becoming increasingly aware that 
whatever contact he might maintain with black activists is 0£ 
negligible significance~ two courses of ac~E-~on seem to ;present 
themselves. The one is an apolitical resignation; the other is an 
act of violent rebellion which is consequent upon the madness 
induced by so many frustrated possibilitieso- Max exemplifies this 
latter optione It necessarily signifies the refutation of liberalism. 
And it is largely because The }~ate £3..?UfJle .. o!_.s wo,rld reveals the 
inadequacy of liberalism in the historical circumstances of south 
Africa, and because it also reveals the consequences of the death 
of this ideology, ·that it is such a significant landmark in English 
south· African_ fiction~ More than any other novel in this literature 
it marks a kind of turning-point; more conclusively than any novel 
by any other novelist it begins to break away from that liberal 
tra<lition which had been the dominant one in white English Sou.th 
African literature up to that point in time. 
- -··-------··---....,.........--.,... .... ·---·"'--·-·----·--~-t···· ..-.... ---·~···· _,._ -··---.. ·-- ,..~ ·- - ··~--..... __ , ____ ,,__ _____ ..,... __ ,,__~·-
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The Late Bourgeois World also marks a turning-point in Gordimer's 
development as a novelist. Given the impasse of liberalism which 
she expressed so effectively in this novel, it is perhaps no surprise 
that in her nex.t novel, A Guest Of f{onour ( 1971 L she should focus 
on a liberal character who is called by a particular situation'-
a newly independent Africcm state - and who does consciously choose 
to align himself and to act, whatever the consequences of that 
! 
action might bee As it happens, it results in his accidental death .. 
Nevertheless, the meaning of the central protagonist's career is 
summed'up in a journal article which is quoted at the very end of 
. 
the book: "ln a number devoted to "The Decline of Liberalism" in 
an English monthly journal he was discussed as an interesting case 
in point: a man who had "passed over from the scepticism and 
resignation of empirical liberalism to become one of those who are 
so haunted by the stupidities and evils in;;human affairs that they 
are prepared to accept apocalyptic solutions~ wade through blood 
if need beg to bring real change. ~1029 
---·-·--·---
In a later novel, The Conservationist (1974)~ Gordimer moves even 
. ··"""9= .......... <>.~~ 
further away from that liberal ideology which was the nerve;..centre 
. of her ear-ly fiction8 It deals with a white land-owning capitalist 
for whom possessions are everything, and whose relationships with 
the worid read likE'. a catalogue of, alienations. He is an anti;...hero 
-
estranged from any sort of commu~ty, <3:nd this is reflected in the 
fact that a large part of the novel consists of his interior mono-
logues. .Indeed, with the absence·· of any authent:i.c relationships wi. th 
other people~ his monologues are inescapable; he has literally 
got no-one to talk to. In contrast to him is the small community 
of blacks who work his farm and who ultimately become a kind of 
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collective hero because they are the true caretakers of the land, 
and their living is characterized by a fidelity to relationships, 
both to the living and to the dead. The final paragraph of the 
novel, after an unknovm black has been buried, expresses this: 
"The one whom the farm received had no name. He had no family but 
their women wept a little for him. There was no child of his 
present but their children were there to live after him. They had 
put him away to rest, at last; he had come back.~ He took possession 
of this earth, theirs; one of them." 30 This novel conforms fairly 
closely to what Lucien Goldmann has called the novel of collective 
aspirations. By its very nature, its class position and social 
organization, white English south Africa, particularly the Englishp 
could not possibly be the group hero of such a novel. Effectively, 
it would seem that in Th~ c~n-serz.atio~~! Gordimer has written of£ 
the whites. 
..· ... ~. 
Finally, in her most recent novel, Bur.[~~~.2 ... !2a:t;li!1:.!~ ( 1 979) i Gordimer 
moves ~ven further away from the liberal ~cleology. 'l'he deep Marxist 
:Lnfluei:.ce on this book signifies this movement. In this novel, by 
attempting to integrate the fictiona·1 and the historical, she is· 
doing something similar to that which Solzhenitsyn has achieved 
in his historical novels of Russian life under Stalinism;. dealing 
with a history which has been consigned to obli viono And although 
her attempts are awkward and clumsy in comparison with solzhenitsynrs, 
Burger's Daugl~!=.~~ does, in effect, reclaim that tradition of Marxism 
4 . 
as forrrru.lated by the ANC and SACP which has long been forced under-
ground in south Africa. Just as the central character, Rosa Burger!' 
is concerned through much of the· novel to literally "re.~colJ-ectn 
her dead parents' Communist past, so ,:surger' s Dauahter is an- act 0£ 
remembrance, a recollection of what has been temporarily smothered 
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by the present white r~gime. And by dealing with this Marxist 
tradition, Gordimer implicitly declares the nullity of the liberal 
tradition and revives another which, it would seem, will become 
increasingly prominent in both life and literature in south Africa 
in this era after the Soweto revolt of 1976. 
· .. :;;..-. 
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In this thesis it has been my concern to examine the deep in.fluence 
which the liberal ideology has had on almost a century of white · 
English south African fiction and to specify some of the ways in 
which it has determined the failure of this literature, both 
artistically and politically. At the time of writing, with the 
death of liberalism in south Africa, it would seem that Gordimer 
and J.M. coetzee respectively represent two ways out of the cul~de~ 
sac which has come about with this deatho I have noted the 
t 
increasing Marxist in£luence on Gordimer's later £ictiono This is 
one way. Clearly, Coetzee.has taken the other. For, in essence 
his novels are novels of the absence of the subject, of characters 
disembodied in a colonial milieu by a freedom so lawless that it 
is tantamount to imprisonment. All his characters, or cipherst 
are engaged in a desperate endeavour to forge a stable ego, a 
coherent self of certain realityt in a violent world in which nothing 
exists, in which there are :no authentic reJ_ation.ships, to substantiate 
a self. Hence their existentialismo Coetzee's ·modernism may itself 
be regarded as implying the death of liberaiismo What is clear· 
from his work (and also from Gordimer' s )---fs ·that it is no longer 
possible to -write the traditional liberal novel in contempora.:ry 
south Africa and, at the same time, .to write a meaningful work of 
art. Whatever course future south African literature in English · 
might take, it is clear that it cannot be informed by the ideology 
of liberalism. If writers continu,e writing within this dead -. 
tradition which I have outlined, their work will be possessed by 
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